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INTRODUCTION 

THE master-problem of economics is to detei'mine 
the proper relation of the people to the land on 
which they live, and from which they derive their 
sustenance and their wealth. Their rights to 
the land' are bound up with their rights to life 
and liberty, because the right to life implies a 
right to tne means of living, and liberty begins 
with the liberty to use the gifts of Nature to 
satisfy human needs. These rights are inherent 
and Inalienable; the recognition of them is of 
the first importance; and. they ought to be 
asserted at the earliest possible moment, any 
law, custom, or usage to the contrary notwith
standing. . 

This economic problem is at the root of the 
production of wealth, because all wealth is 
ultimately obtained from the land. It is at the 
root of the distribution of wealth, which in large· 
measure follows, and is bound .to. follow, the 
distribution of the sources from which wealth 
is derived. It is at the root of all social· and 
political questions, because the well-being, the 
prospects, and the contentment of a people depend 
on the extent to which they are enabled to make 
use of the natural opportunities. 

v 
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Justice requires that all the people should have 
equal rights to the land which Nature has pro
vided. The rights to land are of a compreh,ensive 
character, for they include the rights to the light 
that shines on it, to the wind that blows over it, 
to. the rain that falls on it, to the springs that rise 
in it, to the streams that flow upon it, to the water
power, to the natural growths, to the use of the 
surface in a variety of ways, to the stone, the 
clay, the coal, the minerals, and the other materials 
which it contains, and to all else that pertains to 
the' land and passt:s with a grant of it. These 
gifts of Nature; which are in no wise due to the 
agency of man, ought not' to. be the subjects. of 
private property, but ought to be treated as the 
common property' of the people, from generation 
to generation continuously. 

In so far as the land IS utilised by the peopla 
in their' collective capacity, or is the subject of 
their common use or enjoyment, no difficulty 
arises. In so far as the land is in the hands of 
private persons, the people as a whole should be 
regarded as the super-landlord, and their right 
to the land should be enforced by requiring those 
who hold it to pay a rent or tax for it, this rent 
or tax in each case being based on the market 
value of the land apart from improvements, and 
being payable whether the land is used or not. 

Land-value policy~the' policy of taxing land
values and untaxing improvements-is founded on 
the recognition of the rights of the people to the 
land, and of the improver to the improvements. 
It would secure to the 'people the value which 
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attaches to the land in consequence of their 
presence and requirements. It would provide 
public revenue without burdening industry. It 
would, moreover, put a stop to the withholding 
of land from use, because the pressure of having 
to pay according to the market value of the land, 
whether the land was being used or not, would 
deter people from holding land idle and would 
cause them either. to use it, themselves, or to 
transfer it to others who would use it. The· 
taxation of land-values would lay the axe to the 
root of land monopoly and make the land avail
able for use; while the untaxing of improvements 
would promote its development. . 

Land-value ,policy is the true basis of recon
struction. Its direct effects would be to make 
the land more available for use and to p.romote 
production. Indirectly, it would prepare the way 
for the reform of land-tenure and the simplifica
tion of title to land. In its financial 'aspect, the 
increasing absorption of economic rent as public 
revenue would facilitate the corresponding aboli
tion of taxes on production and exchange: whilst, 
from the International standpoint, the application 
of the policy in different countries would lay the 
economic foundations of prosperity and peace. 

J. D. W. 
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LAND-V ALUE POLICY 

CHAPTER I 

PUBLIC RENTCHARGE ON LANDS 

The Present System 

THE rates and taxes on landed properties are, to quote 
Mr Goschen's happy phrase, "a kind of rentcharge 
upon those lands for the benefit of the public." 1 These 
rentcharges,however, are at present assessed in an 
unsatisfactory way, and they ought to be placed 1>n a 
proper basis. 

Penalties on Improvements 

The present valuation of each property, speaking 
generally, is based on the rent that would be obtainable 
for the property if it were let for a year in its existing 
condition, without discriminating between the land and 
the improvements. Thus the system in effect imposes 
a penalty on the building of houses and the making of 
other improvements. If a new house· is· built or an 
existing house enlarged, the valuation of the property is 
raised and the rates and taxes increased. If a factory 
or workshop is put up, the same thing happens; the 
better and mOl;"e commodious it is, the higher the valuation 
and the heavier the charges; and, as the valuations 
include plant and machinery, the system operates as a 

1 Reporll Gfld Sp •• t:hu 011 Locol To:t:atitm, London, 187:1, p. 148. 
11 
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/penalty on improved equipment. The system also 
discourages the direct use of land for production; if 
farm-steadings are built or extended, or if glass-houses 
are erected to facilitate intensive cultivation, the valuations 
are raised, and the rates arid taxes are increased corre
spondingly. This policy of fining people for their 
improvements is disastrous, the more so because they 
are fined again and again, as often as the seasons for 
rating and taxing come round. It hinders the building 
of houses, it obstructs induStrial development, it prevents 
the proper cultivation of the land, and it checks production 
at the source. 

Under-valuation of Unimproved Lands 

The system has also the disadvantage that it values 
unimproved lands too low, and thus facilitates the with
holding of land from use, narrowing the basis of pro
duction and forcing up rents. Unimproved lands, in
stead of being valued at a fair percentage of their selling 
values .or at the annual rents that they would command if 
let for a long term on satisfactory tenure with freedom 
of use, are valued on the basis of the rents . obtainable 
for them if let for a year in their existing condition; 
Thus, for' instance, vacant lands that are wanted for 
building are taxed and rated on what may be called their 
" cabbage-patch" values, or perhaps on merely nominal 
values, even though they are being held up for a high 
reserve price, which the landlords may be -able to obtain 
when the overcrowding, aggravated by' this practice, has 
reached a more acute stage. There is no justification 
for the disparity between the valuations on which the 
landlords have to contribute to public needs, and the 
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prices that the people have to pay the landlords if they 
acquire the land. The land should be valued for taxation 
and rating on the basis of its real market value. 

Royal COmmission on Housing 
This feature of the present valuations was brought 

under the notice of the Royal Commission on the Housing 
of the Working Classes nearly forty years ago. The 
Majority Report drew attention to it in these words; and 
the conditions are still the same : 1 

.. At present, land available for building in the 
neighbourhood of our populous centres, though its 
capital value is very great, is probably producing a 
small yearly return until it is let for building. The 
owners of this land are rated, not in relation to the 
real value, but to the actual annual income. They 
can thus afford to keep their land out of the market, 
and to part with only small quantities, so as to raise 
the price beyond the natural monopoly price which 
the land would command by its advantages of 
position. Meantime, the general expenditure of 
the town on improvements is increasing the value 
of their property." 

The Report then proceeds to say: 
II If this land were rated at, say, 4 per cent. on its 

selling value, the oWners would have a more direct 
incentive to part with it to those who are desirous of 
building, and a two-fold advantage would result to 

I See Reporl of 1M CommiInm., 1885, C. 44OZ, at p. 042. A collection 
of recent inatanc:ea of uorbitant pric:es being asked for lands that are 
rated and tued 00 merely nominal valuationa may be found in 
Mr A. W. Madsen'. pamphlet, Hause FamiM and 1M Ltmd Bl«kade 
(1930). 
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the community. First, all the valuable property 
would contribute to the rates, and thus the burden 
on the occupiers would be diminished by the increase 
in the rateable property. Secondly, tlle owners of 
the building land would be forced to offer their land 
for sale, and thus their competition with one another 
would bring down the price of building land, and so 
diminish the tax in the shape of ground rent, or 
price paid for . land, which is now levied on urban 
enterprise by the adjacent landowners; a tax, be it 
remembered, which is no recompense for any 
industry or expenditure on their part, but is the 
natural result of the industry and activity of the 
townspeople themselves." 

Principles of Reform 

What we need is to reconstitute the public charges 
oli lancis--or, in other words, the rates and taxes on landed 
properties-on the basis of two simple principles : 

(I) That the land, which Natqre has provided, 
ought to be regarded as common property, and that 
those who hold it should pay the people a rent for 
it, based on its market value for the time being i and 

(2) That the improvements, both present and 
future, should be regarded as belonging to those 
who make them, and should be relieved from public 
charges as much as possible. 

Following these principles, we ought to have new 
valuations of landed properties. based in each case on 
the market value of the land~ apart from the improve
ments. if any. upon it i and we should transfer the taxa-
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tion and rating of landed properties on to these new 
valuations of land-value as far as we can. 

Effects of Reform 

The taxation and rating of landed properties on -the 
basis of their land-values would prevent the Withholding 
of land from use, would bring unused land into the 
market, and would enable those who desire to use the 
land to get it on fair terms; . while the untaxing and 
unrating of improvements, both present and future. would 
give free course to its development. The first step to 
better housing is to enable people to obtain the land for 
building on fair terms, and to stop the taxation and rating 
of houses. The first step to industrial development is to 
enable people to obtain the land on fair terms, and to stop 
the taxation and rating of buildings and machinery. 
The first step to improved cultivation is to enable people 

- to obtain the land on fair terms, and to stop the taxation 
and rating of farm-buildings, glass-houses, and kindred 
improvements. Land-value policy would broaden the 
basis of production. 

Liability for Land-value Charges 

Any tax or rate on land-value ought to be regarded as 
a rent payable to the community for the land, and should 
be payable so long as the land is held, apart from any 
question of whether it is being used, or is being 
II occupied" in the technical meaning of that word. 
This is the rule that landlords apply to their tenants ; 
and it is the rule that the community, as super-landlord, 
should apply to them. Landlords recognise that the 
obligation to pay the rent as the condition of holding 
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the land is .a powerful incentive to make the tenant use 
the lana instead of neglecting it; and in mining leases, 
with thisnbject in view, there is almost always a reserva
tion of a dead rent, or minimum rent, that is payable 
even though no minerals are obtained and no royalties 
are due. The community should realise that to require 
those who are holding land to pay for it according to its' 
market value, whether they are using. it or not, would 
impel those who are holding it idle either to use it them
selves or to let ot~ers use it on fair terms; or, in other 
words, that it would tax the land into ~se. 

HOfJ) to Secure Payment 

The public charges on the land-value of each property 
should be treated, not merely as a personal debt, but as a 
first charge on the land. It has long been the practice 
of landlords to secure prompt payment of their rents by 
-reserving the right to terminate the tenancy and resume 
the land if the rent-it is usual to insert the words 
.. whether legally demanded or not "-is not paid within' 
a certain time after it has become due. The community, 
as super-landlord, should follow the same plan, though 
in a less drastic way. If payment is not made within 
a certain period, the community should be entitled to 
resume the land until payment is made; and if payment is 
not made within a certain further period, the community 
should be entitled to resume the land absolutely.1 This 
procedure would secure prompt payments, reduce the 
cost ~ of collection to a minimum, and avoid the risk of 
bad debts. ' 

1 For practical details, see Chapter XIII. 



CHAPTER II 

LAND-VALUE TAXATION 

Proposed. Charge realZ, a Rent 

To place the-rating and taxation of landed property on 
land-value, as proposed in the preceding chapter, would 
mean the partial, and ultimately the complete, absorption 
for public purposes of what is called economic rent, that 
is, the rent of land apart from the improvements on it. 
The earlier economists spoke of such a tax as a tax on 
rent; and Henry George called it a tax on land-value, 
using the word .. tax " because governmental charges are 
generally called taxes, and reforms are effected most easily 
under familiar names.1 At the same time, however, he 
was careful to point out that any such charge .. is, in 
its nature, not a tax but a rent," and would not diminish 
the natural supply of land, but would rather make more 
of that supply available for use. As the fact (Of.a man's 
having to pay a ground-rent to his landlord does not 
increase the amount that he can get for the land, but affects 

I Progrer, tmd Pooerty, 8, ii; Protection or Fret: Trade, ch. 26. 
Henry George', apresaion is used in these pages, partly because it 
baa come into general use, and partly to ,void the ambiguities that 
might occur if the word .. rent " were used to denote both the rent 
of land and the portion of that rent which is being taken for public 
pwpolleB. 

1 
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only the allocation of that amount between him and his 
ground-landlord; so the fact· of the landlord having to 
pay a land-value tax to the State would not increase 
the amount that he could get for the land, but would 
affect only the allocation of that amount between him 
and the State. 

Charges on Land-value cannot be Shifted 

With reference to this last point, the following passages 
may be quoted. Adam Smith wrote: 

i. A tax upon ground-rents would not raise the 
rents of nouses. It would faU altogether upon the 

_owner of the ground-rent ... ;- Whether the tax 
. was to be advanced by the inhabitant or by the 
owner of the ground, would be ·of little importance. 
The more the inhabitant was obliged to pay for the 
tax, the less he would incline to pay for the ground, 
so that the final payment of the tax would fall 
altogether on· the owner of the ground-rent" 
(Wealth of Nations,s, ii, I). 

Similarly, John Stuart Mill, in dealing with the proposal 
to tax economic rent; wrote : 

.. A tax on rent falls wholly on the landlord. 
There are no means by which he-can shift the burden 
upon anyone else. It does not affect the value or 
price of agricultural produce, for this is determined 
by the cost of production in the most unfavourable 
circumstances. . •. A tax on rent, therefore, has 
no effect other than its· obvious one. It merely 
takes so . much from the landlord and transfers 
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it to the State" (Principle, 0/ Pouti£al Economy, 
5. iii. 2). 

Henry George explained the difference in this respect 
between this tax and other taxes as follows : 

II If we impose a tax upon buildings, the users of 
buildings must finally pay it, for the erection of 
buildings will cease until building rents become 
high enough to pay the regular profit and the tax 
besides. If we impose a tax on manufacturers or 
imported goods, .the manufacturer or importer will 
charge it in a higher price "to the jobber, the jobber 
to the retailer, and the retailer to the consumer. 
Now the consumer, on whom the tax thus ultimately 
falls, must not only pay the amount of the tax, but 
also a profit on this amount to everyone who has 
advanced it. . •. In this way all taxes which add 
to prices are shifted from hand to hand, increasing 
as they go, until they ultimately rest upon consumers, 
who thus pay much more than is t:eceived by the 
Government. Now the way taxes raise prices i~ by 
increasing the cost of production, and checking
supply. But land is not a thing of human production, 
and taxes upon rent cannot check supply. There
fore, though a tax on rent compels the landowners 
to pay more, it gives them no power to obtain more 
for the use of their land, as it in no way tends to 
reduce the supply of land. On the contrary, ~ 
compelling those who hold land on speculation to 
sell or let for what they can get, a tax on land-values 
tends to increase the competition between owners, 
and thus to reduce the price of land " (PTogreSl and 
POOeTty, 8, iii). " 
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.. Value" and .. Land-value ., 

The word .. land-value" is used to mean the market 
value of the land at the time of valuation.1 As Adam 
Smith pointed out long ago. the word .. value" is used 
sometimes to denote value in use. or utility; and some
times to denote value in exchange, or market value.' But 
utility and market value are by no means the same. 
Diamonds, for instance, are of great market value, though 
of little utility; while water, though of great utility, is 
f>f little market value. The difference between these two 
meanings of the word II value" has to be borne in mind 
in considering the effects of the proposed reform. The 
bringing of unused land into the market, by increasing 
the available supply of land, would operate to reduce the 
market value of land, or. in other words, to make land 
cheaper; but would not operate to reduce its utility in 
any way, and, in practice, would increase its utility 
by the transfer of it to those who want to use it, as well 
as by the greater facilities that would be given for its 
development. 

Advantages of Land-value Standard 

At this stage it may be convenient to summarise the 
p!"incipal advantages whiCh would follow the transfer 
of the public charges upon landed properties to a Iand-

1 For technical definitions, see pp. 87-91. 
I Wealth oj Naho1l$ (1776). I, iv. A. century earlier, Samuel 

Butler had market value in view 'when he wrote the somewhat 
cynical couplet (Hudum", 2, i, 465-6) : 

.. For what is worth in ~ything, 
B\ so much money as 't will bring? ... 
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value standard, these public charges on land-value being 
payable whether the land is used or not :-

(I) It would enforce the rights of the people to the 
land in a simple and effective way; 

(2) It would secure to the community the value that 
attaches to the land in consequence of their presence, 
industry, and demand; 

(3) It would induce those whQ are holding land idle 
either to use it themselves or to bring it into the market, 
thus stopping the holding-up of land, making more land 
available for use, and enabling people to obtain land on 
fair terms; . 

(4) It is bound up with the untaxing of· houses and 
other improvements, which is advocated in Chapters 
III and IV; 

(5) It would promote the systematic reform of land 
tenure, as outlined in Chapter V ; 

(6) It would facilitate the simplification of title to 
land, as described in Note O. ; 

(7) In these and other ways it would operate to promote 
production, to open up new opportunities of livelihood, 
and to improve the prospects of Labour; and . 

(8) It would also have a beneficial effect on Inter
national relations, as shown in Chapter XVI. 



CHAPTER III 

UNTAXING OF IMPROVEMENTS 

The Gerieral Plan 

THE policy of taxing and rating landed_properties on 
the real value of the lands is bound up with that of 
untaxing improvements. The two reforms are comple
mentary to one another. The first would make the natural 
opportunities available for use on fair terms, and the 
second would promote their development. 

Story of the Date-palm Trees 

The following story serves to illustrate these pro
posals. The ruler of an Eastern country taxed the people 
according to the value of their date-palm trees, with the 
result that they abstained from planting new ones and 
the country became impoverished. Then he changed his 
plan, and taxed them on the value of the land that they 
held, wh~ther they had date-palm trees or not; whereupon 
they planted as many date-palm trees as they could, 
and the country prospered • 

. What to Tax and What Not to Tax 

. To tax tho~~ who hold the land on the value of the land 
that they hoId\would secure the land-rent to the people, 

" . 
12 
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would lay the axe to the root of the unproductive retention 
of land, and would impel those who are holding land 
idle either to use it themselves or to let others have it on 
fair terms; while the untaxing of the products of industry 
would give free scope to every industrial devdopment. 
But the present taxation of the products of industry 
hinders that development in many ways. Thus if a 
man plants land with fruit trees or fruit bushes, the 
valuation and the rates are promptly increased, as the 
Duke of Bedford found to his cost.1 H he puts 1,lp glass
houses for market-gardening, or henhouses, or cowsheds, 
or stables, or instals machinery, or builds new dweIllng
houses, or enlarges existing ones, he is promptly fined 
for his industry. Meantime, the man who is holding 
land idle. with a view to extorting a high reserve price 
for it, is favoured by having it taxed on a merely nominal 
valuation. Surdy the time has come to tax people accord
ing to the real value of the land that they have. and to 
stop taxing them on their date-palm trees.' ~ 

I See bia Sk1r7 of. Great ~ EsfI.IU (1897), pp. 72-?3. 
• Ia aleuer to the T __ ,:zoth Oct. 1923, Lord Bledisloe said that 

there ale .. ,thousands of aaea of eeriously neglected grassland in 
the bart of England and in Wales which, by the application of 
phosphatic: fertiliaen, might be made to yield at least three times the 
IIIDOUDt of meat or of milk that they ale now yiddiog; but the 
fumen will DOt apply these dressings, because they lmow that the 
_ble ftlue of their land (and perhaps consequentia1ly its reot) 
will be raiaed "; and IDeDtiooed other improftmeDts that were 
aimilarly prnented. He abo suggested c. that all improftlDeDCS 

euried out 00. or for the beDefit of agricultural land should be 
eumpted from tuatioo of eftI'J' description for a period of me 
,.an from their eucutioo. .. As to the definition of agricultural and 
ocher c. improftmeDts" here p~ to be ezempted from the 
tuatiaa and rating of land-nlues, Bee p. 91. 
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Inadequate lkfeasures 

Several steps have been taken in the right direction, 
but they do not go far enough. There is, for instance, 
the meagre deduction from Income Tax in respect of 
repairs to houses, and there is the ,exemption of light 
railways from rating for a term of years. These measures 
only touch the fringe of the problem. Instead of tinker
ing at a bad system we ought to introduce a good one. 
The heavy rating of improvements may bring industry 
to a standstill, ~he present rating of them has serious 
results, and any rating of them is mischievous. Rates 
which are low are apt to become high; and even a low 
rate may tum the scale against the extension of existing 
operations and the starting of new ones. The deliberate 
adoption of a policy of taxing land-values and untuing 
improvements would give better conditions and increased 
confidence to every enterprise. 

Precedents from Other Countries 

. There has been a rapid and remarkable movement 
towards untaxing improvements in other coUntries, of 
which an outline is given in Chapter XI. In every case 
the untaxing of improvements has been either preceded 
or accompanied by the taxation of· land-values; and 
necessarily so, because the two reforms are different 
sides of the same policy. There are plenty of precedents 
if we will but follow them. The first step is to . accept 
the policy; the second, to apply it as soon as we 
caD.; and the third, to get the. system into satisfac
tory working order and to extend it as circumstances 
allow. 
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To Encourage ImprOfJetn.ents 

The extent to which improvements will be developed 
depends largely on the extent to which those who make 
them are permitted to reap the resulting benefits. The 
more they are taxed on their improvements, the less 
will they benefit by their improvements, and the less will 
their improvements be developed. The less they are 
taxed 0:1 their improvements, the more will they benefit 
by their improvements, and the more will their improve
ments be developed. The case for untaxing improve';;' 
ments is strengthened by what economists call the law 
of diminishing return, which is to the effect that, in the 
application of labour and capital to 'any portion of land 
there comes a point at which any further application, 
though it may increase the yield, will not ipcrease it 
proportionally.1 This point, which is called the point 
of diminishing return, marks the payable limit of im
provements. The point of diminishing return is not 
fixed, but is variable, and varies -with the circumstances. 
The heavier the tax on improvements, the less remunera
tive they are to the improver, and the lower is the point of 
diminishing return. The less the tax on improvements, 
the more remunerative do they become to the improver, 
and the higher is the point of diminishing return. To 
exempt improvements from taxation altogether would 
raise the point of diminishing return to its maximum, 
and would enable improvements to be developed to 
their utmost practicable extent.1 Thus the untaxing of 
improvements would operate in the same direction as 
the taxation of land-values, the one making more land 

I See Note A., .. Space and Production." 
• AI regard. machinery, Bee Dote B., .. Unrating of Machinery." 
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available for. use, and the other enabling more use to be 
made of it. 

The Land Question and Private Property 

The land question is at the root of private property, 
because the things which can become the subjects of 
private property are obtained from land. Thus a just 
land-system is the theoretical basis for private property 
in the products that are obtained from land by private 
effort. In practice, also, it is important to remember 
that the treatment of land as common property, and its 
rent as common revenue, would prepare the way for 
untaxing and unrating the products ?f industry. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE HOUSING PROBLEM 

General FeatIlTes 

TIm housing problem is no new thing; but it has been 
greatly aggravated by the war. It is to -he solved. not 
by temporary makeshifts. but by systematic reform. 
The general character of that reform has already been 
outlined. and the special case of housing calls for par
ticular treatment. 

Latul for Building 

The first step towards building is to obtain the land to 
build upon i and it is notorious that lands which are 
being valued at an almost nominal value for rating and 
taxation are held up for exorbitant prices when they are 
wanted for building. This prelimiiiary obstacle must 
be removed. The land. apart from the improvements. 
rightly belongs to the people. and those who are hold
ing it should be required to pay for it acCording to 
its true market value. whether they are using it or not. 
So long as they hold it. so long they should pay for it. 
The application of this policy is the first step to housing 
reform, because it would break the land blockade and 

. enable people to obtain the land on fair terms. 
'7 2 
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Penalties on Building 

It is important to, remove, or greatly to reduce, the 
present penalties on _ building. If houses are exempt 
from r~ting and taxation, it pays to build them as soon 
as. the prospective tenants are ready and willing to pay 
what will be a sufficient return on the cost of the land 
and the building. But if houses are rated and taxed, 
building is held up until the prospective tenants are 
able and willing to pay, not only that return, but also
directly or indirectly-the rates and taxes. Thus rates 
and taxes on houses hinder building; and this hindrance 
has been greatly increased by the recent increase of the 
rates and taxes, which in many places aggregate more 
than lOS. in the [" and in certain places more than 20S. 

in the [, of annual value. Under the present system 
of rating and taxation, building is penalised more severely 
than any other industry. Nor is it possible to remove, 
or even to reduce, these penalties except by the adoption 
of land-value as an alternative standard for the rating 
and taxation of landed property. 

Conversion of Houses to Flats 

This reform would also enable existing accommodation, 
in many cases, to be utilised better than at present. 
In almost every town there are many large houses that 
have been standing empty for some time, and are likely 
to remain so; yet there is plenty evidence that the unused 
accommodation would be sought almost at once if some 
of these houses 'were converted into flats. But anyone 
who undertakes this useful work, even if he can arrange 
matters with the ground-landlord, finds himself heavily 
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penalised by the raising of the valuations and the result
ing increase of the rates and taxes.1 The transference 
of rating and taxation from houses to land-values would 
remove this penalty and would facilitate the develop
ment of existing accommodation. 

The Passing of the Slums 

The reform would also promote the passing of the 
sluIns and the substitution of decent houses. The 
present practice is preposterous. When slum houses 
are condemned and the inhabitants are turned out, the, 
slum owner is at once relieved from rating and taxation, 
and he thereupon proceeds to hold up the slum property 
till he can obtain a high price from the local authority 
or whoever else wants to develop the site in a proper way ; 
and grants of public money are then sought for the 
demolition of the slums, while the building of better 
houses in their place is checked by the taxing and 
rating of houses. The proper course is to tax and rate 
the owner of the slum property on the value of the land, 
whether the houses are occupied or not. If this plan 
were followed, slum properties would s.20n be available 
for building on fair ~erms; and if houses were free from 
rating and taxation, rebuilding could proceed without 
delay. 

Materials for Building 

This reform would also enable many of the' materials 
used in building to be obtained more easily and more 
cheaply. Stone, slates, clay for' bricks and tiles, sand, 
lime. and other things are obtained from the 'land. 

I The provisions of I. U (g}lIf the Rent Restrictions Act, 1920, 

in this respect, Ire of very limited application. . 
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Under the present system we rate and tax those who hold 
the natural storehouse of these materials according to 
the value of the use that they are making of it; and if 
the matetials are not being worked, their market value 
is not taken into a~count, so that every facility is given 
for holding up these resources until the landlord can get 
the terms thathe wants. Under the proposed system the 
market _value of the rights to these materials would be 
included in the land-value and would be taxed and rated 
accordingly ; so that the landlords would then have to con
sider, not whether it would pay to let them, but whether it 
would pay to continue withholding them from use. Thus 
the system would lead to the development of these 
natural resources, facilitating the output of materials for 
building, and providing new opportunities in quarries, 
brickfields, and other spheres of industry, 

Building and Employment 

The building of hOuses gives wide and varied 
'opportunities of livelihood. The structural work, for 
instance, requires bricklayers, stone-masons, joiners, and 
slaters; the finishing requires plasterers, paperhangers .. 
and painters; the equipment requires plumbers, gas
fitters, and electricians. Behind them again are the 
people employed in the quarries and brickfields, in the 
manufacture of articles for the house and its equipment, 
and in the transport of all these things. The present. 
conditions, which hinder the building of houses, restrict 
the opportunities foi all these workers, force them into 
competition with other workers, cause unemployment, 
and reduce the wages of those who are employed. The 
proposed reforms, by giving free course to building, 
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would open up new opportunities for this army of workers, 
would relieve the over-c:ompetition, would lessen un
employment, and would raise wages generally. -

Wtllt!S tDUl HOIIU-rents 

The housing question is also interwoven with the 
general labour question, because the rents which the 
workers can afford to pay are conditioned by their 
earnings, and the poorer they are the more difficult it 
becomes for them to pay for even _the reasonable cost of 
proper accommodation. Thus the housing question is 
bound up with the wages question, and the same general 
policy is required for both. The essentials of that policy 
are to break land monopoly, to enable the land to be 
obtained on fair terms and on satisfactory tenure by 
those who want to use it, and to untu and unrate 
houses and all other improvements, so as to give free 
scope for building, agriculture, and every other form of 
industrial enterprise. The policy is one of expansion 
and freedom. 



(Ia thia duIpcB the cena" tuatiaa of a-d-~ - is -ct iIt • 
a-enI -.10 indude bath NatioaaI aDCl Local Tuatioa-dJat is, 
bath the tuatiaa aDCl .. tiq of a-d-wal-.) 

T~ tmJ TnDlTe 

UNDER the taxation of land-nlues those ,,-ho hold the 
land would have to pay to the people a rent based on the 
market nJue of the land that they hold. whether they are 
using it or DOt. The adoption of this policy would have 
a beneficial influence on the conditions of land-tenure • 
.-hich would incruse as the ntes and taxes on landed 
property were increasingly transferred to land-nlues. 

FOI'D'htiocr of F';' RnIl 

The pressure of having to pay a tax on the land-nlue 
so long as they are holding the land. apart from any 
question whether they are using it or letting it or deriving 
income from it. would cause those who are holding 
land idle to teCOOSider their attitude. This reform 
would lay the axe to the root of that unproductive reten
tion of land. .-hich narrows the natural supply and forca 
up rents and prices.. It is ODe thing to hold up land 
-hen. as at present. that holding-up meaDS merely the 
forgoing of an immediate return in the hope of a larger 

u 
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return later on. But it would be' quite another thing 
to hold up land when' the holder has to meet recurring 
calls of the land-value tax and there is little or no prospect 
of a counterbalancing increase in what he will get for it, 
partly because the taxation of land-values would bring 
other lands into the market and would· thus tend to 
reduce the price of land, and partly because any increase 
in the price of the land would lead to a corresponding 
increase in the valuation and in the amount of the tax. 
The new system would impel those .who are holding 
land idle either to use it themselves or to· bring it into 
the market, thus increasing the available amount of land 
and reducing rents and prices to what may be called the' 
natural monopoly level. It would lay the foundations 
for fair rent. 

Continuity of Tenure 

The fact that the land-value tax would have to be paid 
continuously, irrespective of whether the land is being 
used or let or yielding a return, would incline lessors to 
seek continuity of rent, and would thus promote con';' 
tinuity or fixity of tenure. It would promote the 
development of tenancies for terms equivalent to per
petuity at what would practically be perpetual rents; . the 
tenant, so long as he pays the rent, having as secure a 
tenure as if he had purchased the land. In Scotland, 
where subinfeudaticm..,js still continued.in modernised 
form by the feuing system, the taxation of land-values, 
would lead to a development of that system along the 
lines mentioned in the definition on p. 90. In England, 
where further subinfeudation was prevented by the 
Statute of Quia Emptores in the year 1290, the taxation 
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ofland-values would similarly lead to the development of 
-, tenancies along the lines of the definition on p. 89. Until 

there· is a general authorising of perpetual leases in 
England-as proposed in. the next paragraph-these 
tenancies might take the form of : 

(a) Leases for long terms of years; 1 or-
(b) Assignments of the fee simple subject to a perpetual 

rentcharge ; I or 
(c) Perpetual leases at a perpetual or fee-farm rent, 

in those cases where the Legislature has specially 
sanctioned them. a 

Authorising of Perpetual Leases 

The power of granting perpetual leases should be 
made of general application. by providing that anyone 
who has power to sell land should have power to grant 
or demise it in perpetuity at such fee-farm or other rent 
secured by such conditions of re-entry or otherwise as 
may be agreed upon. _. This general application of what 
has already been done in certain cases would open the 
way for the direct granting of perpetual leases at perpetual" 
rents, which are" the simplest and the most convenient 

1 What are called perpetually renewable leases are treated as 
leases for 2000 years by'the Law of Property Act, 1922, s. 145 and 
Schedule 15. . 

"I Under the Conveyancing Act, 1881, ss.-.... , 45. as explained by 
the Conveyancing Act, 1911, S. 6. These are the provisions under 
which the" Small Holdings Act, 1908, s.-rr (4), enables a County 
Council, in selling a small holding, to leave a certain proportion of the 
purchase-money outstanding on perpetual rentcharge. 

• As under the Settled Land Act, 1882, s. 10, the Small Holdings 
Act, 1908,8.40 (5), and-the Small Holding Colonies Act, 1916, 
8. 7; The wording of the proposal in the nezt section is based on 

_ the language of these special provisiona. 
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:orma of continuous tenancies. Incidentally, it would 
~ender the Statute of Quia Emptores practically obsolete. 
rbe object of that Statute, as declared in the preamble, 
was to preserve the legal rights of feudal lords to certain 
ncidents of feudal tenure i and that object has long 
:eased to exist, because these incidents. were abolished 
)y the Act for the Abolition of Military Tenures in 1660. 

l'his Act of 1660 (to quote from Sir Arthur Underhill's 
~k on the Law of Property Act, 1922, at p. 27), .. took 
lway all the reasons for the complexities that depended 
)D feudal considerations, while leaving these com
)lexities themselves untouched." There is no reason 
why a person who can sell land either outright or subject 
:0 a perpetual rentcharge. or can lease it for any definite 
:erm, however long, should be debarred from leasing it in . 
?efpetuity •. 

Ruuljwtmnit of Rents 

A difficulty in the way of perpetual leases, and of 
:ong leases generally, is that of fixing the rent satisfactorily 
for long periods ahead. This difficulty could be lessened 
~y splitting the rent into two portions: a land-rent, 
which might be readjusted automatically by the land .. 
ralue valuations i and an improvements-rent. which 
IIlight be fixed at the making of the lease. Such an 
ll'I'8llgCment would in many cases prepare the way for 
the purchase of the improvements, either outright or by 
l series of instalments, leaving the land-rent as a perpetual 
rent readjusted automatically by the valuati~ns. In either 
I){ these arrangements the subsequent valuations could be 
IlSed to readjust the land-rent as between landlord and 
tenant, as well- as to provide a standard for the public 
:barges on the land-value. 
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Freedom of Transfer 
The taxation of land-values would also promote 

freedom of transfer, which is the natUral sequence to 
perpetuity of tenure. Under a terminable tenanCy it 
may pay the tenant to leave the property exhausted at 
the end of the term; whence the need of protecting the 
reversion by imposing a number of obligations on the 
tenant and by placing restrictions on transfer, so as to 
prevent his avoiding the obligation!! by traDsferring the 
tenancy to someone else who may be unable or unwilling 
to perform" them. But where the tenure is perpetual, 
and particularly where the improvements have been 
made or purchased by the tenant, it is in the tenant's 
own interest to work the land steadily and well, any 
other person who takes over the tenancy becomes subject 
to the same conditions, the landlord's claim to the rent is 
sufficiently secured by his right to resume the property 
if that rent is not paid; and the way is prepared for 
freedom of transfer. 

Compensation fOT Unexhausted Improvements 
Under these conditions the tenant could at any time 

obtain the full value of his unexhausted improvements 
by the sale of his tenancy. The statutory provisions as 
to compensation for unexhausted improvements should, 
of course, be maintained; they are necessary to mitigate 
the evils of terminable tenancies, though they do so only 
to a limited extent. They apply only to agricultural 
subjects; in the absence of special agreement the im
provements that the landlord can reasonably be required 
to give compensation for--or, in other words, to purchase 
from the outgoing tenant-are comparatively few; and 
he is not likely to agree to other improvements in such 
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a way as to, make himself liable to pUJchasethem unless 
he is satisfie4 that it will pay him to. do so. But under the
automatic systeJIl of. realising the improvements by 
selling .the tenancy, the tenant could realise in a free 
market the value of any improvements whatever that 
addto the market value of the tenancy. 

The Key to Production 

As Henry George has said: 
., What is necessary for the, use of land is not its 

private ownership, but the security of improvements. 
I t is not 'necessary to say to a' man, • This land is 
yours,' in order to induce him to cultivate or improve 

. it. It is only necessary to say to him, ' Whatever 
your labour or capital produces on this land shall be 
yours.' Give a man security that he may reap, and 
he will sow; assure him of the possession of the 
house he wants to build, and he will build it. These 
are the natural rewards of labour. It is for the 
sake of reaping that men sow; it is for the sake of 
possessing houses that men build. The ownership 
of land has nothing to do with it. • •. It is not the 
magic of property, as Arthur Young said, that has 
turned Flemish sands into fl'1!itful fields. It is the 
magic of security to labour. This can be secured 
in other ways than by making land private property." 1 

Secure Possession 
.. Give a man secure possession of a bleak rock," wrote 

Arthur Young, .. and he will turn it into a garden; give 
him a nine years' lease of a~gardc:n, and he will convert i~ 

1 Propes, tmd Poverty, 8, i. 
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into a desert." 1 But the secure possession that enables 
him to reap the results of his industry can be obtained 
by a continuous tenancy at a continuous rent, as exempli
fied in Scotland by the feuing system and in England by 
some kinds of tenure already mentioned. Continuous 
tenancy at a rent is a particularly convenient method for 
obtaining the- advantages of secure possession, because 
it can be arranged directly without State assistance; it 
enables people to obtain and -work the land With the 
minImum of outlay, and it facilitates transfer, as the only 
subject of transfer is the tenant-right, that is, the right 
to hold the lan~ conti.D.uously. subject to the payment 
of a continuous rent. 

Against- State-aided Land-purchase-

Public money ought not to be used to assist private 
persons to purchase the land from the landlords. Any 
such plan is diametrically opposed to the policy of treating 
the land as the property of the people, and would 
strengthen the hands of private landlordism by increasing 
the number of small landlords who would rally to the 
large ones in support of land monopoly. In practice, too. 
the financing of any such scheme generally means the 
endowment of landlordism with public money. as in the 
Irish case to be mentioned presently. Land-purchase is 

1 Travels in- Frtnlce, 29th July 1787. This sentence follows one 
in which Young speaks of the" enjoyment of property," and helps 
to indicate what he had in -mind when he wrote the passage -(ill., 
7th November 1787) to which Henry George refers. The duration 
of the tenure also affects the manner of building. In England, 
short-term leases have conduced to jeny-building; while" the system 
of feuing in Scotland • • • has tended to secure greater solidity and 
firmness in the average buildings of the northern country" (Encydo
p~dia Britannica, 11th ed., art ... Feu "). 



un."......"., beausc aD the adnnta."ues of secure 
po .. -OIl can be obtained by • sarisfactmy system of 
tenure subject to the pal went of rent.. Lmd-purt:lwIe 
has geoenIly to be spn:ad CJYa' many years. and if in the 
~M~the~~«~to~ofe 
rights. fresh diffiadries ocx:ur. EftD the completion of 
the purchase does DOt soIT'e the problem; ~ if the 
Imd has aftenrards to be tnmfem:d to someone else who 
has DOt the moaey to purchase it outright, the same 
problem ariJes again. and the same process may haTe to 
be repeated. Pcasant proprietDrship, 1IlOr'eO'I1:r, is apt 
to lead to mortgaging. which re-estabJishes Jandlordism 
in its wtnt Conn.1 To allow mortgaging may defeat 
the object of the scbnne, because there is no adnnta.ge 
in buying out the Iaudlonl to let in the mortgagee; 
to prohibit mortgaging interferes with freedom of dis
positiaa; and to impase • IilDited prohibition is to some 
ateDl open to both these objectiODs.l 

S.wJ HoUns I'qw Tnuzacy to Pwrc/ulw 

UperieDce abmrs that the small holders themsdYes 
prefer teoancy to purchase.. In England. nonrithstanding 
aD the facilities for purchase afforded by the Small 
Holdings and Anottnepts Act, 1908. s. n, of the 43.245 
persoas who applied to County Cwmo'ls for small 
holdings under that Act up to the cud of 191]-the year 

I Sec ~ c.. - T1Ie Caabr fIE lWatgagiac.- . 
• AD ~ fIE IimiIed ...-mm- ..,. be __ ill the 1.&1 

I.-t Ad. 1903 ... Sf.. Besides beiag fIE • ~ cbgun: _Ii ., Ijc- .... tD_GlaltbccacDcwa~by~ be 
ill NIIIIitatII B-' Y. Di!f~. 1910. I hisIa ~-
~ ... ~ tD wt.I __ Iyalled equiI:abIe' 
cIcp.iI fIE WIe..dreds wbidt _ quill: .. c&dift .. 
_ ...... ID tf.ciea die Gbjeaa fIE the ____ 
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before the war-less than 2 per cent. expressed any 
desire to purchase.1 In Scotland, as soon as the Small 
Landholders -(Scotland) Act, 1911, had improved the 
small landholders' tenancy and extended its application, 
the holders, who were purchasing their holdings by 
instalments on the two estates belonging to the Congested 
Districts Board, made unanimous application (which was 
granted) to discontinue purchasing and to become 
tenants under the new small landholders' tenure.I ' In 
Ireland, the tenure under the earlier Irish Land Acts was 
far from satisfactory, and the Irish landlords were opposed 
to anything except State-aided purchase on ransom 
terms; with the result that the tax-payers of the United 
Kingdom were called upon, not only to finance the 
transactions, but also to provide a free gift to the landlords 
of at least [.17,000,000.1 Even so, it still remains to 
be seen how the system will work out, whether peasant 
proprietorship will not develop the same defects in 
Ireland that it has developed elsewhere, and whether the 
increasing of the number of small landlords will not 
strengthen the_ hands of private landlordism. 

AMort! Excellent Way 
This Irish precedent has, moreover, led landlords 

elsewhere to think that they also can hold the _ land to 
ransom till they get similar terms. But - the people 
have learned much during recent years. There is an 

;~"l.creasing recognition that the land which Nature hP.s 
7th 1""'0 H. C. Debata, 2290, 16th March 1916. 
of the "" the concluding Report of the Congested Districts Board, 
8hort-!~\ Paper No. 6381 (1912), at p. 8. The functions of that 
of fewng m ~nsferred by the Small Landholders (Scodand) Act, 
firmness in the'lU'd of Agriculture for Sc:odand. 
jwtIUJ Briunutiulj'lus, 196, 30th March 1909. 
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provided belongs of right to the people- as a whole, and 
that instead of the people having to buy it from the 
landlords, the landlords should have to pay a rent for it 
to the people. The transfer of rates and taxes to land
value would apply this new policy, and, besides opening 
the land on fair terms for those who want to use it, would 
do much to promote the reform of land tenure. 

OrJerlordship of the Crortm 

The system of requiring those who hold the land to 
pay to the Crown-as representing the peopl~ rent for 
the land that they hold as a condition of holding it, would 
give reality of a modem kind to the principle of law that 
all land is held of the Crown. It would place the owner 
of the fee-simple in the position of a Crown tenant, 
holding the land in perpetuity on condition of continuing 
to make payments based on its land-value for the time 
being. with any improvements freed from public charges 
-or, at least, freed from them as much as possible. In 
subordinate tenancies these conditions would tend to 
reproduce themselves, for -the reasons already stated. 
The greater the proportion of the land-value taken for the 
people, the stronger will be the tendency to eliminate 
intermediate interests and to consolidate the Crown-

"'1Illcy with the occupation of the land. Thus the 
b-"lf land taxatien u-ihe key to the reform of land 

a l"hen the tights of the people to the land are 
~cli. the subordinate arrangements will soon 
Board wcR 'tid satisfactory. Taxation and tenure 
1911 , to ~ ~o one another, and they would be 

• 3 B.· der the new scheme. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE RENT OF LAND 

The Nature of Rent 

THE rent of land is the payment that can be obtained for 
the right to occupy and use it. What makes rent possible 
is that land can be made to produce more than what 
would just suffice to remunerate production, and what 
makes rent an actuality is that, in consequence of the 
demand for land and i~ products, people are willing to 
pay part of this more for the right to occupy and use the 
land. 

. Agricultural Rents 

Different portions of land have different productive 
capabilities. Thus, for instance, to a given amount of 
cultivation some lands will. yield a large return, some a 
smaller return, and some a return that is smaller still. . 
. In the course of dealings in land, people are willing to 
pay more for the land that wi!! yield a larger return than 
for that which will yield a smaller return, so that the 
differences in the productive capabilities of different lands 
find expression in the differences of the rents that they 
command. Agricultural rent starts from the least produc
tive land which is used for agriculture, and the higher rents 
of the more productive lands represent approximately their 

. respective economic, advantages over that land: Thus 
32 
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also, the payment of higher rents for the more productive 
lands tends to reduee the net returns that the cultivator 
obtains from them to the level of the returns obtainable 
from the least productive land used for cultivation. - , 

S~al fl1IIl Supn-agricultvral Rents 
The law of rent extends also to other lands. Lands 

that are too poor for agriculture may still command what 
may be called sub-agricultural rents for grazing or 
sporting, or even the desire of possession. these rents 
diminishing as we reach those 1an4s that are more barren 
and remote. Moving in the other direction we find, as 
we approach villages and towns, that the demand for 
accommodation' makes building more profitable than 
cultivation, and that lands command what may be called 
8uper-agricultural rents, in~g with the density of 
the population, till even a small portion of land in the 
heart of a city may be worth a fortune. These classifica
tions are. of course, only descriptive. Agriculture is 
intermixed with grazing i houses are built in country 
districts as well as elsewhere i and there is cultivation 
even within the towns. Through all the gradations of 
land there operates the general principle, that the rent 
obtainable for any portion of land represents its economic 
advantage over the land for which no rent, or only a 
nominal rent, is obtainable i or, in other words, that, 
in consequence of the demand for land, the additional 
value of the more valuable lands materialises into rent. 

Land fl1IIl ImprOfJefM1lts 
Where land is let in its unimproved condition, the rent 

represents the value of the land alone. The rent obtain-
3 
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able for a particular portion of land can be distinguished 
from that obtainable for the improvements, if any, that 
are on it. and does not depend on these improvements • 
•• U, in the heart of London, a space of twenty acres 
had been enclosed by a bigh wall at the time of the 
Norman Conquest, and if no man had ever touched that 
portion of soil. or even seen it from that time to this, it 
would. if let by auction. produce an enormously bigh 
rent. II I Similarly, also, when a cleared site is disposed 
of, the rent represents the value of the land alone; as is 
also the case where the site is occupied by obsolete build
ings which any person acquiring it would demolish in order 
to make room for better ones. These simple instances 
show that the value of a portion of land does not depend 
on the value of the improvements on that particular 
portion; though, of course, these improvements may 
themselves be of c:onsiderable value. 

Urba Lmul-f)Q]u 

We can visualise the meaning of land-value by taking 
the case of an actual property. Thus, to quote from 
an address by the present writer in the Trades' Hall. 
Glasgow, on 4th November 1916: 

.. What is meant by land-value 1 Take this place 
where we are now met. Suppose that we removed 
the roof, that we took away the Boors, that we 
demolished the walls, and that we dug up and 
c:anied away everything that human industry had 
placcd on, in. or under the soi1. What would we 
have left 1 We would have a certain number of 
square yards of land in an important part of the 
'P. B. Dowe. m-t. oJ ~ ~ (18,54), p. all. 
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City of Glasgow, and the ownership of them would 
carry with it the right to what lay below, down to 
the centre of the earth, and to the unrestricted air 
space above; and in this community where competi
tion is keen, you would find that this land possesses 
a high value. That is the value which we are out 
to tax. Stated generally, the land~value of any piece 
of land is the value of the land which is there 
naturally, apart from improvements which have been 
made by human industry." . 

Agricultural Land-f)alue 

The same principles apply to the value of all land, 
whether it is being used for purposes of building. or of 
agriculture; or is being put to any other use, ot is being 
left idle. Nature has provided the substance of the 
land; she renders it more suitable for use by the erosion 
of the rocks, the weathering of the surface, and the work 
of the earthworms; while among het other gifts are the 
sunshine, the wind, the rain, and the natural drainage of 
the streams and rivers. Nature herself is the great 
producer; and Man has entered into her labours and 
has been able increasingly to turn her processes tQ. his 
own advantage.1 In so far as anyone has made improve
ments he is justly entitled to enjoy the benefits of these 
improvements and to realise the value of them. But the 
community as a whole is entitled to the free gifts of 
Nature; or, if they are in private hands, to. their land
value or rent. 

I Considerations of this kind doubdess luggested St Paul'. 
metaphor, .. I have planted, Apollo. watered; but God gave the 
inc:reue " (I Cor. iii, 6). . 
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General View_ of Rent 

For a general view of rent; the following passage may 
be. quoted from Progrespmd POfJerty, 3, ii:- . 

.. No matter what are its capabilities, land can 
yield no rent and have no value until someone is' 
willing to give labour, or the results of labour, for 
the privilege 'of using it; and what anyone will 
thus give, depends not upon the capacity of the land, 
but upon its capacity as compared with that of land 
that can be had for nothing. I may have very rich 
land, but it will yield no rent and have no value so 
long as there is other land as good to be had without 
cost. But when this other land is appropriated, and 
the best land to be had for nothing is inferior, either 
in fertility, situation, or other quality, my land will 
begin to have a value and yield rent. And, though the 
productiveness of my land may decrease, yet if the 

_productiveness of the land to be had without charge 
decreases in greater proportion, the rent I can get, 
and consequently the value of my land, will steadily 
. increase. . Rent, in short, is the price of monopoly , 
arising from the reduction to individual ownership 
of natural elements which human exertion can 
neither produce nor increase." 

Fluctuations of Rent 

As the rents of the more productive lands represent 
their economic advantages over the least productive land 
in use, these rents fluctuate with the lower limit of 
production, becoming greater if the lower limit of pro
duction is forced down to less productive land than 
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before. and becoming less if it is raised to more productive 
land than before. Conditions which restrict the available 
supply 'of productive land. or hinder its development •. 
tend to depress the lower limit of production and the 
datum-line of rent. and to increase the rents of the more 
productive lands. Conversely. conditions which increase 
the available supply of productive land. or promote 
its development. tend to raise the lower limit of pro
duction and the datum-line of rent, and to reduce the 
rents of the more productive lands. The present 
system. by giving facilities for withholding land from. use 
and imposing penalties on improvements. tends to in
crease rents. The proposed system. by bringing .un
used land into the market and untaxing improvements. 
would tend to reduce rents. 

Qualifications to the Law of Rent 
.... 

The law of rent is a general proposition which is 
qualified in each case by the circumstances. Thus. for 
example. the different yields of different lands cannot 
be proportioned with exactitude; the actual rent fre
quently covers improvements as well as land. and is 
interwoven with the other conditions of the tenancy; 
while personal relations. local opinion. and existing 
usage are among the other modifying influences. Rents. 
moreover. are affected by variations in the demand for 
land as well as by variations in the available supply of it ; 
an increase of population tending to in~ease the demand 
for land. and a decrease of population tending to reduce 
that demand. Similarly. also, movements of population 
from one place to another. by causing variations in. the 
demand for land, cause corresponding variations in .rent. 
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But, while these and many other factors have to be 
considered, the law of rent is fundamental and is the 
master-key to the land problem. 

Rent a Natural Phenomenon 

The essential feature of rent is the difference of return 
of different lands to equal amounts of effort. Where there 
is sufficient demand for the land, these differences 
materialise into differences in the rents that the lands 
command. Thus the rent of any particular land re
presents its economic advantage over the least productive 
land in use. It would be as impossible to abolish rent 
as to abolish the differences of productivity of different 
lands of which it is the embodiment. Nor would its 
abolition, even if possible, reduce the price of the 
products, because the cost of production which regulates 
the prices of the products is the cost of producing them 
on the least productive land on which they are profitably 
produced. 

Evolution of tire Law of Rent 

In earlier times the payments for the use of the -land 
generally took the form of rendering services, or handing 
over a certain' proportion of the produce, or of paying 
rents in kind. The gradual transition to money-rents, 
among its other results, enabled people to make com
parisons between the rents of different lands, and to 
analYlle the relation between the rents of agricultural 
lands\ ~d the prices of agricultural produce. Then 
came th~ question whether the prices were regulated by 
the rents;'~r the rents by the prices. Adam Smith (1776) 
showed in ~eneral terms that the price of the produce 
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was regulated by the cost of producing it; but he did
not pursue the inquiry to the point' of ascertaining 
whether this cost was the' cost of producing it on the 
more productive land, where the cost of-production per 
unit is relatively low, or the cost of producing it on the 
less productive land, where the cost' of production I per 
unit is relativdy high.1 Yet this question had to be 
answered; because, for instance, the price of similar 
produce in the same market is the same, whether it is 
produced on the more productive or on the leSs pro
ductive land. Dr James Anderson, in a tract on the 
Com Laws, published at Edinburgh in 1777.'1 showed 
that the cost of production which regulates the price of 
produce is the cost of producing it on the least productive 
land on which it is payably produced, and that the 
additional return from the more productive-land is a 
kind of natural bonus which enables that land to command 
a correspondingly higher rent. 

Importance of 1M LarD of Rent 

The law of rent, as it is commonly called, though it 
failed to obtain attention at the time, was .. almost 
simultaneously rediscovered" and restated by Malthus 

I Adam Smith'. treatment of rent 'baa been considered in J. R: 
McCulloch'. edition of the Wealth 0/ Natitnu (1850) Notes iii .nd 
Div, and in the chapter on .. Adam Smith and our Modem 
Economy" in Waite! Bagehot'. Eeorunnie Struliu. 

• A." E"FYmto the Natvre o/theCom-Larrn; fllithaviefll to the_ 
Com-Bill proposed /01' Scotltmd. Curiously enough, the part that seta 
out the law of rent was n:legated to • footnote, which was reprinted 
in Note iii to McCulloch'. edition of the Wealth 0/ Nations (1850). 
Dr AndeJBOn also .tated the law of rent in hie articles .. On Rent and 
Grain" in The Bu (Edinburgh, 1791) vol. vi, p. 293; and in Rea_ 
titnu ill A.griaJtur., f!!!:fc. (London, 1801) vol. v, p. 401. His article 
in TIN Ba was reprinted in lAtuI Valua. June 1910. 
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and by Sir Edward West in ~81S, and by Ricardo in 1817. 
John Stuart Mill called it " one of the cardinal doctrines 
of political economy," and said that" until it was under
stood, no consistent explanation could be given of many 
of the more complicated industrial phenomena." ,1 It 
shows, in the words of Dr Anderson, that" it is not the 
rent of the land that determines the price of its produce, 
but it is . the price of that produce which determines 
the rent of the land." The law of rent.also explains how 
Corn LaWs,s which increase prices, operate to increase 
rents; it leads to the law of wages and the law of interest; 
and it suggests that the natural bonus whichmaterialises 
into rent should be treated as the common revenue of the 
people. / 

I Principles of Political Economy, a, xvi, 3. 
I See Note 1., II Com Laws." 



CHAPTER VII 

THE WAGES OF LABOUR 

Lahour and the Land 

.. THE land, II as Carlyle said, .. is mother of us all. II 1 

On it we all live, and from it, directly or indirectly, we 
obtain our sustenance and our wealth. Thus. conditions 
which hinder the development of the.land impoverish the 
people. and conditions which prOmote the development of 
the land enrich the people. Thus also. to. carry the 
matter a step farther. conditions which hinder the 
development of the land narrow the opportunities of 
livelihood, increase the competition in the labour 
market. and reduce wages i whilst cOnditions that promote 
the development of the land increase the opportunities 
of livelihood. lessen the competition in the labour 
market. and raise wages. 

LarD oj Wages 

Adam Smith showed that under priinitive conditions 
what he called .. the natural recompense of labour II . is 
the return that labour can win from the land to. which 
it has free access i· and it follows that. when rent emerges, 

I Past arul Prumt, 3, viii. 
I Wealth of Natioru, J. viii. 

41 
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the natural recompense of labour is the return that labour 
can win from the land to which it still has free access, 
or fro~ more-productive land subject to the payment 
of rent. This natural recompense of labour may be 
regarded as Nature's minimum wage, from which other 
,wages are graded according to the demand for special 
skill, training, and ability. We can now expand the 
generalisation made in the- last chapter. Conditions 
which restrict the available supply of productive land or 
hinder its development, besides tending to depress the 
lower-limit of production and to increase the rents of the 
more productive lands, tend also to reduce the natural 
recompense of labour and wages generally. Conversely, 
conditions which increase the available supply of produc
tive land and facilitate its development, besides tending 
to raise the lower-limit of production and to reduce the 
rents of the more productive lands, tend also to increase 
the natural recompense of labour and wages generally. 

Eoolution of tM Law of Wages 

Adam Smith observed that one of the chief causes of 
prosperity in new Colonies was the" plenty and cheap
ness of land," which led to the colonists giving II most 
liberal wages " to attract labourers, and also led to these 
labourers setting up for themselves and, in their tum, 
offering liberal wages to others.l Patrick Edward Dove 
showed that II far the' most important matter affecting 
the value of labour is the distribution of the land," that 

1 WNlth oj Natiom (1776), 4, vii, 3. It ia interesting to observe 
that in a recent speech the Canadian Minister of the Interior spoke 
of Canada'. ability to offer .. cheap and fertile lands convenient to 
the railways," as her great attraction to settlers from other countries 
(The Ti_, 39th November 1933). 
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.. wherever there is free soil, labour maintains its value II ; 
where the land is held idle, the value of labour is de
preciated; and where labourers .. cannot get the land 
to labour on, they are starved roto working for a bare 
subsistence." 1 But it was left to Henry George to 
develop these principles and to correlate the law of wages 
with the law of rent.' 

LmuJ tmd Wagel 

The relation between land and labour has forced itself 
on the notice of both employers and employed. In 
some of the West India Islands the coloured population 
wanted the Crown lands to be Pl8de accessible to them; 
but the owners of the sugar estates realised that if this 
step were taken it would be imp~ible for them to 
obtain labour .. at the prices which they were. prepared. 
or could perhaps afford. to pay"; and .. what suited 
them best was a large supply of labourerS entirely de
pendent on being able to find work on the estates. and 
consequently subject to their control. and willing to 
work at low rata of wages." I In South Mrica the fact 
that the natives .. had access to the land on such terms 
as enabled them to regard work for wages as a· mere 
supplement to their means" made it difficult, if not 
impossible. for the mine owners to get the natives to 
work in the mines for the wages that they were offering._ 
and some of the mine owners proposed" to do away with 
free land to the natives" in order to drive the~ to 

1 TMary 0/ H_ Prograno. (1850), p. 406 II.! , 
• Progras aNi P_ty (1879), 3, vi, vii. ' 
• Wer' lruli4 RoyQl CoramiuiotI Report, C. 5658 (18911), pars. 

aS8. 
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the niines.1 In both these Dominions, however, the 
authorities maintained the rights . of labour to the· land. 
The SoutH Mriean_case is of special interest, because it 
shows that even uneducated and unorganised Kaffirs 
can ,resist the attempts of a powerful and well-organised 
syndicate to reduce them to wage-slavery, so long as 
their rightS to the land are maintained • 

. Agri.cultural Labourers 

This relation between land and labour is seen most 
clearly in cases of workers on the land ; but it is no less 
important as regards all other workers, because the 
exodus from country districts means an inflow of country 
workers to the towns, increasing the competition and 
reducing wages there. Thus it is to the interest of both 
town and country workers that the conditions in country 
-districts should be improved, so as to open up better 
prospects there. As Henry George said, cc To raise 
wages permanently you must raise the wages of the 
lowest man."_1 'Whatever may be said for a statutory 
minimum wage, the mere fixing of a minimum wage may 
not be much good unless it is accompanied by a provision 
for employment at that wage.1 It should be remembered 
that the Minister who introduced the (now-repealed) 
Corn Production Act, 1917, resisted the proposal to 
raise the statutory minimum weekly wage for agricultural 
labourers from 25s: to 30s., on· the ground that if it were 

1 South A/rican Native Affairs Commission Report, 1905, Cd. 2399, 
pars. 372, 41~. . 

• At Paisle" 18th December 1884; see the North British Daily 
Mail of the next day. 

a .. It is nothlpg to fix a minimum of wages unless there be a 
provision that work, or wages at least, be found for all who apply 
for it;" John S~~, Mill, Principles 0/ Political Economy, a,m, I. 
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done farmers would turn the land from arable to grass,1 
and the agricultural JaboW'et'S would be even worse off 
than before. The agricultural IaboJu"ers are the victims 
of. system that enables the land to be held against them, 
that favours the non-productive or less-productive uses 
of it, and that penalises those improvements which are 
required for more intensive cultivation and for other 
developments. . 

StainlHzy of Employmmt 

The interests of all the workers are bound up together. 
Those of the workers in the towns are bound up with 
those of the workers in the country districts. Those of 
the employed are bound up with those of the unemployed. 
because the employed are not likely to be able to improve 
their conditions so long as others in worse plight are 
waiting for work. The workers, in their various grada
tions, may be likened to people crowded on the stairway 
of employment; if the conditions allow of an upward 
movement, they all move up, and there is room for others 
on th«: lower steps; if the conditions compel a downward 
movement, they all move down, and those on the lower 
steps are pushed off the s~y altogether. Thus the 
improving of the general conditions is important to all 
the workers, and particularly important to those who 
are on the lower steps. It is as important to women 
as to men, because the well-being of the men is bound 
up with the well-being of their wives and families, and 
also because many of those on the lower steps are women 
workers. 

'96 H. c. lH1NIIa. 939. 33M July 1917. In the recent dispute 
between the farmen and the ,farm-labouren in Norf'oU. there was 
talk of DOt troubling about root-cropa or hay. and turning the .lOCk 
into the mcado_; _ TA. T .... and Aprillga3. 



CHAPTER VIII 

. CAPITAL (STRICTLY SO-CALLED) 

(NoTE.-In this chapter the terms .. Capital .. and 0 .. Interest" are 
used in their strict meanings. The wider uses of these- words are . 
considered in the concluding paragraph.) 

Land, Labour, Wealth, and Capital 

THE original factors in production are land and labour, 
the word .. land .. being used to include all the gifts of 

- Nature that exist independently of human agency, and 
the word" labour" being used to include human agency 
in all its forms. It has been well said that labour is 
the father and land is the mother of wealth, because 
·wealth.is got from land by labour. The word" wealth .. 
is used to denote all that has been got from land; 
and wealth becomes .. capital .. when it is used to assist 
iIi the production of more wealth.1 

Use of Wealth. as Capital 

The use of wealth to assist iIi the production of more 
wealth began when people commenced to use some of 
the roo~s and seeds that they had collected for planting 
.and SOw1n$; or to reserve some of the animals that they 
had captur~d for breeding or milking, or to take ~sticks 

i $ee Note D., .. Fa~ors in Production." 

46 
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and stones and faShion them into weapons and impl~ 
ments.! These and many kindred processes have 
advanced with ever-increasing rapidity, assisted by the 
progress of invention, the working of the metals, and the 
utilizing of water-power. wind-power, and the power latent 
in wood, coal, and other fuels. Through all these de
velopments, however, the land remains the source of 
the wealth that can be used as capital, and the primary 
function of capital is to increase production from the 
land. ' 

NatUTal Recompense of Capital 

The natural recompense of capital is the return which 
can be obtained by applying it to production. from such 
land as can be had freely, or from more-productive land 
subject to the payment of rent. This relation is manifest 
where people are using wealth thitt they have obtained 
from the land to assist in further production from ~e . 
land, and it is equally true where they have to borrow 
that wealth from other people. Thus-to carry the 
generalisation already made a step further-conditions 
which restrict the available supply of productive land 
or hinder its development, besides tending to raise rents 
and to reduce wages, tend also to reduce the natural 
recompense of capital. Conversely, conditions which 
increase the available supply of land and encourage its 

I The 'prouting of stored roots and eeeda appeara to haft 
,uggested planting and lOwing, and the breeding of, captured 
animaIe to have ,uggested the reeervation of them for thet purpose; 
_, for instance. Dr Edward Jenks', History of Politiu (1900). pp. 
:&a,43. The use of eticb and ,tones in their Datura! condition led 
to thoee of the more CODvenieut ebapee being gradually selected and 
improved. 
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development, besides tending to reduce rents and to 
increase wages, tend also to increase the natural recom
pense of capital. 

Evolution of tM 1.afI1 of Interest 

David Ricardo, in his Principles of Political EcOtIOInY 
and Taxation (1817), in which he set out the law of rent, 
explained also, in the chapter" On Currency and Banks," 
that the rate of interest is regulated .. by the rate of profits 
which can be made by the employmen~ of capital." 
James Mill, in his Elements of Political EcOtIOInY (1821), 
4, v, showed that "as population increases, and as capital 
is applied with less and less productive power to the land, a 
greater and a greater share of the whole of the net produce 
of the country accrues as rent, while the profits.. of stock 
proportionally decrease." John Stuart Mill, in his Prin
ciples of Political EcOtIOInY (1848), recognised the contrary 
tendencies of rent and interest, but considered the bearing 
of interest upon rent rather than the bearing of rent upon 
interest. 1 Henry George, in Book iii of PrOgresl and 
POfJeTty (1879), worked out the correlation of rent, wages, 
and interest, showing that conditions which tend to 
increase rents, tend to reduce both wages and interest, 
and that conditions which tend to reduce rent tend to 
increase both wages and interest. 

1,.. in 3, sziii, 5, where he says that II When interest ia low, land 
will naturally be dear; when interest ia high, land will be cheap." 
It would be more correct to say that when land ia c:heap, interest ia 
high; IIDd when Iandbecoma dear, interest becomea low. The 
coDBideration of land, labour, IIDd capital in the order of their develop
ment does much to facilitate the analysia of rent, wagee, IIDd intereat. 
IIDd their mutual relationa. 
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International Reactions 

It should of course be remembered that, with the 
development of communications and of cheap and rapid 
transport, the conditions in each country are influenced 
increasingly by the conditions which prevail in other 
parts of the world. Thus, for instance, the bringing 
under cultivation of rich and hitherto uncultivated lands 
oversea affects agricultural prices and agricultural rents 
elaewhere; the rates of wages in one country react to 
some extent upon the rates of wages in another; and the 
general level of interest in one country reacts upon that 
in another to • greater extent, because capital is trans
ferable more easily and more quickly than population. 
No country lives to itself alone, and regard must be had to 
international as well as national circumstances. 

1M Storehouse of Nature 

Whether in one country or in the world as a whole, it 
is the productive capability of the land which enables 
people to obtain from it not only a subsistence but also 
a surplus, some of which Can be used as capital. Thus 
the land is the source of capital; and our consideration of 
capital should include not only the wealth which has 
already been obtained from the land and is being used as 
capital now, but also the further wealth-infinitely greater 
in amount-which will be so obtained aDd used in the 
future. To treat the land as common property, along 
the lines already indicated, would ,not only increase the 
production of wealth and extend the opportunities of 
using it as capital, but would also do much towards 
equalizing its distribution. The juster allocation of the 

4 
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storehouse is the key to the fairer apportionment of the 
stores. 

Extended pse of cc Capital" and cc Interest" 

In this chapter the word cc capital " has been used in 
its strict meaning to denote produced wealth used to 
assist in the production of more wealth, and the word 
cc interest " to denote the return obtainable for it when 
so used. But the treatment of land as private property 
has led to cc capital" and cc interest" being used to in
clude land _ and rent, and to cc capitalism" being used 
to include landlordism. Landlordism, indeed, is the 
backbone of what is commonly called capitalism, because 
it means the private. appropriation of thos~ free gifts of 
Nature; which are the primary means of production 
and the sources of the secondary means of production. 
When the rights of the people to the land are properly 
secured, land,' rent, capital, and interest will appear in 
true perspective. . 



CHAPTER IX 

INVENTIVE PROGRESS 

Developmnt of Production 

TIm history of material progress is the record of Man's 
increasing ability_to use the free gifts of Nature for the 
satisfaction of his desires. From a precarious subsistence 
on wild fruits and wild animals he has progressed to 
pastoral life and agriculture. From the use of natural 
substances as he found them, he has learned to quarry 
the stone, to mould and bake the clay, and to extract the 
minerals from the ore. From the use of primitive 
appliances, he has evolved elaborate machinery. and 
has harnessed the natural sources of energy to drive it. __ 
By these. and by a thousand other advances m the arts 
and sciences, he has been able to increase production, 
to accumulate wealth, and to enlarge the possibilities of 
life beyond the dreams of the past. 

Inequalities of Distribution 

But though the production of wealth has increased 
8teadily, the distribution of wealth has remained very 
unequal, and the great mass of the people have not had 
anything like an adequate share· in the advantages oi 
progress. Whatever other causes have been at work. the 
principal cause of the unequal distribution of wealth is. 

51 
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, and always has been, the unfair appropriation of the 
natural sources from which it is obtained. If, even 
under primitive conditions, a small section of the com
munity can appropriate the land and treat it as if it 
were . practically their own, they can, in one way or 
another, secure a large share of the produce for themselves, 
leaving comparatively little to those who are actually 
engaged in production .. If Nature were so bountiful as 
to make two blades' of grass grow where only one grew 
before, and to· double the return to every effort, the ! 

resulting benefits could still be realised only through 
the land, and the landowners would still have the same 
ascendancy over the landless. Nor are these results 
limited to production on the surface of the earth. The 
ownership of land includes the ownership of its contents ; 
of the stone, clay, slate, c9al, ironstone, metallic ores, and 
countless other . substances ; the landowners can quarry 
and mine them, but other people may not quarry or mine 
them except on the landowners' terms. 

Benefits of Invention 

The invention of water-wheels, which were used to 
tu.m corn-mills that had previously been operated by 
hand, gave the poet Antipater, some two thousand years 
ago, a vision of how the natural. forces might be used to 
lighten human drudgery, and moved him to say, in 
beautiful Greek verse, that the women who were grinding 
at the mill would be enabled to take their ease, because 
the nymphs of the water would dance on the water-wheel 
and make it turn the mill for them.1 But the results 

1 Greek Anthology, Bk. ix, NO.4 18 •. Further references to this poem, I 
and to some early uses of mechanical power, may be found in the 
present writer's pamphlet., The Natural Sour," 01 Energy (1919). ' 
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were otherwise. Those who possessed the land possessed 
the water-power, and the women who had been toiling 
at the mill had to toil at something else instead. The 
invention of the windmill made it possible to use the 
power ,of the wind; but when wind-driven sawmills 
were first set up in this country, they. aroused the 
antagonism of the sawyers, who realised that they might· 
have to leek some other means of livelihood.1 In the 
lame way, at a later date, the substitution of machinery 
for hand-work led to a series of riots. Nor was the 
opposition to these inventions unreasonable. Several 
centuries before Antipater, Aristotle had said that .. if 
every instrument could accomplish its own work. if the 
shuttle could weave and the plectrum touch the lyre 
without a hand to guide them, chief workmen would 
not want servants, nor masters slaves." I With the 
devdopment of what was almost automati~ machinery 
going on before their eyes, it needed no great stretch of 
imagination for wage-workers of a later age to anticipate 
that many of them might find their occupations gone. 

TM Object-lesson 
If inventive progress alone could improve the general 

condition of labour, the invention of the steam-engine, 
the spinning-jenny, and the power-loom should have 
brought the millenium. It brought misery. In con
sidering the actual circUmstances we should bear in 
mind that almost uncontrolled landlordism was denying 
the great majority of the people their rights to the land, 
making it difficult for them to get a livelihood, and 
enabling the new capitalism to exploit ·diem. The 

I Beckmann'. History o/IrtWtltimu, chapter on .. SawmiI1a .. ' 
• Poliliu, I, i. ; ttIlDI. Jowett. 
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rmilis would have been even wane than they were if 
the home market had ~n the only market for the manu
factured ~ as in that case the demand could DOt 
have kept pace with the increasing efficiency of the 
machines. Such advantages as followed were 1a.rgdJ 
due to the manufactured goods being e~ed in exchange 
for food.atuHs and other products from distant lan~ 
which were thus'laid unde.r contribution to relieve the 
pressure here. Even so. the reconst.ruction of indus
trialism redounded to the benefit of the few. The 
owners of the c:oel and iron and the propricton of the 
factories amassed fottunes. many othe.r people did wen 
for th~lves. but the gnat majority of the WOlken had 
to work for long boun at low wa~ and unlkr the 
appalling conditions which necessitated the Factexy Acts. 
Rmewing the situation, John Stuart l\Iill wrote this 
memorable ~ ~ 

.. llithmo it is questionable if an the meclwUcaI 
inventions )'d made have lightened the day', toil of 
an,. human bftng. The,. have enabled a creater 
population to live the WIle life of drud~rr and 
imprisonment, and an incnased num~r of manu
facturen and othus to make fortunes. ~y have 
~ the comforts of the middle cla&ses.. But 
the,. have not )'d begun to dTe« those ernt (han~ 
in human destin,.. which it is in their nature and in· 

. their futurity to accomp&.h. ~ • 

Fwd Tlw'gs FWd 

U mechanical in~ntiODS are .. to dYe« thOM ernl 
chantes in human destin,., which it is in their nature and 

,~" I'WIUitNl ~ h",5). .. , a. 
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in their futurity to accomplish," we must first realise 
that their function is to enable us to utilise and develop 
the free gifts of Nature with less effort·and to greater 
advantage than before, and that if the people as a whole 
·are to share in the general benefits of industrial progress, 
these free gifts of Nature must be treated as common 
property. This policy is as essential to the well-being of 
the workers in the most complex civilisation as in the 
most primitive conditions. It is of the first imJ>ortance 
in this country to-day. The special conditions of .the 
time gave us the lead in modem industrialism. But. 
other countries have also developed along the same lines; 
the war has dislocated international trade and the inter
national exchanges, and the resulting condition of labour 

_ makes it imperative that we should enforce the rights 
of the people to the land at home, so as to open the 
natural opportunities for use and to promote their 
development. 

Future -Inventions 

These considerations apply not only to the inventions 
of the past, but also to the inventions that are developing 
now, and to the inventions of the future. The purpose 
of all inventions is to enable us to use the gifts of Nature 
to better advantage than before. The progress of science 
and art, by increasing the demand for various metals, 
has increased the value of the lands where these are to be 
found; the development of the steam-engine .has in
creased the demand for coal and. the value- of-the coal
fields; the invention of the internal-combustion engine 
has increased the demand for oil and the value of -the 
oiJ-fields; and the new possibilities of utilising certain 
plants for the mass production ot power-alcohol· may 
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have .similar effects on the value of the land where they 
grow. In all our present uses of the natural sources 
of energy we are making indirect use of solar radiation, 
which has raised the water. generated the wind, and made 
possible the growth of vegetation, both of the primeval 
forests that became the coal-measures and of the trees 
and plants of to-day. A new era will be opened when the 
progress of lnvention enables us to make direct use of 
solar radiation as a source of power. Speaking lof an 
apparatus recently installed for cooking by sunlight at the 
astronomical station on Mount Wilson in California, the 
writer of a leading article in The Times observed that 
the direct transformation of the sun's rays into mechanical 
energy on any large ~cale, though at present it appears 
visionary, may become an accomplished fact at some 
future time. .. If that time comes,"· he proceeded 
to say, .. there will be a revaluation of the surface 
of the earth, and areas will be coveted in pro
portion to the daily and annual radiation they receive." 1 

Thus, in other words, the advantages resulting from this 
great achievement. would find expression in land-value. 
However much the progress of invention may enable us 
to utilise the free gifts of Nature, it will ever be of the 
first importance to treat these gifts· as the common 
property of all her children. 

The Great Trusteeship 

'Whatever the stage of economic . development, the 
common right to the land must be made effective. In 

1 The Timu, 11th August 1921 i see also the issues of a6~ and a8th 
January and 2nd February 1922. An interesting article on" When the 
Desert Blossoms," in Mr Mee's My MagaJllintJ, January 1924, sug
gests the possibilities of *e Sahara sunshine 88 a source of power. 
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this country, as matter of both history and law, all the 
land is held of the Crown as overlord. This overlordship 
should be regarded as a trusteeship for the people i and 
the public charges on landed properties should be re
constituted by basing them.in the case of each property 
on the market value of the land, irrespective of the 
improvements. on it. This policy, as we have seen, 
would prevent the withholding of land from use, would 
make it available for use on fair terms, and would give 
free scope for its development; and it would also do 
much towards equalising the distribution of wealth and 
the general benefits of inventive progress. 



CHAPTER X 

EVOLUTION OF LAND-VALUE PRINCIPLES 

Anticipations 

THE common right of the people to the land has found 
expression.in many countries and on many occasions. 
We can trace it in the Levitical rules for the distribution 
and redistribution of land in Palestine, in Plutarch's 
account of the land-settlement of Sparta and Laconia by 
Lycurgus, in the agrarian laws of the Gracchi, in the 
village-community arrangements, and even in the feudal 
system, under, which the lands were held of the king in 
~onsideration o~ what were to some extent public services. 
Negatively, also)" the appropriation of the land to the 
detriment of the p~ple has been a fertile cause of popular 
risings, revolts, and, revolutions. Yet, though modified 
in various ways, private landlordism 'has continued to 
prevail, partly on accQunt' of the strength of the landed 
interest, partly from the force' of custom, and partly 
because of the difficultrof constructing a system that 
would stand the strain', of actual working, that would 
command the continued support of those for whose 
benefit it is intended, and 'that would maintain the public 
ownership of the land without prejudice to its, develop
ment by private occupation and private use. The key 
was to be supplied by the law of rent; but, as we have 

58 
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seen in Chapter VI, the law of rent could not be evolved 
until a certain stage of progress had been reached. 

TIuJ French Physiocrats 

Even before. the law of rent was evolved, principles 
resembling those here advocated had been put forward 
by Quesnay, Turgot, and the other French Physiocrats, 
whose principal publications appeared between 1752 and 
1775. -Regarding the land as the source of all wealth, 
they inferred that agriculture was the only industry 
which yields a surplus after the expenses of production 
have been deducted, and they advocated the imposition 
of an imp8t unique on the produit net of the land as the 
only form of taxation. This proposal foreshadowed in 
some degree what is now known as the Single-tax; but 
the similarity of name should not be taken to imply 
identity of character. The impat unique would have been 
applicable only where there was actual production and 
a surplus product, and the produit net differed in several 
important respects from what is now called -economic _ 
rent. The Physiocrats wrote before the nature of rent 
had been analysed i they did a great work at a critical 
time i and they rank among those .. who, in the night 
of despotism, foresaw the glories of the coming day." 1 

Thomas Spence 

In our own country, ThomaS Spence, in his lecture 
on The Real Rights oj Man, which was delivered at 
Newcastle-on-Tyne in 1775 and passed through a number 
of editions, took as his starting-point the principle of 
equal rights to liberty and to the land. His general 

I HenrJ Georac'. Prouetion or Free Trade; Dedication. 
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scheme 1I1IS that ClG ... day ~ • • • the inhabi
tants ol ach parish ~ in their resf<Ctitt ~ to 
take their Iong-Iost rights into ~ and to (orm 
themseITes into corpontioos. • •• The land. with aD 
that arpertaiDs to it, is. in C\"CfJ parish. maJc the rropeny 
of the corrontion 01' parish. with as amr~ rower to let. 
I'q'&ir. 01' alter aD 01' any part theftoE as • lord ol the 
manor enjoys OTU his ~ houses. ~ .. but without 
.. the power ol alienating the least morsel .. of it, foc it 
1I1IS to beIoog to the parish in perpetuity. The (~ng 
summary of Srencc's plan is from the foocnote to his 
political soog entitW f7w JCtItls of .\I~ .bich .-as 
published in liS): 

.. After the trboIe amount ol the ralts are coDetted 
in • parish from nay rersoo. IC'COI'ding to the fuIl 
nlue of the rranises .-hich thry ocxurr. 10 much 
pel' round IC'COI'ding to Act ol I'arliament ought to 
be tid asiJe (oc the SUf'POCl ol the Stak instead ol 
aD taus; anocher sum should Dat be deducted (II' 
aurrort ol the parish establishment, instead ol toDs. 
tithes. n.tes. ~ etc.. after 1Irbich the ranai.nJct 
bdoogs cqually to aD the IdtJed inbahjbnts. 
1Irbethct rich 01' poor'. and ought to be diTi-Xd 
cqually among them. .. 

Srence explained in his kctu:re that .. theft are DO 

tans ol any lind to be paid among them, 1-y natiTe 01' 

(oreigner. but the aforesaid falL" It arrean. La.ha. 
that the rml thus roDtemplaud .-as the rml ol txch 
land and imf.ro.unmts. and that Srence'. rhD wouI.1 
hatt left oaJy IDO'I"abks as rrinte rroren:r.' 

'TU ..... it ~ bJ __ s.;-c. _ ill 1M ~ 
~ or biI ~. 1-1-"797. As .. ~ ~ 
or b IfMl RCW f!/ »-._ So. Eo 
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starting life and to provide old,age pensions; and that 
this fund should be financed from the rents of the-land, 
which Paine regarded as belonging of right to the people. 
Mter asserting the primary rights of man to the use of the 
earth, he proceeded to say that: 

.. The earth, in its natural state'. .'. is capable 
of, supporting but a small number of inhabitants, 
compared with what it is capable of doing in a culti
vated state. And as it is iinpossible to separate the 
improvement made by cultivation from the earth 
itself upon which that improvement is made, the 
idea of landed property arose from that inseparable 
connection; but it is nevertheless true that it is 
the value of 'the improvement only, and not the 
earth itself,- that is individual property. Every 
proprietor, therefore, of cultivated land owes tQ the 
community -a ground-rent, for I know no better 
term to express the idea by, for the land which he 
holds." , 

Paine's words relate onlYt.tp cultivated land, but his 
principles are of general application. He added that 
cultivation has been one of the greatest blessings, but 
.. the landed monopoly that began with it . . . has dis
possessed more than half the inhabitants of every nation 
of their natural inheritance.", 1 " 

Law-o/Rent 

These various proposals show ,the s.tages which had 
been attained' before the nature of rent was analysed 

1 An American edition of Paine's AgTarian Justice was published 
at Philadelphia in or about 1800. As to later reprints of it, see 
Note E. 
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and before the law of rent received general assent about 
1815. The recognition that economic rent represents 
the natural bonus which attaches to the more productive 
lands in consequence of the presence, industry,,- and 
demand of the people, shed a new light on -the problem. 
It showed that the rent of the land (as distinguished from 
that of the improvements) is a particularly appropriate 
source of public revenue, and it prepared the way for 
many developments. 

r 

, .'James Mill 

Within a few years James Mill, in his Elements of 
Political Economy (1821), explained the law of rent, 
observing that to the person w~o applies labour and 
capital to the land " it is a matter of perfect indifference 
whether he pays the surplus, in the shape of rent, to an 
individual proprietor, or in that of revenue, to a-govern
ment collector," and mentioned some historical cases in 
which the expenses of government were in fact defrayed 
from the rent of land.- He then stated the case for the 
Single-tax in " a new country" in these words : 

" If a body of people were to migrate into a new 
country, and land had not yet become private 

. property, there would be this reason for considering 
the rent of land as a source peculiarly adapted to 
supply the exigencies of the government j that 
industry would not by that means sustain, the 
smallest depression; and that the expense of the 
government would be defrayed without imposing 
any burden upon any individual. The owners of 
capital would enjoy its profits, the class' of 
labourers would enjoy their wages, without any 
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de~uction whatsoever; and every man would employ 
his capital in the way which was really most advan
tageous, without receiving any inducement from the 
mischievous operation of a tax, to remove it from 
a channel in which it was more, to one in which it 
would be less productive to the nation. There is, 
therefore, a peculiar advantage in reserving the rent 
of land as a fund for supplying the exigencies of the 
State" (4, v). 

In a country like our own, however, where land has been 
treated as private property "and the expectations of 
individuals have been adjusted to that order of things," 
Mill was opposed to the selecting of economic rent for 
special taxation, and favoured a continuance of the 
existing order of things in this respect, without discussing 
whether it was just or even expedient. The e~onomic 
rent which he .considered should be .. exempt from any 
special tax" was "the. present rent, or at most the 
present, with the reasonable prospect of improvement" ; 
and he was quite prepared for the special taxation on 
any future increment beyofl.d that amount. ' 

John Stuart Mill 

John Stuart.Mill, his.son,took up a similar position. 
In his Principles of Political Economy, published in 1848, 
he recognised that the principle of property in the pro~ 
ducts of industry "cannot apply to what is not the 
produce of labour,· .the raw material of the earth "; but 
showed that in some cases the productiveness of land may 
be almost or altogether " theeff'ect of labour and·art .. 
(2, ii,S). He sought a justification for treating land as 
private property· in the need of enabling the cultivator 
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to reap the results of his industry and of securing the 
continuous development of the land : 

II These." he says~ II are the reasons which form 
the justification. in an economical point of view. of 
property in land. It is seen that they are only valid. 
in so far as the proprietor of land is its· improver. 
Whenever. in any country. the proprietor. generally-=
speaking. ceases to be the improver. political economy 
has nothing to say in defence of landed property as 
there established. In no sound theory of private 
property was it ever contemplated that the proprietor 
of land should be merely a sinecurist quartered on ~ 
'tlt( •. 61) I:'"'" 1 Z. u. . 

.... 

Mill'. reasons for private property in land were really 
reasons for the private possession of land on such terms 
as would enable the improver to reap the results of his 
industry and induce him to develop the land. Besides 
accepting the fundamental distinction between land and 
improvements. Mill added that in this country. though 
the landed proprietor is frequently an improver. .. it 
cannot be said that he is generally so It; and in such cases 
there would seem. as Mill himself acknowledged. to be 
no defence for private landlordism. Yet in practice he 
drew no distinction between proprietors who had made 
improvements and proprietors who had not~ He held. 
like his father. that the existing rent of land (though 
made up by a series of gradual increments since primitive 
times) should be .. held sacred from any peculiar taxa-

I Thia 8eCtioD aleo CODtaiDa hia new. _ compeasatioa and eome 
olber points. 

5 
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tion,"' ,but he saw II no objection to declaring that the 
future increment of rent should be liable to special 
taxation," being careful, however, to add that there 
would be no injustice to the landlords II if the present 
market-price of their land were secured to them; since 
that includes the present value of all future expectations " 
(5, ii,S)· 

Herbert Spencer 

A more virile treatment of the land question was 
exhibited in Herbert Spencer's Social Statics, published 
in ISSI. Its full title was Social Statics,' or the Condi
tions Essential to Human Happiness specified, and thl First 
of them De'lJeloped. After some introductory chapters on 
the need of a guiding principle, he formulated that 
principle in II the law of equal freedom,"' that II every 
man has freedom to do all that he wills, provided he 

. infringes not the equal freedom of any other man."' He 
then applied it (chapter viii) to the rights to life and per
sonalliberty. His next application of it was in chapter ix, 
where he began by showing that each man should be 
.. free to use the earth for the satisfaction of his wants, 
provided he allows all others the .same liberty." He 
then showed that the right to the use of the earth is 
one of the fundamental rights of man, that private 
appropriations of the common heritage never were and 
never can be morally defensible, that lapse of time cannot 
change a wrong into a right, that neither transfer nor 
purchase can generate a right which did not exist before, 
and that the making of improvements, though it gives a 
right to the improvements and any value attaching to 
them, Cannot vitipte the common right to the land itself': 
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The principle of equal rights to the earth was the 
economic foundation of Social Statics. Spencer laid it 
down in chapter ix, and built upon it in subsequent 
chapters. Thus in chapter x (2) he treated a just land 
system as the " legitimate foundation " for the right of 
private property in what private industry obtains from 
the land; in chapter xxi (7) he held the civil power 
responsible for ~c that gigantic injustice inflicted upon 
nineteen-twentieths of the community by the usurpation 
of the soil"; and in chapter xxv (2) he said that the 
assertions of a man's right to maintenance and to- have 
work provided for him are ." unsuccessful efforts to 
express the fact" that cc all men have equal rights to the 
use of the Earth." 

Patrick Edward Dove 

Patrick Edward Dove's Science of Politics appeared in~ 
two Parts: Part I, entitled The Theory of Human Pro-

,gressionand Natural Probal,t.1ity of a Reign of Justice, in 
1850; and Part II, entitled The Elements of Political 
Economy, in 1854. In Yart I he asserted that "the 
earth is the common property of the race" and that the 
produc~!f of labour belong.to the producers, and protested 
against a system which treats certain people as if they 
werri~orn heirs to the land and places the others under 
a correironding disadvantage, making them pay rent to 
those w naturally hav~ " not one particle of right to 
the soil m re than they have themselves." He showed 
that "the 'vision of the natural advantages of the 
earth" can e effected best "by the dividing of its 
ann_ual-.Yalue- r rent; that is, by making the -rent of 
the land the common property of the nation," and he 

\ 
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advocated .. abolishing all other kinds of taxation what
ever" (pp. 384, 377, 387). In Part II he showed that the 
adoption of this Single-tax policy would mean the aboli
tion of customs and excise, so that .. a perfectly free trade 
would tend to unite the various nations in the bond of 
amity," and he also spoke of the simplicity and cheapness 
of the-policy, and of its beneficial effects in promoting 
production (pp. 323-3o). His view of this reform in 
relation to general co-operative action may be illustrated 
by his statement: 

.. The allocation of the rents of the soil to the 
nation is the only possible means by which a just 
distribution of the.created wealth can be ·effected. 
It is true, this is not the only requisite-for a 
systematic co-operation in the whole field of labour 
is also needful-but is the first main requisite, the 
first necessary arrangement of society which would 
prevent the profits of labour from escaping, as they 
now continually do, from the labourers to a class 
that labours not, yet constantly increases Its wealth .. 
(p·326}.1 

Edwin Burgess 

Edwin Burgess, who had emigrated from England and 
settled at Racine, Wisconsin, wrote a series of letters 
advocating the Single-tax, which were published in the 
Racine Advocate during 1859 and 1860. He maintained 
that the land which Nature had provided was .. the 
natural heritage of all, for all time"; he proposed to 
secure the rent of it for all by way of taxation on its 

1 Some of Dove', other observatior.s have been quoted on pp. 34, 
43; lee alao Note F., .. Henry Geor&:e on Patrick Edward Dove." 
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value; he was against aU taxation of the products of 
industry; and he showed the advantages that would 
follow .. if all the taxes were on land, and none on im
provements." His letters were in prose, interspersed 
with his own verses, and his treatment of the subject is 
characterised by breadth and enthusiasm. The Edwin 
Burgess Letters on Taxation are among the earliest
perhaps they are the earliest-Single-tax literature origi
nating in the United States; and they were reprinted at 
Racine in I9I2 as a 3z-page pamphlet, with a portrait 
and a short biography of their author. 

Sir John MacDonell 

Mr (afterwards Sir John) MacDonell wrote a book on 
The Land Question, which was published in 1873. After 
explaining the principles of rent, he said it was to be 
expected that from them" would have been unanimously 
and instantly deduced the conclusion that economical 
rent should not become the subject of private property, 
and that no private individual should be permitted to 
monopolise" it. Later on he saye: .. We vex the poor 

. with indirect taxes, we squeeze the rich, we ransack 
heaven and earth to find some new impost, palatable or 
tolerable; and all the time, these hardships going on, 
neglected or misapplied, there have lain at our feet a 
multitude of resources ample enough for all just common 
wants, growing as they grow, and so marked out that 
one may say they form Nature's budget." In the use 
of economic rent as Nature's budget he foresaw .. the 
possibility of government, local and imperial, without 
taxation," and he conteroplated it as .. a splendid possi
bility, some dim similitude of which may one day be 
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nalised, to the umpeabble benefit of society" (pp. 52. 
58.66-67).1 

Hnrry Gmge 

The .. modem IDOft!IleDt may be said to date from 
Henry George'. great work Progr_ tiDUl PODt!Tty. first 
published at San FnnciscO in 1879- Henry George 
showed that progress. while greatly enriching the few. 
had eYer' been accompanied by the poverty of the many ; 
that the great cause of this injustice was the treatment of 
land and its rent as-private property and private iDcome. 
instead of as common property and common revenue; 
and that the resulting impoverishment of the many is 
aggtatated by the withholding of land from use and by 
the taxes on production and exchange, which narrow 
the natunl opportunities. hinder the development of 
enterprise. and further depress the conOition of the 
wod.era. His aim was to make the land common pro
perty by treating its rent as common revenue, and to 
abolish aD taxes on production and exchange. both 
domestic and International He proposed to begin 
by the taDtion of Iand-vaIue at a practicable rate, 
and a.ftenrards to increase that tax tiD, as the Single
tax. it takes the place of aD other taxes and absorbs 
the whole economic rent as public revenue. Pro
rr- ad P~ speaks for itself. Its breadth 4. 
sympathy, clarity of thought, and beauty of Janr Land 
are worthy of the great principles to which ~. the 
expression. This book, with Henry Geor- pronSions 

.GOD of Land 
"Oa p. 6a. ill • r-.-e. he ","I'M.. II« 

book, Ow 1..-1 -- 1..-1 ~ ,.s.page • on a land-nlue 
.. Sa FDII£iKo ill 1"1- • ftfermce '- • 
"";cjcw goo). p. 322• 
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works, made an epoch. They initiated a great movement, 
and gave a new direction and a freSh impulse to economic 
reform. For present purposes, they mark the stage at 
which we may tum from land-value literature to land
value legislation. 



CHAPTER XI 

GROWTH OF LAND-VALUE LEGISLATION 

Ner.o Zealand 

IN the year before the publication of Progress· and 
POfJerty, Sir George Grey's Land Tax Act of 1878 
provided for the taxation of landed. property in New 
Zealand on the .basis of the selling value of the land apart 
from the improvements on it. The tax was ata very 
moderate rate, and Henry George expresse4.his approval 
of it, saying that Sir George Grey had .. introduced the 
thin end of the wedge by carrying a measure for the 
imposition of a direct tax on the value ofland, irrespective 
of improvements." 1 With a change of government, 
however, the Act was repealed in the following year by 
the Property Assessment Act, 1879, under which land 
and improvements were valued .and taxed as a composite 
s':lbject, though on the basis of capital value. The 
practice of valuing and taxing land separately from the 
improvements was afterwards re-mtroduced by the Land 
and Income Assessment Act, 1891, which has been the 
basis of subsequent legislation ; and the present provisions 
as to valuation are contained in the Valuation of Land 
Act, 1908, and several amending Acts. 

Local authorities were enabled to rate on a land-value 
1 Lile oj Hettry George, by his SOD (1900), p. 3zz. 
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basis by the Rating or Unimproved Value Act, 1896, 
and the provisions are now to be found in the Rating 
Act, 1908.1 Rating is now on a land-value basis in about 
a hundred and thirty counties, districts' and boroughs, 
including Wellington and Christchurch. Even where 
rating has remained on the basis of the annual value of 
the property as ~ whole, there is a provision that, for 
rating purposes the' annual value of the land shall in no 
case be less than 5 per cent. of the value of the fee-simple 
thereof. I 

Australia 

In South Australia there has been State taxation of 
land-value~ince 1884; New South Wales began the 
system in 189s,Westem Australia in 1907, Tasmania in 
1909, Victoria in 1910, and Queensland in 1915. Besides 
these State Taxes, the.re has been an Australian Federal 
Tax on land-value since 1910. Most of these taxes, 
however, have their rates graded.according to the amounts 
of land-value held by particular persons, and are subject 

. to numerous exemptions:and abatements, so . that a 
considerable amount of land;-value escapes taxation.8 

Land-value rating was begun in Queensland in 1890, 
where land-value was subsequently made the general 

1 The exc1usi6n from land-value rating of water, gas, and certain 
other. rates by s. 103 of the Act Ofl90S was repealed by the Act 
of 19I1, No. II, s. Z; see, however, the Act of 1913, No. 54. 
s. S. 

a See 8. Z of the 1905 Act. There are similar provisions in the 
various States of Australia, see p. 75. A recommendation along 
similar lines for this country has been mentioned on pp. 3, 4. 

'-As shown, for instance, in the evidence of the late Mr F:H. G .. 
Cornwall of Melbourne before the Australian Royal Commission 
on Taxation.j see Larul fsI Liberty, August, 19ZI. 
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standard for rating in 1902; / and there are provisions 
for" the rating of land-value in' several other ,States:', 
including New South Wales, where the present provisions 
are consolidated in the Local Government Act, 1919. 
Sydney has a series of special Acts ; , the Sydney Corpora
tion Act, 1908, prepared the way for land-value rating 
there, and the Sydney Corporation Act, 1916, authorised 
the Sydney Corporation to base its local rating on the _ 
unimproved value of the land. The result is that in 
Sydney, with its' population of slightly over 1,000,000, 
all local rates, except water and sewerage rates, are levied 
on land-value. Moreover, in all the Australian States 
(exceprllueensland, where all rates except those for the 
removal of garbage are on land-values) there is a proviSo' 
that, where rating is on the older annual value basis, the 
annual value shall in no case be less than a certain 
percentage of the selling value of the land. 

United States 

Some cities of the United States have heen moving in 
the same direction. More than twenty years ago, New 
York City, Boston, and some other municipalities adopted 
the plan of valuing the land and the buildings separately ; 
which had the effect of securing true valuations of the 
land. though the land and the buildings were' taxed 
together at the same rate. This system of separate 
valuations. besides securing the taxation of the land at 
its true value. has led to further developments. In 
Pittsburgh. for instance. under a Pennsylvania Act, No. 
147 of 1913. improvements are taxed at a lower rate than 
the land. In New.York City. under an enabling Act of 
New York State. No. 949 of 1920. new h.)uses. if begun 
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before a certain date, are. subject to certain qualifications. " 
exempted from taxation for a period of ten years.1 It is Un- • 
portant to remember that this exemption applies only to the ~ 
buildings and not to the land on which they are. which ( 
continues to be taxed on its selling value. U the franking l 
of the buildings were not accompanied by the tiaation of I 
the land-value, the landlords would be able to reap the : 
benefits of the remission by holding up the land for higher ~ 
prices. 

CtI1Ulda 
There have been somewhat similar developments in 

most of the Canadian Provinces. In Ontario the Assess
ment Act. 1904. provided for the separate valuation of 
land and buildings, with special exemption for buildings. 
plant, and machinery used in mining; and the Municipal 
Tax Exemption Act, 1920. S. 6.f.. has given facilities for any 
city. town. township. or village to reduce the assessment 
on improvements generally by not less than 10 or more 
than 25 per cent. in each year. so that in a comparatively 
short period improvements can be relieved from taxation 
altogether. and taxation ,may be based on land-value 
alone. 

In the Province of Manitoba the Assessment Act 
(Rn-ued Statllles of MtlIIitoIJd. 1913. vol. ii. pp. 1912-13. 
ch. 134> provided that lands in rural municipalities used 
for farming. stock-raising. and gardening should be· 

I The extensive building de'Vdopments which followed the passing 
or this law were suspended on account or a decision. on aoth March 
Il)a), that the law was UDCODStitutional. The Appellate Division 
or the New York Supreme Court, ho1re"ftl', unanimously reversed 
this decisioll and dec:lared that the law ,.... constitutiona1, on 6th 
April 11)2), as .tated ill TAe n-or the nat day, which added that 
.. building contracts ill New York City iIl"f'Oiviq tens or millions or 
dollars. which ba,'e beeIl suspended, will be put ill force at once." 
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assessed on the value on which the land would be assessed 
if unimproved, and that ordinary farm residences and 
buildings should be considered as improvements for 
farming purposes and should be exempt from assessment. 
This policy has now been developed by the Amending 
Act of 1921, c. 87, s. 6, which has a new and more 
elaborate provision of the same kind. 

In the Province of Saskatchewan the local authorities of 
cities, towns, villages, and rural municipalities have the 
land valued apart from buildings, and the land is assessed 
on its full land-value; while the bUildings are ass'!ssed 
only on a certain percentage of their value. which must 
not be more than 60 per cent. and may be considerably 
less (ReWed Statutes of Saskatchewan. 192o,vol. ii, 
pp. 1260, 1428, 1544, 1637). In, Prince Albert. for 
instance. improvements are assessed at 45 per cent. of 
their value. in Saskatoon at 35 per cent., and in Regina 
at 30 per cent.1 There is also a tax on the unimproved 
value of what are known as "wild lands" (ib .• vol. i. 
P·395)· ' . 

In the Province of Alberta the Town Act, 1912, ss. 265. 
267. and the Rural Municipalities Act. 1912. ss. 249, 252; 
as amended by various later Acts, provide for the rating 
of land on its real value apart from the value of buildings 
or various other improvements thereon. Two Acts of 
1913, confirming the- charters of Edmonton and Leth
bridge, contain special provisions as to the rating of 
land-values and the exemption of. buildings. and other 
improvements from rating. There is also a special tax 
on the unimproved value of .. wild lands" under the 
Wild Lands Taxation Act, 1914. as amended by subsequent 
legislation. 
1 Saskatchewan, Department oj Munit;ipal Affain Report Jor 1931-32. 
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In the Province of British Columbia. the separate 
valuation of land and improvements, and the system of 
differential rating, were introduced by the Municipal 
Act, 1892, which has been amended by the Municipal 
Amendment Act, 1919, s. 7. The land is rated on its 
talue, but " the rates to be levied on improvements shall 
not be upon more and may •.. be upon less than So per 
cent. of the assessed -value thereof, or improvements may 
be exempted altogether from taxation." In Vancouver 
improvements are rated on So per cent. of their value, 
in Victoria they are rated on 33} per cent. of their value, 
and in New Westminster they are not rated at all.1 In 
this Province, also, the liInit to the rating of " wild lands " 
is higher than that to the rating of .other properties. 

South Africa 

In the Union of South Mrica also the movement has 
made considerable progress. In the Cape of Good Hope 
Province the Valuation Ordinance, 1914, provided for 
the separate valuation of land, buildings, and beneficial 
improvements; the Municipal Ordinances, 1917 and 
1918, gave the authorities the option of placing the whole 
or part of the rates on land-values; and now in East 
London buildings and beneficial improvements are sub
ject to. a rate- which is one-sixth of that on the land, 
whilst in the neighbouring town of Cambridge buildings 
and improvements are exempted from rating altogether. 
In the Transvaal the Local Authorities Rating Ordinance, 
1912, provided for the separate valuation of land and 
buildings; an amending Ordinance of 1916 provided 
that the rate on land-values should be at least -Id. in 

1 British ColumbiB,lmp.ctor 0/ Municipaliru! Report/or 19aa. 
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the [, more than that on improvements, and gave the 
option of diminishing the rate on buildingsoand increasing 
the rate on the land; with the result that in Pretoria 
and Standerton the rates on buildings are much lower 
than the rates on the land. whilst in Johannesburg, 
Krugersdorp, and Vere~niging, and several other towns, 
the buildings are exempted altogether, and all the orates 
are levied on land-value. In the Orange Free State the 
Local Government Ordinance, No.4-of 1913. provided 
for the separate valuation of the land and the building~, 
and the amending Ordinance, No. 12 of 1920, gave 
optional facilities for rating on the land only, or on 
the land plus such percentage of the. improvements as 
may be decided. In Natal the Municipal Corporations 
Ordinance, No. II of 19II, provided for the separate 
valuation of land and buildings; and in Durban the land 
and the buildings are n9W valued separately I and are 
charged at different rates, the rate on the capital value 
of land being 6d. in the [" and that on the· capital value 
of buildings being 3d. in the [,. 

In Southern Rhodesia, which is not within the 
Union, the Municipal Law Amendment Ordinance, 
1914, made provision for the separate vllluation of'land 
and improvements, and conferred on municipalities 
certain powers of rating, under which there is now 
differential rating in Salisbury and in Bulawayo, the 
rates on the land being relatively high and the. rates 
on the improvements relatively low. 

}v~eritJ J>Totectorate 
I 

The Land and Native Rights Proclamation of Northern 
Nigeria of 1909 {which, since the Union of Northern and 
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Southern Nigeria under the same Protectorate, has been 
re-enacted as the Nigeria Land and Native Rights 
Ordinance, 1916, Relating to the Northern Provinces of 
the Protectorate) declared the rights of the natives to 
the land, vested all .. Native lands .. in the Governor for 
their common use and benefit, and provided for the 
granting of lands by the Governor to natives and non
natives on continuous tenure at rents which are to be 
revised periodically, with a provision that, in the fixing 
and revision of the rents, regard shall be had. to the value 
of the land, but that no account shall be taken of im
provements. It was followed by the Nigeria Crown 
Lands Ordinance, 1918, which relates to all Crown lands 
in Nigeria except those that are subject to the Ordinance 
of 1916, and provides for the leasing of Crown lands-or 
.. Native lands"-on certain conditions for terms of 
any duration, at rents which are to be revised at stated 
periods, with a corresponding provision that" in revising 
the rent no improvements made by the lessee on the 
land shall be taken into account." 

Kenya Protectorate 

In the Kenya Protectorate (formerly known as the East 
'Africa Protectorate) the Crown Lands Ordinance, 1915, 
based on the principle that the Crown Lands are held in 
trust for the people, authorised the Government to let 
considerable amounts of them on leases for 999 years, 
at rents which are public revenue, based on percentages 
increasing to a maximum of 3 per cent. of the capital 
unimproved value, subject to revision every thirty years,l 

1 These intervals are far too long. :I'he valuations get. out of 
touch with the values, the changes when made have to be more or 
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with the proviso that in the ascertainment 'of the value 
for those purposes no account shall be taken of the value 
of improvements made or done~n the land. It has now 
been followed by the Nairobi (Rating of Unimproved 
Site Value) Ordinance, 1921, which provides for land
value rating in Nairobi, the capital of the Protectorate. 

Tanganyika Territory 

A somewhat similar policy . has been applied in tIle 
newly-acquired Tanganyika Teqitory by the Land 
Ordinance, 1923; which begins with a reference Jo the 
expediency of preserving the customary, rights of the 
natives to the land and its natural fruits, so that they may 
obtain sustenance for themselves and their families. 
After making some provision for titles which are proved 
to the satisfaction of the Governor within a certain time, 
it declares the other lands to' be held, by the Governor 
for the use and benefit of the natives, and contains special 
provisions for the grant of rights of occupancy to natives 
and non-natives for terms of not more than ninety':'nine 
years, at what may be called auction-rents subject to a 
reserve fixed by the Governor, with revision of the rents 
at intervals of not more than thirty-three years,1 and a 
proviso that, in fixing the rent whether original or revised~ 
no account shall be taken of any value due to the expendi
ture of capital on the land. It is· also provided that a 
right of occupancy shall not confer any water rights or 

1_ violent, and increases in the land-value are approp~ted by private 
interesta over long periods; Bee Latul f!I Liberty, Dec. 19Z3. p. z88. 
The advantagea of quinquennial valuations are mentioned on p. 93. 
Where it is not practicable to revise the valuations every five years. 
they might be revised evert seven, or at the most every tl1n yeat'll. 

l See above footnote. . j 
/ 6 
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rights over the foreshore, unless expressly mentioned, 
or any rights to mines, minerals, or mineral oil. 

Federated Malay States -. 
The Federated Malay States have also moved in the 

same direction. ,The Valuation of Lapd Enactment, 
No. ZI of I9zz, provides, among other things, for the 

. valuation of the improved and also of the unimproved 
value of land (s. IZ), and preplU"es the way for rating on 
the unimproved value. As was explained in the Malay 
Weekly Mail, it " will enable the Boards to adopt site 
value rating instead of the ,present rent value rating," 
thus placing the rates on ,the land-values and exempting 
the improvements. The Enactment is on much the 
same lines as the Valuation Acts of New Zealand and 
:t)lew South Wales, with modifications for local circum
stances. It contains certain references to clearances of 
jungle and to anti-malarial drainage in relation to land
value valuations, which help us. to visualise the application 
of the system to tropical lands in the Far East. 

Denmark 

N earerhome, attention may be drawn to what has 
been .done. in Denmark., The former practice there was 
to value each property as· a . single subject on its capital 
value, without distinguishing between the land and the 
improvements. The. legislature, however, provided for 
the land also being valued' separately on the basis of its 
ca,pita~ value; and valuations of capital land-v,ahie have 
already'feen made throughout Denmark and' are now 
being revised. Under the Law No. 3Sz of ']th August 
19ZZ, the \:apital land-values are, as from the beginning 
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of 19240 to be subject to a tax of 0"15 per cent. (equiva
- lent to about one-third of Id. in the £ of capital_land-, 

value or about 8d. in the £ of 4 per cent. of it), which 
. is co-ordinated with the previous taxation of landed 

property, so that the general result is to increase the 
taxation of land-values and to diminish that upon im
provements. Thus the principles of reform have now 
been applied throughout Denmark; and, though the 
first step is small, it may lead, as in other places, to fur-· 
ther developments in both national and local taxation.l 

flnited Kingdom 

This country has yet to make a start with anything 
deserving the name of Ian.d-value legislation. We can 
see some recognition of the undesirability of taxing 
improvements in the exemption from Inhabited House 
Duty of houses of less value than £20 a year; in the slight 
increases of the meagre deductions from Income Tax 
in respect of repairs to cottages, etc.; and in the exemp
tion of unfixed machinery from rating in Scotland.z 
Steps have also been taken to encourage the building and 
working of light railways, and of several other railways, 
by provisions that for ,a term of years the railway" shall 
not be assessed to any local rate at a higher value than 
that at which the land occupied by the railway would 

1 For more detailed information as to Denmark, see Land 61 
Liberty, September 1922. The Danish provisions regarding certain 
improvements are mentioned on pp. 93,136. Further information 
as to Denmark, and also regarding the legislative progress of the 
land-value movement in Sweden, in Norway, in some cities of 
Germany and Austria, and in certain places in South America, 
may be found in papen read at the- International Conference on 
the Tuation of Land-values at Oxford, and printed in Land 61 
Liberty for October and November 1923. 

• See Note B.," Unrating of Machinery." 
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they were complex in character and neCessitated compli
cated valuations. With the exception. of the Mineral 
Rights Duty; which is in the nature of a tax on mining 
royalties based on the actual output, these duties were 
repealed by the Finance Act, 1920. This repeal has 
cleared the ground for a simple and direct tax on land
values, which !nay be arranged along the lines indicated 
in the following chapters. 

the General Election of 192Z, the Liberal Publication Department 
issued a Leaflet (No. 2611) on the Taxation of Land-values, in 
which it was stated that .. the. system of rating and taxing land
values has never yet been tried in this country," and that" what 
are caIled the • Land-values Duties' of the Budget of 1909 • • • were 
wen meant, and they may have been Bound for other purposes. But 
they were not Land-value. Taxes." 



CHAPTER XII 

DEFINITIONS AND VALUATIONS 

Constructive Work 

LAND-VALUE policy is a policy of construction and 
necessitates constructive work. In order to apply it, we 
shall require to frame definitions, and to consider the 
nature of the valuations and the method of collection 
tha~ should be adopted for obtaining· prompt payments 
and ensuring the prOpe~ incidence of the charge in each 
case. We have, moreover, to plan a scheme which will 
operate satisfactorily through what is probably the most 
complicated land .system in the world, and which will 
react J ln simplifying that system. 

Capital or Annual Basis? 

At the outset we have to -define what we mean by the 
expression "land-value," and incidentally to decide 
whether we intend to define it on the basis of capital value 
or on, the basis of annual value; in other words,whether 
we propose to base it on the price for which the land 
could be sold, or on the annual rent for which it could 
be let, at the time of valuation.' , 

Capital Land-value 

Capital or selling value has been taken as the basis of 
valuation in almOst all the countries where the land-value 

86 
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policy bas been applied. and it was the basis of the valua
tiODS for the (now-repealed) land taxes of the Fmance 
(1909-10) Act, 1910. For the purposes of a land-value 
tax along the lines that are suggested here, the definition 
of capital land-value might be as follows : 

.. The expression I capital land-value' of land 
means the amount which the fee-simple of the land, 
irrespective of any improvements on it, might be 
expected to realise if sold at the time of valuation in 
the open market by a willing seDer. free from in
cumbrances and from any burden, charge. or 
restriction. II I 

This ddinition is founded on that of II full site value •• 
in So 2S of the Fmance (1909-10) Act. 1910, the m(J61: 
important difference being that it is so framed as to 
include the mineral rights. except in those cases where 
the mineral rights have been severed from the fee
simple and would be valued in the ordinary course as 
separate subjects. The expression II improvements'· is 
defined later on. 

Atktttaage tDUl DisodtJaIrtDge 

Capital land-value is the best basis for begimiing the 
new system; but as the system is developed difficulties 
may arise, because the capita11and-vaIue. 01' selling nlue 
of the land, includes only that part of the land-value 
which is in private hands and passes with the sale, and 
does not include that part of the land-value which is 

I lD both this .w;"j, •• , ad tJao. tbd follow it. the __ .. bunIaI. 
~ - leata:iaiiaa" 11ft DOt iatcaded lID iDdude auf ... _ nile 
- die pn:IaII S}'!II:iII, _ auf leataiaiuu impmed by opuatiaa 01 .... 
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absorbed by the rates and taxes. Thus, if the rates and 
taXes on the land-value were to absorb a quarter of what 
would be the selling value of the land if there. were no 

. fates or taxes, the selling value would be reduced by about 
a quarter; if they were to absorb half, the selling value 
would be reduced by about half; if they were to absorb 
three-quarters, the selling value would be reduced by 
about· three-quarters; and if they were to absorb the 
whole, the selling value would practically disappear.1 

This difficulty has already made itself felt in Johannesburg, 
where, to quote from Land fS Liberty, April 1922, at 
p. 262: 

CC The increasing tax has diminished the selling 
value of land, so contracting the basis· on which the 
tax is levied.. This experience shows (what we have 
often pointed out) that when the taxation of land
values gets under way,· it will be necessary to adopt 
an assessment which represents the whole amount 
of the land value and .not merely that portion which 
is left for private appropriation' after taxation is 
paid." 

But the question of how to do so is not -as easily 
answered. To tax on the selling value of the land plus a 
capitalisation of the tax on it (as is sometimes suggested) 
would look like taxing the proprietof on. both the value 
that he has and the tax~hat he pays, and it would also be 
open to the objection that the tax itself is assessed on the 
reduced valuation~ . 

1 This result of complete lIbSOrptiOD wa. stated in similar terms 
by Henry George in Protection fir Free Trade, ch. xxvi; see also 
Progres, and Poverty, 8, ii. -
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Annual Land-value 

The way to prevent rates and taxes on land-value from 
reacting on the land-value valuations is to base the 
valuations oIJ. annual land-value, by which 1s meant the 
best annual rent that could reasonably be obtained for 
the land, irrespective of any improvements on it, if it 
were leased for the longest possible term with full freedom 
of use, on the assumption that all rates and taxes on the 
land-value would be payable by the lessor.1 ·For annual 
value, as thus ascertained, the folloWing definition may 
be suggested: 

.. The expression • annual land-value" of land 
means the annual rent which the sum-total of the 
rights that attach to the fee-simple of the land, 
irrespective of any improvements thereon, might be 
expected to realise, if leased at the time of valuation 
in the open market by a willing lessor, assuming it 
to be leased in perpetuity or for a period equivalent 
to perpetuity, free from incumbrances and from any 
burden, charge, or restriction, and that any tax or rate 
imposed specifically on the land-value would be 
payable by the receiver of the rent. It 

Annual, land-value, ascertained along such lines as 
these, will probably be found to be the more convenient 
standard ultimately; but it can hardly be considered 
practicable until the working of the land-value tax has 

liD Ozw Land and Land Policy (1871), at p. 38, Henry George 
observed that a tax OD land-value, though it would reduce the 
,ellin,l price of the land, would Dot reduce the renting price i but 
that a portioD of the rent would be passed OD by the landlord to the 
State. 
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promoted continuity of tenure. as described in Chapter V, 
and has made tenancies of the character contemplated in 
the definition more familiar than they are now. Under 
the system of proportional contribution, in any lease 
where the annual rent is equal to or greater than the 
annual land-value, the land-value. tax would be incident 
on the lessor. as in the definition. The definition 
contemplates an unrestricted disposition of the land, 
subject only to the pay~t of the annual rent.l 

AmuuJ Lond-YJabu in Scotland 

For Scotland. where the feuing of land in perpetuity. 
subject to the payment of an annual feu-duty, is a 
familiar form of conveyance. the definition might be 
as follows: 

II The expression • annual land-value' of land 
means the annual feu-duty which the land, irrespec
tive of any improvements thereon, might be expected 
to realise, if feued at the time of valuation by a willing 
disponer. assuming it to be feued free from incum
brances and from any burden, charge, or restriction, 
and that any ~ or rate imposed specifically on the 
land-value would be payable by the receiver of the 
feu-duty." 

This definition also contemplates an unrestricted 
disposition of the land, subject only to the payment of the 
annual feu-duty. 

I 10 both thae dcfinitioos the apraaioa .. fee-aimple" is in. 
tended to deootc what is caDed in the lAw of Property Act, Igu 
(_ Note N.), .. an estate in fee aimpJe abeolute in poKes ion," 
and includes aU the siPta that attach to the fee-aimpJe. 
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the Revenue Bill, 1914, regard being also had to some of 
the definitions of land-value under the name of .. unim
proved value of land " or other names, in some of the 
pominions.1 

Procedure as regards ImprofJetnt!1'lts 

In the case of each property the land-value would be 
ascertained as if all the improvements under sub~heads 
(a) and (b) were non-existent or exhausted, so that these 
improvements. all of which are different in kind from 
land, would not be included in the valuation at all. The 
land-value having been thus ascertained, allowance should 
be made in respect of any part of it which is shown to be 
attributable to improvements under sub-heads (c) and (d). 
But- any- allowance in respect of improvements under 
either of these heads should be subject to the following 
qualifications : 

(I) The person claiming the allowance should be 
required to bring evidence in support of his claim : 

(2) If he does not claim the allowance at the first 
valuation at which it is claimable, he should not be 
permitted to claim it at any subsequent valuation; 

(3) No allowance ,should be made except in so far 
as it is shown that the improvements in respect of 
which it is clai'med have been made or maintained 
by the claimant or his predecessor in title; and 

(4) The land-value should in no case be reduced 
below what it would be if the improvement were non
existent or exhausted. 

1 A number of these definitions are set out in the paper on .. Defini
tions of Land-value. in the Dominions '1 in the present writer', 
pamphlet. Notes on t~nd-tlalue Legislation in the DominiotU (1918). 
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The first two of these qualifications are founded on ' 
those in Denmark (see Chapter XI), and the third is 
based on that in the Federated Malay States (also men
tioned in Chapter XI). All four are designe<i to protect 
the public interest. 

Making and Revision of Valuations 

The land-value valuations throughout the co~try 
should be made by the Land Valuation Department of 
the Commissioners 'of Inland Revenue, so as to secure 
competent valuations on a uniform system, independent 
of local influences. The data already obtained under 
the Finance (1909-10) 'Act, 1910, particularly those 
relating to .. full site values," have prepared the way for. 
the valuations of land-value here proposed. l Mter these 
valuations have been made, they should be revised every 
five years. The long experience of London has 'shown 
the convenience of quinquennial valuations, which were 
also proposed for England and Wales generally in the 
draft Valuation and Rating Bill of 19Z3. The valua
pons would thus be kept in touch with the values, 
the changes would be gradual, and the community, 
would participate in any increase of land-value as soon 
as practicable. There would, of course, be suitable pro-
vision for appeals. ' 

lOne of the first steps that should be taken is to re-enact the pro
visions of section 4 of the Finance (1909-10) Act, 1910, which were 
repealed by •• 27 of the Finance Act, 1923. As Mr Austen Chamber
lain laid in the House of Commons on 27th July 1922 (125 H. C. 
Debatu, 229), the information obtained under these provisions .. has 
proved to be of the greatest assistance to the Valustion Department 
for aU valustion purposes, providing IS it does an exhaustive and 
progrelSive indication of themovementaof values in the property' 
market." 
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Three Points in Land-value Valuations 

Mention may also -.. be made of three points in the 
proposed valuations : 

(I) Each portion of land in separate occupation should 
be valued as a separate property. _ 

(2) The land-value of each property should be ascer
tained on the assumption that other properties, as well 
as roads, railways, tramways, drains, mains for w[!ter, 
gas and electricity, and the like, are in their existing 
condition at the time of valuation. 

(3) A special valuation of improvements is unneces
sary; it would more than double the work of the 
.valuers, and would serve no useful purpose, as one of 
the objectS of the reform is to relieve improvements 
from taxation and rating. In so far as the taxation or 
rating of improvements is continued, it can be continued 

. on the present system. 

Apportioning the j.and-value of Undivided Land 

. - Where it is necessary to apportion the land-value of 
undivided land between separate' tenements in a house 
bUilt upon it, each tenement should be deemed to partici
pate in the land-value in the proportion that its rateable 
value bears to the aggregate of the rateable values of all 
the tenements. This' rule has been applied to these 
cases in New Zealand by the Rating Act, 1908, No. 163, 
s. 66, and also in various states of Australia, as,. for 
instance, in Victoria by the Rating of Unimproved Values 
Act, 1920, No; 3060, so' 4 (2).1 But in the great majority 

. 1 In .England there is 11 similar rule for apportioning any tithe
rentchBfge on B property between the portions into which it may 
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of cases, such tenements are let at inclusive rentS, so 
that the rateS and taxes on land-value, like the rates 
and taxes on the present valuations,_ would be collected 
directly from the landlord and there. would be no need 
of apportionment. The cases in which apportionment 
might be I::equired would be tenements of this character 
where these conditions do not obtain, and particularly the 
feued tenements of this character which are to be found 
in various parts of Scotland; but even in some of these 
cases, where the aggregate of the annual rents or feu-. 
duties are more than the annual land-value, arrangements 
might be made for collecting the land-value tax directly 
from the landlord or superior. ' 

Exemptions and Abatements 

The system of valuation should be made general by 
extending the valuations to all lands, except public parks 
and such other open spaceS as are subjects of common 
use by the people; and the lan<!s that are near them 
should, of course, be valued in view of the continuance 
of these amenities. The valuations should be general, 
whatever exemptions or abatements may be made in 
rating and taxing upon them. In the case of open 
spaces, like some town squares, which are kept in private 
hands for private use, but to some extent benefit the 
public, abatements might be made, on condition that the 
land continues to remain as an opel). space, but that· if it 
is put to any other use, the amounts that have been' re
mitted during, say, the preceding ten years, should a~ once 

be divided; lee the Tithe Act, 1891, s. :I (i). The treatment of 
other kinds of undivided shares in land will be greatly facilitated by 

, I •• 1 (4), 10, and Schedule 3 of the Law of Property Act, 1922. , 

/ 
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CHAPTER XIII 

METHOD OF COLLECTION 

Guiding Principle 

FROM considering definitions and methods of valuation 
we may now pass to the question of how the land-value 
tax should be collected, and how payment should be 
secured. The key to securing payment is to be found 
in treating the tax as a-national land-rent payable to 
the Crown,1 and authorising the Crown to resume the 
land if that rent is not paid.· 

Collection of Land-value Tax 

In the case of each property, the application for 
the national tax on its land-value should be made at 
the same time, on the same form, and to the same 

1 Here and elsewhere this expression .. the Crown" is used to 
denote the Crown as representing the community. In the United 
Statea the name generally used for this purpose is .. the People." 

• Precedents for thus treating the tax as a first charge on the land 
(see p. 6) may be found in the New Zealand Act, I'908, No. 9S, s. 99 ; 
in the Australia Commonwealth Act, 1910, No. zz, •• 56; in the New 
South Wales Act, 1919, No. 41, 8. ~ sz; and in 8. z6 of the Nairobi 
Ordinance, 19Z1 (see p. 81). Precedents for preventing the applica
tion of any Statute of Limitations may be found in s. 54 of the 
Australian and in I. 100 of the New Zealand Act. 
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person-geneOllly the occupier,l but in some cases his 
immediate landlord - as the present applications for 
Income Tax under Schedule A, for Inhabited House 
Du~, and fonhe old Land Tax. Whether it should be 
payable each year in one instalment, like the two latter 

. taxes, or in two instalments as is now the case with 
Income Tax under Schedule A, would probably depend 
oil its amount. . 

Deduction of Proportional Contribution 

Where the person to whom application has been madf 
pays the Land-value Tax, he should be entitled-on thf 
principles of proportional contribution described in tht 
next chapter-to deduct the tax or a proportion of it from 
the rent that he pays to his landlord (if any) ; that landlord. 
on allowing the deduction. should have correspondin~ 
rights of deduction from. the . rent that he pays to hi! 
landlord (if any); and so on, until the highest rent· 
receiver is reached. I We have for long been familial 
with a somewhat similar system of deductions in respecl 
of Income Tax under Schedule A, commonly called tht 
Landlords' Property Tax; and, as with that tax, then 
should be a penalty on any refusal to allow the deductior 

!.For this purpose the expression" occupier" should include .. iI 
the case of unoCcupied land, the person entitled to the Qccupatior 
thereof" i to. quote from the Schedllie to the Com Production Actl 
(Repeal) Act, I9:U, which, in iInposing the duty of destroyinl 
noxious weeds on the occupier, interprets·" occupier ". in this way 
See also pp. 5~ 6. . 
. • An alternative plan of collecting the tax from the person who hal 
the highest interest in the land, with proportional contribution ir: 
the descending o·rdeA\Of interests, which may be practicable .when thl 
working of the tax hall been· supplemental by general registration 01 
titles, is outlined in Note O. 
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and a prohibition of contracting-out.1 The meaning of 
the phrases .. landlord," .. tenant," and " rent," will be 
considered in the next chapter. 

PrOTJisions in Case of Non-payment 

The Land-value Tax, as already said, should be treated 
as a first charge on the land; from the time when any 
payment becomes due, it should, if still unpaid, be 
deemed to accumulate in favour of the Crown at com
pound interest at, say,s per cent. per annum, apporti~nab)e 
for any less period as Id. on every [.1 or fraction of [.1 
for every month or fraction of a month; if fun payment 
is not made_within, say, one year, the Crown should be -
authorised to enter on and hold the land as against all 
parties Until full payment is made; and if full payment 
is not made within, say, ~ve years, the Crown should be 
entitled to resume the land absolutely, to the extinction 
of all previously existing interests.. This simple method 
of enforcing payment is based on treating the tax as· a 
national land-rent and enabling the Crown, as super
landlord, to resume the land if the rent is not paid, though 
allowing a far longer period. of· grace than any private 
landlord would ever allow. tn practice, it would secure 
prompt payments, reduce the cost of collection to a 
minimum, and avoid the risk of bad debts. 

I A. in the Income Tax ACt, 1918, Schedule A, No.8.: Rule I, and 
All Schedules Rule., Rule Z3. A. to proportional deductions under 
Schedule A, lee p. 10Z., . 

• A 80mewhat 8imilar system' has been in Iorce for twenty years 
in ~land, under the Local Authoriti'is Act, 190z,'No; II, 88. 
z38-zS0. . ". 
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Safeguarding of Various Interests 

This system would, of course, have to be accompanied 
by provisions enabling the holder of any interest, which 
'might be prejudiced by the continued non-payment of 
the tax by the person who' ought to pay it, to pay the 
tax himself, his right to' recoupment being safeguarded 
along the following lines : 

(I) If the landlord, to protect his interest,pays- the 
. tax which should have been paid by the tenant but which 
the tenant /has failed to pay, he should be entitled to 
terminate the lease, and also to recover from the tenant 
such part (if any) of the tax which, if it had been paid by 
the tenant, would not have been deductible trom the 
rent. 

(2) If the tenant, to protect his interest, pays the tax 
which should have been paid by the landlord but which 
the landlord has failed to pay, he should be entitled to 
hold the land as against the landlord or any superior 
landlord until he has received full repayment (whether 
by deduction from: rent or otherwise) of the amount so 
paid, with the interest thereon; and until such full repay

. ment has been made, neither the landlord nor any superior 
landlord should be entitled to. assert any claim against 

'him in respect of the land or rent, either during the 
currency or after the expiration of his lease. 

(3) In case of the holders of different interests· in a 
property competing to pay the tax which has not been· 
paid by th~,person\ who should have paid it, preference 
should be given. to', the holder of the lower title, who 
can then dl'lduct the proportional contribution, so that, the 
rights in rclipect of:'''1'l~se different interests may both be 
preserved. 
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(4) \There. in c:oo.sc:qtleDCe of the delay or failure of 
the penon who should have paid the tax to pay it. interest 
attaches to the tax. the amount of such interest should be 
added to the amount recxnes:able from him, whether by 
deduction from rent or othcnrise; but, except in such 
c:ascs and as regards such persons. the interest should 
DOt be added to the tax (or the purposes of proportional 
contribution.. 



CHAPTER XIV 

PROPORTIONAL CONTRIBUTION 

Th, General Ru/, 

THE principle of proportional contribution is that the 
Land-value Tax on each property should be contributed 
by the persons interested in that property in the same 
proportions as they participate in its land-value. For 
this purpose any annual rent paid for the property should 
be deemed to be rent for the land, in so far as it does not 
exceed the annual land-value, and any part of th~ rent 
that exceeds the annual land-value should be deemed to 
be rent for the improvements. Thus, if the annual rent 
is equal to or greater than the annual land-value, the tenant 
on paying the land-value tax should be entitled to deduct 
the whole of it from his rent i and if it is less, he should 
be entitled to deduct a proportion corresponding to the 
proportion of the annual land-value which is covered 
by the annual rent.' ' 

I Proportional contribution haa been in operation for many yean 
In Income T.p: under Schedule A (Landlord', Property Tax); I" 
Rule 19 of the All Schedulee Rulee in the Income Tax Act, 1918. 
In the ca,.e of Lo"do" COII"ty COlllKil v. Attont~Gft_/, 1901, A.C. 
d at p. 30, Lord Maenllahten described the correapondina provisiona 
of the Il4a Act .. charaina the duty on the p.raon from whom it ia 
to be collected, and authoriaina him .. to deduct a proportional part 
of the duty when he comea to make the annual payment WI' which he 
it liabl .... 

101 
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Meaning of "Annual Lmui-fJalue .. 

From these adjustments we may revert to the considera
tion of the general rule. of proportional contribution. 
The expression II annual land-value" claims attention 
first. It is used to denote:-

(I) As from the beginning of the system and so 
long as the valuations are based on the capital or 
selling value of the land (see p. 87), .... per cent. of 
that capital or selling value; and 

(2) As from the time when the valuations are 
based directly on the annual value of the land (see 
pp. 89, 90). that annual value. 

Detrimental Valru of RestriCtions 

Where th~ease contains restrictions on the use of 
the land by the' tenant, or imposes on him any onerous 
obligation, or any premium, fine, royalty, or other con
sideration for the tenancy, this annual detrimental value 1 

should be treated as a supplementary rent for the purposes 
of proportional contribution. The annual amount of it 
should be settlea by agreement between the parties; or, 
failing such agreement~ by the Commissioners of Inland 

I The tenn II detrimental value" is used in the proportional 
contribution provisions of the New South Wales Valuation of Land 
Act, NO.3 of 1916, s. 33; see also the New Zea1and Valuation of 
Land Act, No. 203 of IC}08, a. 39, 88 amended by the Act No. 26 of 
1920, a. 14; and the Federated Malay States Valuation of Landa 
Enactment, No. 21 of 1922, 89. 18, 19. In these Acts, however, the 
acheme is more complicated, because it allocates the capital IaDd
value of the land .. between the aelling values of the various interests 
in it, and necessitates valuations of the present values of prospective 
reversions. 
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chief rent, rent of assize, or any other perpetual 
rent or annuity granted out of the land; and· 

(c) Any feu-duty, ground-annual! or teinds; 

and the expressions .. landlord" and .. tenant" should 
include the receiver and the payer of such rent, 
respectively. 1 

Mortgages, etc. 

. The expression .. rent" should not include a rent
charge imposed on land for the purposes of securing the 
repayment of advances made for the improvement of 
such land under the Improvement of Land Acts, 1854-
and 1899, nor should it include interest under a mortgage.' 
The mortgagee, however, or the authority entitled to 
the rentcharge, would, of course, be permitted to pay the 
tax in order to protect his rights,if the person who should 
have paid it has failed to do 80. a In future mortgages, 
the mortgagee would naturally include the non-payment 
o( the tax by the ·mortgagor as one of the circumstances 
authorising foreclosure. The various simplifications 
effected by Part I of the Law of Property Act. 1922, will 
greatly facilitate the treatment of mortgages and cjf various 

1 Thi. definition of .. rent" ia based on the definitions of .. rent .. 
and" rentcharge" in the Conveyancing Act, J88J. a. 2, and the 
Finance Act, 1909""JO, 8S. 4J, 42, except that (c) includes teinds, 
which are the Scottish equivalents of tithe and tithe-rentcharge. 

• In the application of the system to Scotland the expression 
.. mortgage" would include a bond on heritable security, and the 
expression" mortgagee .. would include the holder of such a bond. 

a See pp. JOO-JOI. The New Zealand Rating Act, 1908, No. J63, 
•• 65, has certain provisions for recovering the rates from the mortgagee 
where the mortgagor haa fsiled to pay them, and authorises the 
mortgagee to recoup himself either by action against the mortgagor 
or by adding the amount so paid to the principal money secured by 
the mortgage, and charging it with interest accordingly. 
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other interests, such as those of joint-tenants and tenants 
in common. Indeed, apart from these provisions, the case 
of tenancies in common would have been particularly 
difficult, as may be seen from what is said as to thc_ 
complicated. character of such tenancies by Sir Arthur 
Underhill, at pp. 99-I()o of his book on that Act of 1922. 
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b~t the reductions made by the Finance Act, 1923, will 
reduce its annual yield to ab~ut £1,500,000. 

Stamp Duties on Transfers of Landed Properties. 

The Stamp Duties on the transfers of landed properties 
should also be ,considerably reduced. These Duties 
operate $ penalties on the transfer of landed. properties 
from those who have them to those who want them and 
would presumably use them. to better advantage. The 
estimated yield of these Duties in the financial year 
1922-23 was about £3,650,000, of which about £200,000 

was charged on mortgages, about £250,000 on leases, and 
. the remainder of about £3,200,000 on conveyances by 
sale and voluntary disposition.1 

.' Income Tax under Schedule A 

Income Tax under Schedule A, commonly called 
Landlord's Property Tax, operates as a heavy penalty 
on the building of houses and the making of other 
improvements, and ought to be, superseded as soon as 
possible by Land-value Taxation. The annual yield of 
Schedule A in Great Britain is rather more than 
£30,000,000 a year; whilst' the. annual yield of the 
Income Tax under the other Schedules, together with 
the Super-tax, amounts to more than £300,000,000 a year. 

The Old ,Land Tax 

'The remaining tax .for which application is made on 
the form mentioned on p. 97 is the old Land Tax, which 
still applies i~ Great Britain alone, and only in so far as 

1 164 H. C. Debates, 377, 15th May 1933. 
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it has not been extinguished by redemption or otherwise. / 
It is based on an antiquated system of -quotas from the 
various parishes; the aggregate of these qu~tas, which 
was fixed in the year 1798 at /'1,905,077, has now bee~ 
reduced by redemptions and otherwise to about /.908,000 
a year. and the net yield of this tax is now only about 
/.620,000 a year. This tax is complicated; its yield is 
small; and the fact that it has been redeemed in a great 
number of cases makes uniform treatment impossible. 
On the whole, therefore, it seems better to leave this tax 
as it is, and to provide for the compulsory redemption of 
as much of it as is still outstanding. The peculiar 
character of this Land Tax is illustrated by/the fact that 
in the Law of Property Act, 19ZZ, it is included among the 
II legal estates" in land (see Note N.). 

Transference of Rating to Land-values 

The valuations for rating are much the same as those 
for Schedule A of the Income Tax,l and the present 
rating system operates as a hostile tariff-and a hostile 
tariff which has been greatly increased. in the last few 
years-on the building of houses, and on industrial 
enterprise generally. The national valuation of land
values throughout the country would prepare the way 
for the transference in each locality of local rating from 
the present valuations to the new valuations, so as to 

lin answer to a question in the House of Commons on 3rd 
December 1908, Mr Lloyd George, then Chancellor of the Ex
chequer, stated that" In England and Wales (excluding the Metro
polis) the aggregate value. for Schedule A are about 10 per cent. 
in exces. of the value. for local rating purposes; in the Metropolis 
and in Scotland and Ireland, the valuations for either purpose are 
practically identical" (PQ7liammtary Debatu, 4th series, vol. 197, 
P· 1654). 
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remove, as far as possible, the penalties which the present 
rating system places on the making of buildings and 
other improvements, and to concentrate rating on land
values. 

Alloeationof Land-f)~ Rating 

Any land-value rates on a property should be allo
cated between the parties-like the land-value tax
on the principles of proportional contribution. Where, 
however, land-value rating is accompanied by a reduc
tion of any rates previously incident on the tenant, 
there should'be some corresponding adjustment. Prob
ably the best plan would be to provide that, in such 
case, ,the landlord's proportional contribution to the 
land-value rates, which the tenant is entitled to deduct 
from his rent, should be reduced by an amount equal to 
the amount by which the rates incident on the tenant 
for the. particular year have been reduced, as compared 
with what they were in the year before the introduction 
of land-value rating.1 

Substitution for other Taxes 

When the Land-value Tax is in working order, there 
will doubtless be many other proposals for substituting 
an increase of that tax for the present Duties on tea and 
sugar, and the various other breakfast-table Duties in the 
order of their demerit, beginning with the worst. In 
any general scheme for substituting charges on land
values for any of the present rates and taxes, we must, of 

1 This a<ljustment\ia founded on the same general principles as 
the a<ljustmente that ~ made by the Scottish and Irish Local 
Government Acts, when certain rates which had previously been 
payable by owners were transferred to occupiers; see p. 133. 
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course, remember that the amount of the land-values, 
though large, is not unlimited; and that regard should 
be had, not only to the fiscal side of the reform, but also 
to the economic advantages of making land available for 
use on fair terms, and of untaxing and unrating houses 
and other improvements as far as we can. 
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TOWARDS INTERNATIONALISM 

National and International 

THE aim of. Land-value Policy is that in every country 
the l~d which Nature has provided should be treated as 
the property. of the people; that where it is in private 
-hands its rent should be treated as their common revenue; 
that there should be no taXes on production; and that 
there should be no taxes on either internal or International 
trade. The' further this policy is developed in various 
countries, the more closely shall we appr,Oach the larger 
ideal of regarding the earth as the heritage of the children of 
men, an~ its rent as their common revenue; of giving 
free scope to production and ex'change throughout the 
world; and of considering polit~cal frontiers as admin
istrative boundaries, to be retained or readjusted by 
mutual consent as the special circumstances may require. 
The policy is so simple that a, child ~an understand it, 
and yet so far-reaching that it would lay the economic 
foundations for human well-being and human brotherhood 
throughout the world. 

Practical Considerations 
the a~.., • f h'· hi· I f Governme&l1ce, 0 course, eac natIon as to egts ate or 
payable by ow~itory, and we may therefore consider what 

n2 
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International advantages would be promoted by action 
on a national basis. In this country, for instance, the 
immediate objective is to ~form the present system of 
taxing and ratUig landed properties by taXing and rating 
those who hold the land according to the true market 
value of the land that they hold, whether they are using 
it or not, and by untaxing and unrating houses and all 
other improvements. To do so would make the land 
available for use on fair terms, and would give free scope 
to its development. Thus, in a double degree, it would 
promote production, open up new opportunities of liveli
hood; remove important causes of poverty and unrest, 
and promote prosperity and contentment here. In any 
other country, also, the application of a similar policy 
would have similar advantages. These advantages, more
over, have an important International bearing, because dis
contented people are dangerous neighbours, and unrest 
at home is apt to find expression in animosity abroad; 
whilst the growth of prosperity and contentment in each 
country would itself promote International friendship and 
goodwill. 

True Free Trade 

The policy would have additional advantages also; 
because, as a further development in each country, the 
securing of the rights of the people to the land and its rent 
would be accompanied or followed, not only by the removal 
of the taxes on production, hut also by the repeal of the 
taxes on both its internal and its external trade. In so far as 
the various nations proceed along these lines, the citizens 
of anyone nation would be enabled to trade freely with 
those of any other nation, and free course would be given 
to those processes which enable the inhabitants of each 

8 
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country to participate in the natural advantages of al 
other countries and bind the nations together for thei 
muttial benefit. This Free Trade goes far beyodd merl 
anti-protectionism. It sees that protective tax~ 01 

trade generally produce a certain amount of revenue 
and that revenue taxes on trade generally have a protectivi 
effect. It recognises that some taxes on trade may hi 
worse· than others; but, it is opposed to all of them 
because by checking the course of trade they all tend te 
impoverishment, and they all hinder those processes tha 
would unite the nations. The mere anti-protectionis 
acquiesces in the'taxation of trade for revenue, because 
he. has no alternative plan; but the real free trader hal 
an alternative plan, and knows that in any country the 
treatment of the land-rent as " Nature's budget" is the 
fundamental finance of real Free Trade. 

The New Outlook 

No less important in its International bearing is the 
fact that land-value policy provides a new.outlook, I 

new orientation of thought. Under present conditiom 
we fail to draw any proper distinctfonbetween the free 
gifts of Nature and the products of industry; we penalise 
production while' allowingth,e free gifts of Nature t< 
remain under private monopoly; and 'Ollr legislation i! 
}lased, for the most part, on considerations . of pett) 
expediency, swayed in no small degree by the politica' 

,pressure of private interests; which are often at varianc€ 
with the interests of the community as a whole. Th~ 
land-value policy gives us at once a larger view. 11 
shows that the free gifts of Nature should be tr,eated as 
public property and, their· rent as common revenue, 
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that the wahrs are entitled to the products of their 
wort, and that free c:oune should be given to production 
and exchange throughout the world.. The more these 
principles are put in ~ the more clearly will it be 
seen that they are the economics of Internationa1is 
In en:ry country the won of c:oostruction will require 
time and care i but later on whoever has lent a helping 
hand will realise that, in the words of Emersoo-

- He builded better than he knew. 
The comcious stoDe to beauty grew." 

&ftpllTJs tll:1Iim 4,.,-rem-
The importance of the land-nlue policy as a safeguard 

ag2inst aggression becomes manifest when 1IR remember 
that almost en:ry 'II'U' has had COl' its object the acquisition 
of land. with the wt:alth that it contains and the Powa
that attxbes to the cootrol of it. In the earlier days 
wars were made COl' the penooaI aggrandisement of 
ruJen and lings i in modem times and under the Corms 
of democracy. they have been engineered and manipulated 

, COl' the mrichment of groups and syndicates i as witness 
the wars in South A.frica, 1rhere the prizes were diamond 
miD£S and gold-6dds i the Gn:at War itse1f i the French 
occupation of the Ruhr COl' its coal and minerals i and 
the chronic: contest btbtdl Spain and the Moorish 
tribes COl' the territory in and around Me1iDa. The risk 
of 1II'U' would be minimised if the land of each country 
were treated as the propot} of its peopJC in a real and 
dl'ectiYe way. The Dation which has economic justice at 
home would desire other Dations to have it within their 

I boundaries also i improftd conditions of life would lessen 
t the desire Cor aggression; and the capacity Cor defeoce 
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would be strengthened by the &ct of the land belon~ 
to the people, not only in academic theory. but also iII 
actual practice. 

~Demoaf19 

These considerations lead to something further . 
.. Everywhere, in all times. among all peoples. tht 
possession of land is the base of aristocracy, the founda
tions of great fortunes. the source of power'" 1 So wrote 
Henry George. and his statement is confirmed by history. 
Aristotle gave the clue to the early Athenian oligarchy, 
or government by the few. ,,-hen he said that all the land 
was in the hands of the few. and that the cultivator.! 
were liable to be sold into slavery if they failed to ray theit 
rents. I Appian tells us that the division of lands wa! 

one of the great causes of strife between the people anc 
the Senate of early Rome.' The elder Pliny did mud 
to explain the decline and &ll of the Roman Empin 
when he wrote that the large estates in private han~ 
had been the ruin of Italy. and were becoming the ruU; 
of the provinces also.' The common ownership of th 1 
land was the economic basis of the village communityJ 
The lordship of the land was the foundation of feudaliSlrl 
As Carlyle wrote: .. Whoever ~ the land. he, mod 
emphatically than any other, is the Governor. Yice-m; 
of the people on the land." , Whatever be the f~.:f. 
government. those who exercise ownership of the land III 
the real rulers. To treat the land as the common proper . 
of the people. and its rent as their common revenue. is 
necessary step" to make the world safe for democracy . 

,~ __ Powrty. s. ii. • C_tiholiooI tI/ .dtAf.. I. ii 
• Ciril W_. I. i. • N~ HUIWy. IS. ~ii. J. .~ 

& Pan .. ~. 3 • .ui. ' 
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The Single-tax Proposition 

The Single-tax proposition is that land-value policy 
should be developed till the whole economic rent of the 
land is taken for public purposes, and all other. taxes 
abolished. It is an ideal to be approximated by extend
ing land-value policy as far as possible, and by repealing 
all other taxes in the order of their demerit, as far as 
circumstances permit. The economic rent of any 
country 'Yould be amply sufficient for all the normal 
functions of civil government. In any country where 
the annual taxation, national and local, does not exceed 
the annual1and-value, the principle might be applied at 
once and completely. In any country which is so 
burdened with debt and with the cost of military -prepara~ 
tions that the annual taxation, national and local, exceeds. 
the annual land-value, the policy can be applied only 
partially for the present, its complete application having 
to be preceded or accompanied by the gradual liquidation 
of debt fand the lightening of the burdens of militarism. 
No one ever suggested that the land-value of any country 
would be sufficient to meet, not only the ordinary cost of 
civil government, but also to payoff colossal debts in
curred over past wars, and to provide unlimited funds 
for warlike preparations in the future. The Single-tax 
proposition contemplates the development of International 
sanity and International goodwill, and every advance 
towards it would do much to promote- them. 

Scope oJ the M'ooement 

But we are working for far more than an economic 
proposition. Our policy is the outcome of a desire to 
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improve the conditions of life, coupled with a recognition 
'that we must begin by securing to the people their rights 
to their Mother-Earth., The immediate aim of the policy 
is material progress, and through that material progress 
it seeks to give larger opportunities for the development 
of ~e higher faculties and possibilities, which under 
present conditions are stunted and starved. Henry 
George, who said that" This land question is the bottom 
question," and that" Man is Ii land-animal," said also: 
... Man is. an animal, but he is an animal plus something 
else. He is the mythic Earth-tree, whose roots are in 
the ground, but whose topmost branches may blossom in 
the heavens I "lOur movement seeks to give scope and 
opportunity for a fuller realization of life by the indi .. 
vidual, by the family; by the local community, and also 
by the nation. Nor do our hopes end there. Besides 
endeavouring to secure the best conditions for life every
where, we are working for that time when the nations 
shallbe more closely united by a common policy for their 
common good, and when both the natural potentialities 
of every country and the special'characteristics and 
aptitudes of every race shall be enabled to play their 
appropriate parts in the largerlife.of the world. 

1 See pp. i73. 174. 



NOTES 

NOTE A.-SPACE AND PRODUCTION 

(See p. IS) 

General Principles 

What is called the Law of Diminishing Return is part of 
the more general Laws of Space in relation to Production 
and Economy of Effort. In stacking any materials, one would 
avoid making the stack so low as to entail an excessive amount 
of carrying and stooping, or so high as to require excessive 
lifting or to endanger the stability of the pile. In building 
a house, one would endeavour _ to avoid making it unduly 
straggling or unduly tall. In planting potatoes, one would 
avoid planting them so close as to interfere with ()De another's 
growth, or so far apart as to require an unnecessary amount 
of digging and hoeing. These considerations would· apply 
even though the land could be had freely. When payment 
has to be made for the land, there is an additional reason for 
developing a particular area as far as increased expenditure 
will give a correspondingly increased return. 

Kindred Considerations 

The Bame general principles apply to time in relation to 
production. . A particular house, for instance, can be built 
most economically in about a certain time. To protract the, 
building operations considerably would be wasteful; to speed 
them up considerably would mean disproportional pressure 
and disproportional cost. Similarly, also, with many other 

119 
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activities. In the development of'a business a point may be 
reached at which further outlay, though it might increase 
the returns slightly, wou.Jd not do so proportionally. In the 
ordinary affairs of everyday life, whatever is worth doing is 
worth doing well; but there is a stage of U well " beyond 
which the application of further effort, though it might 
improve the r~ult a little, would not be worth while. 

Henry George~s Work 

The Law of Diminishing Return was correlated with the 
. general Laws of Space and Time in relation to Production 
by Henry George in his Science of Political Ec01Wtny (pub
lished after his death), in the chapters on " The Relation of 
Space in Production" and "The Relation of Time in 
Production." 

NOTE B.-UNRATING OF MACHINERY 
(See pp .. 16,83) 

The Scottish System 

The Lands Valuation (Scotland) Act, 1854, s. 42, in inter
preting the expression " lands and heritages " for the purposes 
of valuation, provided that these words should be deemed 
to" include" all machinery attached. to lands and heritages," . 
thus by implication excluding all machinery that is not so 
attached. In consequence of the decision of the Court 
of Session on this section in Carmichaefs case (1902, 4 
Rettie, 525) the. Lands Valuation (Scotland) Amendment 
Act, 1902, Was passed, providing that these words should 
be construed as if they were followed by a proviso that, 
in any building occupied for any trade, business, or manu
facturing process, they should include plant for power used 
in the building, for heating and lor lighting, but should not 
include machinery so' fixed that it can be removed without 
the removal of any part of the building. This proviso has 
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NOTE C.-THE CANKER OF MORTGAGING 
(Seep. 29) 

The Disruptive Process 
. It has been the general experience that mortgaging eats 

like a canker into peasant proprietorship, and revives land
lordism in its worst form. Sir Antony (now Lord) 
MacDonnell has described the process in these words, which 
were based on what has taken place in various European 
countrieS, confirmed by his own experiences in India: 

.. The process is this - first there is a period of 
prosperity, with a rise in the standard of comfort; then 
follows indebtedness, slight at first, but ever growing 
with the facilities which are readily afforded by the 
usurer. Next come mortgages, and then comes sub
division and sale to meet the mortgagees' Claims. Finally 
comes the crash; and the grandson of the tenant-pro
prietor becomes the sub-tenant on his former patrimony, 
while the usurer' becomes the rack-renting landlord" 
(Irish Times, Dublin. 13th February 1903). 

Experience of France 
In France the experience has been the same. ~ Speaking 

of the peasant proprietors there, Mr A. E .. Pratt says. : 
.. C Proprietors' they may be· in name, but few of the 

peasants hold their Iland free of mortgage,. and many of 
them are heavily indebted besides. They not only 
cultivate the soil under the most laborious of conditions, 
but they must meet, as best they can, the demands of 
the State, the usury of the money-lender, and also- the 
fees of the lawyer who fattens alike on the land transfers 
and on· the quarrels and lawsuits. C Of the 8,000,000 
proprietors in France,' wrote M. Lecouteux, when 
Professor of Rural Econony at the Institute, C 3,000,000 
are on the pauper roll, exempt, that is, from personaf 
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taxation '; while of the remainder, at the period of which 
this authority speaks, 600,000 proprietors paid con
tributions to the State amounting to only five centimes 
each. • Getting rid of one order of landlords and their 
rents,' adds M. Lecouteux, • they have subjected them
selves to another. though invisible. order-the mort
gagees, and to their heavier and more rigid rents'" 
(TransitUm ill Agriculture, 1«)06, p. 234). ' . 

Another witness to this state of things is Mr R. E. 
Prothero (now Lord ErnIe), who was President of the Board 
of Agriculture from 1916 to 1919. In his book The Pleasant 
Land of FrQIICe (1«)08), after describing the conditions of 
the peasant proprietors in France, he says: 

/ .. The, position of the peasant,.thus miserably lodged 
and poorly fed, is said to be precarious and perilous. 
lie is a proprietor only in name. The real owner is the 
money-lender. and the peasant proprietor is a veritable 
serf" (p. 73). 

&perinra of Denmark 
In Denmark also the same defects have developed. Again 

to quote Mr Pratt's work: 

.. In regard to agricultural education and organisation' 
(Denmark) has certainly secured remarkable results; 
but when one comes to look more closely at her much
boasted system of land tenure. one finds some of the 
darker lines of an otherwise pleasing picture. Nominally.
the peasant proprietors who constitute so important a 
section of the Danish people are • freeholders"; practic
ally, they are saddled with a mortgage debt estimated 
at about [.60,000,000, and representing S5 per 'cent. of 
the value of their farlOS. with buildings, stock, and 
improvements" (p. 240). . 

This has been confirmed by Mr (now Sir) Henry Rider 
Haggard. In Rural Denmark tuUl ill LesS01II, 1911. after 
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commeoting on the apparc:ot prosperity of the DWah 
f.vmers, be goce on to .y: 

"On the other side of the account. boweYer, must be 
let the fact that tbete (reebolden-Cor I bel.ine that 
over 90 per c:enL of the Daniab (armen own the land 
they work-ue considerably mortgaged. Probably it 
would DOt be too much to ..., that on an average they 
hoe borrowed up to half the value o( their eswa. which. 
if my memory KrYCS me, is almost the limit to whlcb 
the Credit Uniont will adnnce" (P.I77). 

NOTE D.-FACTORS L~ PRODUCTION 
(See p.~) 

FtIlA6 a4lt1otJt. of WI4IIlA 
Sir William Petty, who ".. SWW)'Of-CeoenJ of Ireland 

UDder Cwiee II ADd author o( nriout works on political 
economy, said in hit TruUiu 0/ TII#I l1li4 C~ 
(London. 166a), cb. s. S. 10: .. That Labour is the Father 
ADd active principle of Wealth. .. Landa are the Mother" i 
ADd in Captain John Grauat's NtlIWtd tI1I4 PoIiIi£td Ohunltl
IWru _1M B;o, oj 1tIart4li~ work in whlcb Petty colla
boraud. ADd which ".. published in London in the same 
ycu-there is • similar obserntioa about .. lUnda being 
the Father, .. Landa are the Mother and Womb of Wealth" 
(ch. .w. .. 14). The point. of COUI'lIe, is that Labour is the 
Father ADd Laud is the Mother of Wealth. bec:aute Wealth 
is got by Labour from Land. And Wealth becoma Capital 
wbea it is used to aIist in the production of more Wealth. 

A~U·ofW.h 

UDder just conditions, tbete names would hoe been UJed 
to denote these (acton in production .. thus cl.uR6c4. 
But. .. stated in Chapter V, the trabDCDf of land as prinu 
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property has led to the words" wealth " and .. capital " being 
used to include the land, to .. capitalism" being used to 
include landlordism, and to .. capitalist~' being applied 
indiscriminately to such dissimilar classes as the producers 
who are applying the products of their industry to assist in 
further production, and the land-monopolists who are pre
venting production by holding up land., in the hope of getting . 

. ransom prices for it later on. - -

Subjects to be Considered 

Words, of course. are merely counters; but it is important 
to have a clear idea of what we mean by them, or, rather, 
of the subjects that we use them to denote. The four 
subjects here considered are: (I) the gifts of Nature that 
exist independently of human action; (2) human action 
in all its forms; (3) the! products that human action gets 
from the gifts of Nature, whether withou~ or with the aid 
of previous products; and (4) these products applied to 
further production. We may call these four subjects" Land," 
II Labour," .11 Wealth," and "Capital," or we may call them 
by any other names i but, whatever we call them, it is 
of fundamental importance to recognise the differences 
between them and their relations to one another. 

NOTE E.-REPRINTS OF EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY 
WORKS . ' 

(See pp. 60, 61, 62) 

The progress of the land-value movement has led to a 
revival of interest in some of the earlier works mentioned 
in Chapter X. 

Tiu NationalisatUm of tM Land (E. W.Allen, London, 
1882), contains a reprint of Thomas Spence's" Real Rights 
of Man," with Notes by H. M. Hyndham. 

Birthright in Lfl1Id (Kegan Paul, London, 1891), contains a 
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reprint of William Ogilvie's " Essay on the Right of Property 
in Land," with Preface, Index, Biographical Notes, and Appen
dix, by D. C. MacDonald. 

Concerning Four Precursors of Henry George (Labour 
Leader Publishing Department, London, 1899), by John 
Morrison Davidson, gives interesting accounts of William 
Ogilvie, Thomas Spence, Thomas Paine, and Patrick Edward 
Dove, with quotations from their writings; and also of. 
" Winstanley the Digger" in the days of the Commonwealth. 

Pioneers of Land Reform (G. Ben & Sons, London, 1920), 
is a handy volume containing reprints of William Ogilvie's 
"Essay on the Right of Property in Land," Thomas Spence's 
"Real Rights of Man," and Thomas Paine's "Agrarian 
Justice," .with an Introduction by Max Beer. 

Some other reprints are mentioned on pp. 61, 62, 127. 

NOTE F.-HENRY GEORGE ON PATRICK EDWARD 
.. DOVE . 

(See pp. 69) 

In a lecture on .. The Land and the People," at Paisley,' 
on the evening of Thursday, 18th December 1884, Henry 
George . made the following observations on Dove's work 
(The quotation is from the report in the North British Daily 
Mail of the following day) : . 

" Mr Henry George, in the. coUrse' of his lecture, said 
that he had been accused of bringing over to this country 
a Yankee invention. (Laughter.) When he first came 
to1:his side of the Atlantic, as he was leaving, a gentleman 
put into' his hand a book he had never seen before, on 
The Theory of Human Progress, which was published 
about the year 1850. He found stated therein the very 
same principles which he had been advocating, and con
sequently made some inquiries which resulted in his 
discovering the author;, He was a Scotchman, who in 
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the future would be better known than he is now-Patrick 
Dove. (Cheers.) Mr George then read over some ex
tracts from the book, remarking that he preferred the 
author's words to his own, because he was a Scotchman, 
and because he was occupying a prominent position before 
he himself was born. His principles were: • All men .. 
are equal in their right to the natural earth; no 1iian Can 
substantiate a right to any specified portion of the earth ; 
the product of each man's labour is his own property, 
and ought to be absolutely sacred from the forcible or 
fraudulent interference of other me!l.' The question to 
be solved was how, with these conditions, could man 
equitably allocate the earth. The answer was plain. 
By making the rent-value of the soil a i:oIDmon property 
to the whole associated community. (Hear, hear, and ." 
cheers.) " 

Later on Henry George, in his book, A Perplexed Philosopher 
(1893), in which he collected and examined Herbert Sp~ncer's~ 
varioU8 utterances on the land question, after referring to the 
small and slow circulation of the original edition of Socild 
SIIltics, wrote (I, vi) : 

" A similar fate to that which Socild Statics met in 
England befell a very similar book, covering much the 
same ground, The Theory of Hu71Ul1t Progress by Patrick 
Edward Dove, published a little before SocUJl Statics, but 
in the same year, and also asserting the equal righ~ to 
the use of the land. While Dove is not so elaborate as 
Spencer, he is clearer in distinctly disclaiming the idea 
of compensation, and in proposing to take ground-rent 
for public purposes by taxation, abolishing all other taxes. 
His book must have done some good on the minds that 
it reached, but it passed out of print, and was practically 
forgotten." 

It Inay be added that a new edition of Dove's Theory of 
HU71Ul1t Progression, with Memoir, Appendix and Notes, by 
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Alexander Harvey, was published by the Humboldt Publishing 
Company, New York, in 1895. -

NOTE G.-THE QUESTION OF CONTRACTS 

General Principles 

If the taxation or rating of land-values, with proportional 
contribution, were accompanied by a remission of any of the 
taxes or rates now incident on the tenants, there would in 
many cases be the incidental result that the tenant would be 
wholly or partly relieved from the previous burdens which 
he had been required by law to pay, and had contracted with 
his-landlord to pay; 1 while the new burdens on the landlord 
would be increased unduly. It is therefore necessary to 
have some adjustment, preferably along the lines already pro
posed,l requiring the tenant to deduct from the proportional 
contribution that he would otherwise be entitled to obtain 
from his landlord any remission that he receives. But this 
adjustment would be applicable only where, and in so far as, 
there is an actual remission of burdens actually imposed. 
The State, when taxing or rating land-values, has the right 
to settle the incidence of the charge according to the rules of 
proportional -contribution; and~ apart from the adjustment 
just mentioned, it should not allow these rules to be .nulli
fiedby previous contracts made between the parties, whether 
made speciallJ for that purpose or not. 

Income Tu Precedent 

That the legislature claims the right to settle the incidence 
of a new tax, whatever the previous private arrangements may 
have been, was, illuStrated by a case under the Income Tax 
Act, 1842. By a settlement made before that Act, the tru!jtees 
were to pay to the beneficiary a specified annuity to be charged 

I See p. 130 • I See p. 110. 
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OD mrtaiD Imds. and to be .. fn:ed and dear &nd without any 
deductioD wbaInu in respect of any taxes, ratEs, charges. 
• I ,..." ... 01' impositiooa. then already.OI' which should 
thereafter be tued. c:bargecI. assessed. 01' imposed • • • by 
authority of Parliameot or othenrise... T1H:n came the 
Iocome Tu Act. 18.p. which imposed the IDcome Tax. 
specified how it should be c:barged and bow it should be de
ducted from iDcome. and in L 103 made .... d any c:ontnct 
iomnsistmt with its prorisioos. The beneficiuy resisted the 
deduc:tioo of the au on the ground that the aettJement was 
made befon: the Act. and that it was the intemioo of the 
testator that. whoever might have to pay any subaequenlly 
impoaed tuatioo. OD this inaJme. it should not be the bene
ficiary. But the judges held othenrise. .. We haw DOth.iDg 
to do with the intentioa of the aettJor. n said CUef Baron 
PolIoc:l. .. the Ads imposing the Iomme Tu break through 
aD private urangemems" ; 1 and the Court held that though 
the wttIanent had been made before the Act. the beneficiary 
bad to pay Iomme Tu in acmrdance with the Act. It may 
be acLJed that this provision in L 103 of the Act of 18.p has 
been re-cnacted in Rule 23 (2) of the AD-Schedules Rules of 
the c::oosoIidating Iac:ome Tu Act, 1918. which makes .... d 
any ilgieemeut fOl' payment of interest, rent. 01' other annual 
payment in run. without aIIowing deduction fOl' Income Tu. 
Thus the iDcideoc:e of Iomme Tu ~ Schedule A is settled 
by 8latute; it is not afI~ by CIOIltnIcts. ~ previous 
01' auhaequent; and the practice is to ucept it sperificaDy 
(under the Dame of .. Landlord's Property Tu ") from COD-

1nCb to pay nta and taxes, 110 .. to obviate the risk of 
makiDg these contnICts .... d. 

Ugol u.JJiIity ,_ RIJIeJ 

fa EogIand. speaking geoaa1lY. the Ads that authorise 
ntiDg impose the liability OIl the oa:upier. though in some 

9 
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cases, as with houses below a certain rental, they impose the 
liability on the owner; that name, so far as rates are concerned, 
generally denoting the occupier's immediate landlord. In 
most instances the contract in the lease as to the payment of 
I'lI:tes follows the statutory liability, though in some it is other
wise, as the Acts allow of the parties making such arrangements 
as they please between themselves, but without prejudice to 
the statutory liability in case of non-payment. Thus, for 
instance, where the statutory liability is on the occupier, the 
landlord may let the premises at an inclusive rent and under
take to pay the rates; but if the rates are not paid the occupier 
remains liable for them, though the contract may give him a 
remedy against the landlord. In the more usual case of the 
occupier, who is liable for the rates, contracting with the owner 
to pay them, the contract follows the law; it is the statutory 
provision that gives the rating authorities the right to recover 
the rates from the.occupier. and t)le contract with the owner 
enables the owner to treat the failure of the occupier to pay 
them as a breach of one of the; conditions of the lease.1 

Rating Act, 1874, as Precedent 

In England,- a general contract by the occupier to pay 
,all rates, whether imposed at the time or imposed thereafter, 
is construed to cover all future rates, except in so far as any 
Act under which they are imposed provides for their incidence 
as between the parties on other lines, as was done, for instance, 
by certain provisions of the Rating Act, 1874. By that Act 
certain subjects (of which the most important were mines 
other than coal mines) which had not previously been rate
able, were brought within the scope of rating; and the rates 
were made payable by the occupiers, with a proviso that 
where the occupier was a lessee .under a lease made before 
the Act, he should be authorised to deduct half the rate from 

1 See, for instance, The lAw and PrtICtice oj Rating, by Walter C. 
Ryde, K.C., 4th eel., 1920, c:h. iii. 
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his rent. There was the additional qualification, II unless 
he has specifically contracted to pay such rate in the event 
of the abolition of the said exemption "-that is, the exemp
tion from rating that these subjects had previously enjoyed
but it was· held that this qualification was applicable only 
to contracts JIlllde specifically in contemplation of this par
ticular event, that it did not apply to a previouS general 
contract by the lessee to pay all rates that were theQ or might 
thereafter be imposed on the subject, and that, even where 
there was a general and comprehensive contract of this 
character, the lessee was entitled under the Act to deduct 
half the new rate from his rent.l 

M, Joseph Chamberlain (l1Ul Lord EfJers/ey in 1885 

A similar question arises in connection with any proposal 
to bring, ground landlords within the ambit of rating, as 
appeared when this proposal was considered by the Royal 
Commission on the Housing of the Working Classes in 1885. 
Mr Joseph Chamberlain, M.P., then President of the Board 
of Trade, in the course of his evidence expressed the view 
that persons who are benefited by the improvement schemes, 
even if they are benefited without their consent, should be 
called upon to pay a special contribution to the costs of the 
acheme, and did not see why the ground landlord should 
escape from his share of the contribution. The same opinion 
was expressed bY,Lord Eversley (then Mr J. G. Shaw
Lefevre, M.P., First Commissioner of Works), who said: 
II I do not myself think'that the State should recognise a 
contract exempting for all time to come one party to the 
contract from all burdens which may in future be thrown on 
him by the State," and pointed out that the proposed new 
burdens were for II new functions of the State .which were 

I CIMlltmer v. BokkorD, 1878, 3 A.C. 933. See also Hansard's 
DebGtu. 1874 (when the measure was before Parliament); 3rd series. 
yoi. a19. p. 661 ; vol. aao, p. 66g. 
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never contemplated at the time by either party or by tt 
State." 1 

Scottish and Irish Acts of 1889 and 1898 

When the liability for certain rates was transferred froJ 
owners to occupiers by the Scottish and Irish LpCal Goven 
merit Acts of 1889 and 1898,2 respectively, it was considere 
a sufficient adjustment to authorise the tenant to dedul 
from his annual rent an amount equal to the annual amOUJ 
which the landlord had paid before the change, and of whic 
he was relieved by th~ transfer of liability to the tenan 
These precedents are the stronger, because the transferenc 
of the liability was effected in view of the general expectatioJ 
which proved to be right, that the rates would be considerabl 
increased under the new system of local government the 
introduced. Nor does objection appear to have been take 
on the ground that in many cases the owners had contracte 
to pay owner's rates. All parties seem to have agreed thl 
the adjustment mentioned was quite adequate. 

English LarJJ as to Obligations 

Jf the legislature expressly settles the incidence of a ne' 
rate or.. tax as between the parties interested, no question ( 
contract between them affects that incidence. But if th 
legislature allows contracting-out, the· rate 9f tax iscollecte 
from the party by whom it is payable in the first instance 

1 See the Report and Evidence of the Commission. 1885. C. 440: 
particularly Answers 12,416, 12,422. 12.512-6. and 12,698-12,701 
the last containing a reference to the Rating Act,·1874. 

• Under the Scottish Act {so 27) certain rates that had previous! 
been payable by owners were divided between owners and occupien 
in accordance with a practice familiar in Scotland. Under the Iris: 
Act (ss. 52, 54) certain rates that had previously been payable b 
owners were made payable by occupiers. ·Aa used in Acta tha 
relate to rating, the expression II owner" generally means th 
occupier's immediate landlord. 
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and the question whether he is entitled to recover 'the whole 
or any part of it from another party depends on contract. 
U there is no contract bearing on the matter, the burden_ 
remains on· the payer; if there is a contract bearing oD it, 
the ultimate incidence depends on the interpretation of that, 
contract. In England, contracts to pay all future rates and
taxes are interpreted in a comprehensive.way, so as to in
clude all future rates and taxes, except in so far as their 
incidence between the parties .has been arranged otherwise by 
the legislature, as in the Rating Act, 1874, already mentioned. 

Scou Laro III to Subsequent Obligations 

In Scotland, however, the rule is that a contract by which 
the superior has undertaken in general terms to pay and 
relieve the feuar of all burdens that are then or may thereafter 
be imposed on the land, though it requires the superior .. to 
give relief from all public burdens exigible or payable at its 
date, or that might thereafter at any time become exigible 
or payable by virtue of any law or practice existing at its date, 
it will not afford relief from public burdens created .or im
posed by supervenient laws, that is to say, by laws enacted 
after the date of the obligation." This rule of interpretation 
has been established by a series of cases, including Sprot v. 
Heriot', HospittJI, 1829, 7 S. 682; it was affirmed unani
mously by the whole Court of Session, both Divisions sitting 
together, in SCott v. Edmond, 1850, 12 D. 1077; and it was 
further affirmed by the House of Lords in Dunbar', Trustees 
v. British Fisheries Society, 1878, 5. R. (H.L.) 221, L.R. 3 
A.C. 1298. In each of these cases the superior had under
taken to pay and relieve the feuar of all burdens imposed or 
to be imposed on the land j and considerations of common 
sense and common justice, as well as the opinion expressed 
by the Lord Justice-Clerk in Jopp', Trustees v. Edmond, 1888, 
15 R. 271, show that the same rule of construction would 
be applicable to the converse case, where the feuarhas under-
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taken in similar terms to pay and relieve the superior of all 
future burdens, or where the tenant has undertaken a similar 
obligation to the landlord. 

Special Anticipatory Contracts 

It is, indeed; so well recognised that a general contract 
of this kind would not apply to a subsequently-imposed tax 
that, in some of the feu-charters made since the taxation of 
land-values entered the field of practical politics, special 
contracts of a new kind have been inserted, by which either 
the feuar undertakes to pay and relieve the superior of any 
future burdens that may be imp()sed on -him by either any 
existing or any supervenient law, or agrees that the superior, 
in the event of any new burden being imposed on the f~u
duty, may require the feuar to redeem the feu-duty by a 
capital payment equivalent to a certain number of years' 
purchase of, its annual amount. But it does not appear 
likely that Parliament, in providing for the taxation and 
rating of land-values along the lines of proportional con-. 
tribution, will allow that arrangement to be varied or turned 
aside by anticipatory contracts specially designed for that 
purpose, even to the limited extent that was permitted about 
fifty years ago by the English Rating Act of 1874. 

NOTE H • .....:.IMPROVEMENTS THAT .MERGE INTO 
LAND-

(See p. 91) 

Works of Reclamation, Levelling, etc. 

Special consideration may be given here to the case of 
those improvements like reclamation, levelling, and drainage 
-included under sub-head (d) on p. 91-which merge into 
land and become indistinguishable from it. In order to pro
mote the making of such improvements in future, some allow
ance should be made in respect of any resulting increase in the 
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land-value for a period of years; and, by analogy, the same 
rule may be applied to any which are now in the making, or 
which have been made within that period preceding the date 
of valuation. 

ReITospectiw TUM-limit 

The application of the rule to improvements already 
made is based on analogy alone, as there can be no question 
of promoting what has already been done. But it would be 
idle to go farther back into the past, or to cumber the valua
tions with antiquarian research. As Henry George said: 
.. A swamp drained or a hill terraced by the Romans con
stitutes now as much a part of the British Isles as though 
the work had been done by earthquake or glacier." 1 It 
would sene no useful purpose to attempt to distinguish from 
the land of a property all the changes that had been made 
in the land itself by all the generations that have lived and 
worked upon it; to value building sites at Westminster as 
if they were still portions of a marsh, or to value the lands of 
what is known as the Bedford Level as if the drainage of 
the fens, which has been going on for centuries, had never 
taken place. The way to allow fof improvements that merge 
in the land is to ascertain the land-value of the land in its 
existing condition, and then to allow .. -deduction from the 
land-value valuation in respect of any factors in that value 
which are snown to be attributable to improvements of this 
character and to have originated within a certain number of 
years preceding the , :luation. 

The Farty-ytlln' PerWd 

The period suggested in sub-head (d) on p. 91 for both 
past, present, and future improvements of this kind is forty 

I Propeu -.tl P_ty, 8, iy. The case of aD embaDkment 
OD the c:oaat of the Wash dating from Roman times formed the 
aubjed of. judicial decision in WCIi.', ~ y.lrtlarul ~ 
C~. 191 •• 1 K.B. 196. 
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yean. It it midway between the thirty and the 6fty yean 
propoeed ill the Revenue Billa of 1913 and 1914 respectively i 
and conaponda with the forty yean which i8 the mnimum 
period over which may be Iprcad the repayment of advanca 
made for the improvement of land under the Improvement 
of Land Acta, 1864 and 1899, on the uewnption that IUch 
improvementl, it judicioualy made, ahould pay for them
aelvea within that period.1 10 India. it would aeem, it a man 
ainb • well to irrigate hit fielda, or bringa land from foreat 
under the plougb, the resulting iIIc:reaae of value remaina 
untaxed for thirty YeaR.' 10 Denmark. under the Law 
of 1922, which prepared the way for land-value taxation .. 
mentioned ill Chapter XI, the period of allowance for variOUI 

improvcmentl i8 aIao thirty yean; with the qualificationa 
that the penon claiming the allowance baa to bring evidence 
in IUpport of bit claim, and that it the allowance i8 oot claimed 
at the firat valuation at which it it claimable, it ahould not 
be claimable at any lubeequent valuation.' TheM qualifica
tiona bave been taken .. • precedent for the firat two 
quali6cationa to lub-head (d) 00 p. 91. 

A FtlTthn QlUl/ijicGti01l 

A few worda may be added with reference to the qualifica
tion in lub-bead (d) itlelf, which limits the allowance to the 
cue of improvements made by • perIOn wbo baa an intereat 
in the land at the time when they are made. It i8 not intended 
that the allowance ahould be made ill respect of an inc:reaae 

• In the _ of _·walla aael 'Imllar embaaJuneDta, deductioD it 
allowed in Income Tn for the COlI of makin, aad mainhlinin, them. 
bued on the emount upended bJ the IaacUord or owner of the Jand 
on aa evera .. of the 1Wm1J- prececlin. ,..,. i_Jacome T .. 
Act. 1918, Schedule A. No. J. Rule 1 <I). 

I Sea the Duke of Bedford" SIfR7 tI • Gr.. ApinJIIInII Esr.r. 
(1897). at p. ". when be _tiona the lndiaa ,,..tem .. conlrUtUI. 
feyounblJ with that which prnalla here., 

I Sea lAItII f!tI LiHrIy, September 1911, P,l7 •• 
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of value accruing to B'. land from an improvement made 
by A, which, besides increasing the value of .I\'s land, in
cidentally increases the value of B'. land also. In that case 
B'.land should be valued" on its land-value without deduction, 
just .. if the improvement bad been made by public expendi
ture; and this rule should continue to apply even if B 
subsequently disposes of the land to someone else, and even 
if that someone else is A. 

Inter-,el4tions 

If it be asked why the forty-years' limit should not be applied 
to houses and other improvements which are different in· 
character from land, the answer' is that there is no need for 
such a provision, and that it is much easier to value the land 
apart from, say, the house upon it. than to value the house 
also, and attempt to ascertain how much o{ it is more, and how 
much of it is less, than forty years old. Nor need the time
Jimit be applied to ploughings, sowings~ and the like, under 
sub-head (c), as their value becomes exhausted long before 
forty years; and the same observation applies also to 
temporary buildings, fruit bushes, and various other subjects 
included under sub-heads (a) and (b). In some cases th~ 
same subject may fall to be considered under two sub
heads; if, for instance, a sea-wall is built for the reclamation 
of land which is over-flowed at high tide, the sea-wall itself, 
if a structure, would be altogether excluded from land-value 
under sub-head (a), and the resulting increase in the land
value of the land that it serves (in so far as that land belongs 
to the maker of the wall) would form the subject of an 
allowance under sub-head (d).l This liberal treatm~nt of 
such improvements may be contrasted with the present 
system, which hardly allows fo~ them at all. 

{A more ~xtended examination of the subject, giving the 

I In the proposed system, as in any other, there are Borne difficult 
cases which would require special treatment. 
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.Parliamentary history of the time-limit, may be found in an 
article on ",Improvements that Merge in the Land" in the 
present writer's pamphlet, Land-value Problems.) 

NOTE I.-CORN LAWS 
.(See p. 40) 

Prices and J?ents 

The Law"of Rent exposes the falsity of Com Laws, because 
it shows that rents are regulated' by prices, and that the 
raising of the prices "of corn raises the rents and prices of 
corn lands, and works out to the benefit of the landlord at 
the expense of the cominunity as a whole. 

Duties on Imported Com 

" The simplest Corn Laws are duties on imported corn, 
which, by raising the prices of the imported corn, enable 
the prices of home-grown corn to be raised correspondingly. , 
The. plea is that this increase of "the price enables corn 
cultivation to be extended to lands where it would not 
otherwise be. profitable; but by lowering the lower-limit. 
of corn cultivation it .raises the values and rents of the more 
productive corn lands (see p. 37), and so works out for the 
benefit of the landlords. Moreover, as the additional profit 
'is proportional to the amount of com produced, the greatest 
gain per acre goes .to the possessors of the .more productive 
lands, where com would be grown. a~ a profit even if there 
were no duty at all. These economic points have been 
driven home by practical experience. As Mr Joseph 
.Chamberlain said at Ipswich, on 14th January 1885 : 

.. The condition of the farmer was never so hopeless, 
and the state of the labourer was never so abject, as when 
the corn was kept up at a high \ralue by a prohibitive or 
protective duty; when it was 6¥. or even rose to 120$. 
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a quarter. Even at.lhat time the eVidence given before 
repeated committees of the House of Commons shows 
that the state of agriculture was deplorable. The food 
of the people was taxed to raise the rents of the land
lords. None of the plunder found its way into the 
fanners' pockets." 

Bmmtia 011 Home-grOfJJ1l Com 

In the alternative plan of giving a bounty on home-grown 
com, the procedure is to tax the people in order to pay to 
the com-growers a bonus on each unit of com produced. In 
this case also, in so far as the bOnus to the grower extends 
com cultivation to less productive lands, it raises the rents and 
prices of the more productive com lands, and so works out 
for the benefit of the landlord. In this case also, as the bonus 
is proportional to the amount of com produced, the greatest 
bonus per acre goes to the possessors of the more productive 
lands, where corn would be grown at a profit even if there 
were no bounty. There is the further difficulty that the 
quantities cannot be ascertained till after the com has been 
harvested and thrashed, and even the most stringent restric
tions on the transport of it may fail to· prevent the bounty 
from being claimed more than once on the same corn. 

Com Production Act Guarantees 

Another variation of Com Laws consists in guaranteeing 
minimum prices for com, 80 that, if the average prices fall 
below the guaranteed minimum prices, the taxpayers are 
required to make up the difference. This was the plan 
adopted in the Com Production Act, t917. As first proposed, 
the guarantee was to be a guarantee per unit of wheat or oats i 
but the considerations mentioned in the preceding paragraph 
led to its being changed to an acreage basis, which basis was 
also adopted in the subsequent Act of 1920. These guarantees 
worked out in much the same way as other CorD Laws i 
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because the- guarantees of prices operated as guarantees of 
rents, and enabled the landlords to get more for their land 

. than they could otherwise have done. In a few. cases the 
rents were raised, but the more gene,ral plan was to sell 
the land to the farmer at an inflated price; and this course 
was the more easy, because most of the farms were held on 
yearly leases, because the farmers had done well during the 
war, ,and because in many cases .the landlords were willing 
to .leave a proportion of the purchase-money outstanding 
on mortgage. 

Repeal of Com Pro~ut:tion Acts 

In 1921, however, the Corn Production Acts were re
pealed, as the continuance-Ofj them would have been ruinous ; 
and ;m arrangement _ was embodied in the repealing Act 
under which the taxpayers have had to pay nearly £20,000,000 
to the interests affected. The repeal of these Acts, coupled 
with the fall. in the prices of agricultural produce, was natur
ally followed by a slump in the prices of agricultural land. 
Many of those who had bought land at inflated prices now 
found themselves in difficulties. . Writing in The Times of 
15th December 1922, Lord Long said that many farmers 
had paid prices .. wholly inconsistent with present values .. ; 
and in another letter which appeared in the issue of 6th March 
1923, Mr C. M. Newton spoke of knowing personally of cc a 
number of farms which, if sold .to.day, would not make the 
amount of the mortgage advanced on them, fixed when the 
fanns were bought at inflated priceS." '. 

The Landed Interest in Danger 

Besides affecting the purchasers, this state of things caused 
considerable anxiety to landlords who had sold land partly 
on mortgage, and also to other mortgagees. There was the 
risk that the purchaser might be so overburdened with debt 
as to be unable to work the land properly; that he might 
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be unable to pay the interest on the mortgage, which in some 
instances was more than his pre-war rent i and that, if the 
value of the farm fell below the amount for which it was 
mortgaged, the mortgagee might not be able to realise the 
mortgage-debt even by foreclosure. The Com Production 
Acts had inflated the prices of agricultural lands; the repeal 
of these Acts had led to a slump i and both the sellers and 
the purchasers charged the government with bad faith. 

Exploiting 1M Taxpayers 

The government met this charge by exploiting the tax
payers. In the Agricultural Credits Act, 1923, provision was 
made for financing with public money those who had bought 
agricultural land on mortgage between 5th April 1917 (the 
day when the Com Production Bill of 1917 was introduced) 
and 27th June 1921 (the day when the repealing Bill was 
introduced); and this special provision for lands purchased 
between these dates was itself an admission that the Com 
Production Acts had inflated the prices of agricultural lands. 
The plan was to finance those who had bought sucb land 
during the currency of these Acts, by advances of public 
money, made through approved associations, on new mort
gages, subject to certain conditions. These advances _ will 
help the purchasers to payoff what may be called the Com 
Production Act mortgagees, 80 that these mortgagees will 
secure their inflated prices in cash, leaving the results of the 
slump to fall on the purchasers. and to some extent on 
the taxpayers. as the mon~ ia being lent at a rate lower 
than that at which it can be borrowed. 

A Trironph/OI' Lmullordism 

The whole thing baa been a triumph fOl" landlordism. 
The landlOl'd-mortgagees in particular may congratulate 
themselves on the double event, because the Corn PcC)duction 
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by enabling him to obtain a corresponding increase of rent, 
or, at least, to avoid reductions that he might otherwise hav~ 
to allow. Its character was exposed in the Parliamentary 
debates OQ it; and, as Mr Lloyd George said, it was designed 
to drive the taxpayers" into the Iandlords'leech-pond." 1 

PenoJtin 0II1nteruiw CultifJatUm 

Far from encouraging the more complete development of 
the land, it grants this dole only so long as the land remains 
uncovered. In a case which arose shortly afterwards, of 
aeveral acres that had been covered with glass-houses for the 
purposes of intensive c:ultivation, it was held that the land 
was not" agric:ulturalland .. within the Act, and, consequently, 
that the oc:c:upier had to pay the whole of the rates on the 
improved value of the property.1 If he had only demolished 
the glass-houses and abandoned intensive c:ultivation, his 
valuation and his rates would have been greatly reduced, 
and half of the reduced rates would have been paid for him 
out of money provided by the taxpayers ! 

Strengthening LatuJ-monopoly in TOflmI 

Another result of the Act is to make the taxpayers pay half 
the rates on what is c:lassed as "agric:ultural land" in the· 
towns, and thus to strengthen the hands of the land-monopo
lists, who are holding it baCk from building until they can 
obtain prices which are wholly disproportionate to the very 
low valuations on which it is being rated and taxed. Statistics 
on the subject for a number of towns and urban districts may 
be found in two House of Commons Returns,' relating 
respectively to England and Wales and to Scotland, in which 
the corresponding provisions of the Agric:ultural Rates 

I Parlimrtentary Debates, 4th series, vol. 40, p. 242. 
• S",;tJa v. RUImunul, 1899, A.C. 488. 
• Urban Diatrict8 (Areu and Rates), No. 119 of 191]; Burp 

(Areu and Rates) (Scotland), No. 144 of 1914. 
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,(Scotland) Act, 1896, apply. In the year _ 1911-12 (the 
financial year to which the returns relate) half the rates were 
thus being paid on more than 3;800 acres in Liverpool, OD 

more than 5,000 acres in Manchester, and on more than 8,000 
acres in the administrative county of London. In Scotland 
about half the occupiers' rates were thus being paid- on more 
than 2,000 acres in each of the four largest cities, Edinburgh, 
Glasgow, Dupdee, and Aberdeen. The London figures were 
excluded from the English return "for some reason un
known," to quote Sir Edgar Harper; who, however, "succeeded 
in obtaining the imormation," and set it out in a paper on 
"The Bases of Local Taxation in England," read before the 
Royal Statistical Society in 1918} Of the total area of 
74,816 acres within the administrative county of London, 
no less than 8,102, or more than 10 per cent., were being 
treated as "agricultural land " within the Act, and of the total 
rates amounting to £15,869,191 on the whole- area, only 

, £2,594, or about 0·016 per cent. of the whole, was being 
charged on this " agricultural land." 

Further Obseroations and Statistics 

The real requirement 'is a complete repeal of the Agri
cultural Rates Acts. and a reconstruction of the whole system 
of _ rating and taxation of landed property along the lines 
already indicated. The Agricultural Rates Acts have now 
become so interwoven with the rating system, particularly 
in country districts, that it would be difficult to repeal them 
except as part of the larger reform. They were passed to 
continue for a period of. four years from 31st March 1897; 
but it is easier to start a dole than to stop it, and since 1901 
they have been continued annually by the annual Expiring 
Laws Continuance Act. The amount of the grants for the 
finandal year 1922-23, under the Agricultural Rates _ Act, 
1896. was £1.321.723. and under the Agricultural Rates 

1 See the Society'sJoumal, May 1918, vol. 81, at p. 419. 
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(Scotland) Act, 1896, was /'181.737, to which may be added 
the amount of the supplementary grant in relief olsgric:ultural 
ntea under the Local Taxation Account (Scotland) Act, IgoS. 
of /.'1.0,000 a year.1 This /.'1.0,000 a year is a fixed grant; -the 
grants under the AgricUltural Rates Acta are variable. being 
a certain proportion of the rates. and are now charged on 
the Consolidated Fund under the Finance Act, 1907. s. 17 
and Schedule z. 

Agrit:MltJll'al Raul A.a. 1923 

The Agric:ultural Rates Act. 1923. which has just become 
Jaw, extends the policy of the preceding Acts, on the general 
plan of reducing the proportion of the rates that the occupier 
has to pay from half to a quarter. and increasing the pr~ 
portion that the taxpayers have to pay from half to three
quarters. It will do nothing to remedy the evils already _ 
mentioned, and will only increase the burden -on the tax
payers and strengthen the grip of landlordism. The land
lords ultimately reap the benefit of all remissions of ~ 
~. The recent allegation of the then Minister of 
Agriculture that the Agric:ultunl Rates Act, 1923. is a 
.. moet IIOlid and lasting benefit to farmers,"· was properly 
characterised as .. fanciful and fallacious, N by Sir _ George 
Fordham, who appropriately pointed out that: 

II Whatever the immediate benefit may be to the 
occupierl it cannot be I solid and lasting! No economist 
doubts that reductions in rates and other more or less 
fixed charges. gradually, in the competition of the 
market for land as a basis for cultivation, pass to the 
credit of the landowner in an enhancement of the rent. 
The relief to the occupier of land of one-half of the 
rates, set up by the Agricultural Rates Act, 18g6, must 

I 16] H. C. Debat., l;wa, and Ma,I933. 
• TIN Tilur, alst September 19a3. 

10 
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have been absorbed into rent very many years ago; and 
the relief now given will, undoubtedly, follow the same 
course." l 

NOTE lL-TITHE-RENTCHARGE 

TitM tDUl TiIM-¥naclurge 

The payment of tithes in this country gradually became 
customary, and was afterwards enforced by law. They used 
to be payable in kind, the tithe-owner, for instance. taking 
every tenth sheaf of com; and the practical difficulties of 
the system led to the passing of the Tithe Commutation Act, 
1836, '!Vhich provided for the commutation of tithes in kind 
into money payments, under the name ol tithe-rentclwge. 

Syfle1ll of TiIM-¥nrtcAarge 

The general plan Was. in the case of each tithed property. 
to convert the tithes into their money-value, on the basis 
of the prices of com (wheat. barley. and oats) for the seven 
years preceding 1836,. to take that amount as the par value 
of the tithe-rentcharge, and to ascertain the amount payable 
in any subsequent year by taking a proportion of the par 
value corresponding to the proportion which the average 
prices for the seven years preceding that year bear to the 
average prices for the seven years preceding 1836. To 
facilitate the ascertainment of the amount of tithe-rentcharge 
for any subsequent year, the average prices for the seven 
preceding years are published in the Lorulo" Gazdu at 
the beginning of each year. with a statement of the amount 
thus payable for that year in respect of each ['100 that was 
payable in the year 1836. This standard of comparison is 

1 TIw n-. 24th Septem~ 1923. 
• The aftlllge prices of wheat, barley, and oats, respectiYely, fOI' 

the geftll years preceding 1836 were 561. 211., 31$. ad., and :&2$. a 
quarter. 
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caDed the par nlue of tithe-rentcharge i but we should bear 
in mind that it datell from a time when the prices of com 
were being kept artificially high by the Com Laws. 

Natur, of tile Charg, 

The claim to tithe-rentcharge is not founded on anything 
that the tithc-owner or his predecessors have done to the land. . 
The landlord has generally provided the buildings and 
various other improvements, the tenant applies labour and 
a good deal else to the land i but the tithe>owner does nothing, 
whatever to assist production. Tithe-rentcharge, like the 
tithes in kind which it represents, is a dead-weight charge on 
the land and on the results of other people's industry. 

Titlu Act, 1891 

The fall in prices, which followed the Repeal of the Com 
Laws and various later developments, brought, about a 
gradual reduction. of tithe-rentcharge i but also brought 
about a greater and more rapid reduction of th .. profits 
out of which it had to be paid. The collection of it gave 
rise to difficulties i and the Tithe Act, 1891, transferred 
the liability for tithe-rentcharge from the tenant to the ' 
landlord, the landlord being authorised to recover it from 
the tenant as additional rent during the remainder of any 
then-existing lease, and new leases being made in view of 
its being payable by the landlord. It was necessary to place 
some limit on the proportion which tithe-rentcharge might 
absorb, and section 8 of the Act provided that where it was 
shown that the tithe-rentcharge on a property for any year 
exceeds two-thirds of the annual value of that property as 
ascertained for the purposes of Schedule B of the Income 
Tax, the excess should be remitted. If it had not been for 
this provision, tithe-rentcharge might, in some cases, have 
Iwallowed everything else. 
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Tithe Act, 1918 

The war, by increasing the prices of com, increased the 
value of tithe-rentcharge, so that the value of £100 tithe
rentcharge (the standard of 1836) rose from £74, 161. 4Jl. 
for 1914 to £109, 3s. lId. for 1918. The Tithe Act, 1918, 
then fixed it at that value for the next seven years, "3lld pro
vided that after the expiry of that period the value should be 
based on the average of the preceding fifteen years; On the 
whole, this Act is in favour of the tithe-owner as against the 
other interests in the land. It. ce~y prevents tithe
rentcharge from exceeding the amount mentioned for the 
specified period of years; but we should bear in mind that 
the Act of 1891 had already restricted tithe-rentcharge to 
two-thirds _ of the annual value of the tithed property as 
ascertained for Schedule B i and the extension of the 
averaging period from seven to fifteen years will make the 
war prices affecttithe-rentcharge in favour of the tithe-owner 
for eight years longer than they would otherwise have done. 

• Amount of Tiihe-rentcharge 

The annual amount of tithe-rentcharge charged on titheable 
lands in England and Wales by the general commutation of 
tithes under the Act of 1836 was a little more than £4,054,000 i 
and it has now been reduced by redemption, merger, and 
otherwise, to about £3,389,000,of which probably about 
£2,000,000 is attached to benefices.l These figures are 
stated on the 1836 basis i and it will be seen that the increase 
in the value of each £100 tithe-rentcharge from less than £75 
in 1914, when the war began, to more than £109 now, has 
had the effect of increasing the annual amount of it by about 
£900,000 a year, of which about £500,000 represents the 
increase of tithe-rentcharge attached to benefices. Thus 
the tithe-owners, though they do nothin~ to assist production~ 

1160 H. C. Debates, 1462, 27th February 1923. 
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have been conaiderably enriched by the war at the expense 
of the other interests in the land. 

TilM-ral£IuIrge (Rata) Aet, 1899 

The Agrirultural Rates Act, I¥ (mentioned in the 
preceding Note). which made -the taxpayers- pay -half the 
rates on agrirultural land, was followed by the Tithe-rent
charge (Rates) Act, 1899. which made them pay half the rates 
on tithe-rentcharge attached to benefices in a somewhat 
similar way. This development had not even the lame 
excuse of relieving the producer of some of his rates i lMlcause 
the tithe-owner. whether the holder of a benefice or otherwise, 
plays no part in production. It was simply an endowment 
of benefices to which tithe-rentcharge was attached. by 
relieving the holder of half his rates on the attached tithe
rentcharge at the expense of the general taxpayers. Even 
thOle who regarded the fact of ['100 tithe-rentcharge having 
fallen to nearly [.66 for IB99 as a sufficient excuse for granting 
this dole then, must admit that the fact of its having risen 
to [..09 is a sufficient reason for discontinuing it now. But, 
though tithe-rentch8rge has increased by more thaa 40 per 
cenL ainc:e IB99. no stepe have been_taken to relieve the 
taxpayers of the dole. Indeed. owing to the increase in 
tithe-rentcharge and also to the increase of the rates, this dole. 
which had never been as much as [.177,000 in any financial 
year before the war. had increased to more than [.418,000 
for the financial year 1922-23.1 The more the tithe-owners 
get. the more the taxpayers have to pay towards relieving 
them of the rates on it I 

AII1"CmUnu 1JftJia 

If the Tithe-rentcharge (Rates) Act had. like the Agri
cultural Rata Acta. to be exprealy renewed every year by 

I See Table 16:. of lrU.tl ~ JleIort /. 1914-15, ad 163 
B. C.~, 139a. :aDd May IP3. 
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the &riring La", Continuance Act. it might have ~.Il 
challenged easily and etTetti\"tly. But the £O\'U1Ullent of 
the day adopted the ingenious plan of providing in this Act 
that it should continue in forte as long as the Agricu1tunl 
Rates Act; 80 that the annual continuill&'e of that Act 
contin~ this Act alsu, "ithout ~\-en its name arpearing. 
I'robably the simpl~t way of de.ling with it ,,'Ould be- when 
the next Expiring La", Continuan,,-e Bill con\eS before 
the House of Commons- Cor some enterprising Menlber to 
move an anlendment Ilt an appropriate 8t~ that the con
tinuance of the Agricultunl Rates Act, 1~6- should not 
etf«t any further continuance of the Tithe-rentcl\arge 
(Rates) Act, 1899. which should ~ to <'rente and should 
be ~pealed as from the end of that 6nanci" l"tU. 

C04tnf oj Rtp. 

The prorosa!- already mllde as rtgWs the tuation and 
rating of landed properti(S point the ""y for the further 
treatment of tithe-rentcl\arge. The tit.he-o\\,lIer should DO 

longu be renllittN to l~\")' a toll on -the results of other 
ptaplo's industry, and tithe-renb.1wge $hould not be allowed 
to exttOd the annu" Lmd-vt.lue of the land on which it is 
charged. The tithe-owner should be rtqui~ to contribute 
to the Land-vt.lue Tax on the principlts of proportion .. c0n

tribution; if his tithe-rentcl\arge absorbs the ,,-hole of the 
land-vt.lue. he ahoulJ 1'1')' the "'holo of the Land·\"Iluo 
Tu; if it absorbs only a portiM of it. he Maull! ray 
a COl'ft$ponding portion of the tu; and the sam. rul(S 
should apply in ~lation to land-vt.lue rating. AU tithe
rentchar&e should be dealt "ith in the earno way. whether 
it is attached to • benefi,,'e or is otherwi$O arpropristed. 
Whoe\U is tho recti,.. or the tithe-rentclwge. its on.~. 
character, and results are the aaDlOt and it should be treated 
without mpect of penons. Wbat h. been N.iJ of ordinary 
tithe-renb:hU1;O arplke cqurilly to utnMlinary tithwent-
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charge. substituted by the Tithe Commutation Act, 1836, for 
cxtraordinaty tithe on hop-grounds, orchards, fruit planta
tiona, and market gardens.1 The imposition of extraordinary 
tithe OJ' tithe-rentcharge on these further developments was 
deacribed justly as " an impediment to agriculture .. by the 
Emaordinary TIthe Redemption Act, 1886, which, among 
other things. provided in B ... <5> that ground oewIy cultivated 
in these ways after the passing of that Act should not be made 
subject to that charge. It may be added that tithe-rentcharge. 
whether attached to a benefice or not, is included by the 
Law of Property Act, 1922, among the "legal estates" in 
land (see Note N.). 

SaJtJisIJ TeinJs 

In Scotland the teinds were the equivalent of the tithes in 
kind. and what are now known 88 •• valued teinds .. are money 
payments in place of teinds in kind, and correspond roughly 
to tithe-rentcharge. though their amount is ascertained in a 
different way. In its main features, however, the system is 
of the same genera1 character and has the same disadvantages 
as the other. and it should be dealt with along the same lines. 
The war-prices, of course, operated to inaease the amount 
of the valued teinds; but in Scotland there is no Act 
c:orraponding to the Tithe-rentcharge (Rates) Act, 1B9g. 

NOTE L.-AGRlCULTURE AND GAME 

Safeguor4ing AgrindtIue 

If we are to " make the land less of a pleasure-ground for 
the rich and more of a treastJn>.house for the nation," we 
ought, among other things. to authorise the occupier OJ' 

c:ultivator to kill and take py g3me which comes on to his 
land and damages his aops. 

• The Tube &:t, 1891, already mmtioDed. doa -' appJy--.ee 
e. , (2)-40 atnordinuy tithe-reotcharge. 
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Legal Rights in Respect of Game 

In lllw, speaking generally, the animals and birds that 
come, under the description of " game" are wild: they are 
not the property of anyone till they are killed or taken; and, 
apart from certain special provisions, no one is responsible 
for any damage that they do. But the legal right to kill 
and take them is limited by law to particular persons. In 
England the. occupying owner (to take the simplest case) 
has the sporting rights-to give them their ordinary name
and if the owner lets the land to a tenant, the sporting rights 
are assumed to pass to the tenant unless they are specially 
reserved. In Scotland an Act of 1621 (c. 31) limited the 
rights of hunting and hawking to those who have " a plough 
of land in heritage"; and as a tenancy, however long, does 
not come within this description, the sporting rights do not 
pass to the tenant unless they are specially included in the 
lease. In either country the holder of the sporting rights, 
in the absence· of contrary agreement, can let them to some 
third party, who is generally known as the shooting tenant. 
In both countries;,~moreover, the landowner can decline to 
let the land except on his own terms; so that, for practical 
purposes, in both countries, the sporting rights are an incident 
of land-ownership. 

The Ground Game Acts; etc. 

The need 'of giving better protection to occupiers of land 
against injury to their crops from ground game led to the 
passing of the Ground Game Act, 1880, which conferred 
on every occupier of land in the United Kingdom" as incident 
to and inseparable from his occupation of the land, the 
right to kill and take" hares and rabbits thereon, .. con
currently with any other person who may be entitled to 
kill and take"· them on the same land, subject to certain· 
qualifications; and this Act was supplemented by the 
Ground Game (Amendment) Act; 1906. The provisions 
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for damage by deer and winged game are much less adequate. 
The Agricultural Holdings Act. IgoS. 8. 10. and the Agri
cultural Holdings (Scotland) Act. IgoS ... 9. give the tenant 
who is not entitled to kill game the right to claim compensation 
from his landlord for damage done by game, subject to certain 
conditions; and for the purposes of these latter Acts II game •• 
is defined to mean U deer. pheasants. partridges. grouse, and 
black game." This right to claim co~pensation for the 
damage is not nearly so satisfactory as the simple remedy by 
direct action. 

Delma oftM lWbrt ~ 
During the war. under the Defence of the Realm Regu

lations. No. zR. the Board of Agriculture made the Destruction 
of Pheasants Order •. No. 514 of 1917. empowering certain 
authorities. where pheasants were causing damage to aops. 

. to authorise occupiers to kill them on behalf of the Board ; 
but this Order bas DOW lapsed. Also. during the war. under 
the Defence of the Realm Regulations. No. zQ. the BOard 
of Agriculture for Scotland made the Order. dated 15th 
January 1917. authorising .. the occupier of any agricultural 
holding in Scotland to kill by any means available any deer 
that are trespassing on his grazings or causing injury to his 
aops.·· That Order was revoked and superseded by the 
Killing of Deer (Scotland) Order. 1918. made by, the same 
authority on 27th September 1918. which provided that : 

U The occupier of any agricultural holding in Scotland 
is hereby authorised to kill by any means available deer 
that are trespassing on his grazings or causing injury 
to his aope: 

Provided that. where the Board are of opinion that the 
powera conferred by this Order are being abused by any 
aucb occupier. they may by notice served upon him 
auspend the operation of the said powers as n:gards his 
holding"· 
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This Order has now lapsed. with the general lapse of 
the _Defence of the Realm Regulations, and, notwithstanding 
the recommendations of the Game and Heather-burning 
(Scotland) Committee, 1921 (Cd. ~401, _at pp. II, 33), 
there is not yet any further legislation of a like character; 
so that the occupier is now in the same position in respect o( 
damage by deer as he was before the war. 

Dimage by Deer 

It has often been suggested that winged game should 
be brought withiri the provisions of the Ground Game 
Acts. With regard to deer, it may be mentioned that· the 
present writer, when a Memberof the House of Commons, 
drafted and introduced the Ground Game- (Inclusion of 
Deer) (Scotland) ~ill, 1913, which was designed to bring 
deer within the Ground Game Acts in Scotland, and had 
among its supporters Mr Robert Munro, M.P. (now Lord 
Alness, Lord Justice-Clerk) and Mr (now the Right Hon.) 
Ian Macpherson, M.P. But that Bill got no farther; though 
the long-standing grievance that it was intended to remedy 
became aggravated during the war, and was dealt with 
temporarily by the deer-killing Orders just mentioned. 
Whatever be the_method adopted, the occupier should be 
given the right to deal directly with deer that are doirlg 
damage to his holding. Provisions for claiming compensa
tion afterwards are no satisfactory alternative, and in practice 
they raise all sorts of difficulties, particularly to the poor man. 
Nor should we allow the real remedy to be side-tracked by 
proposals for the compulsory fencing of deer-forests. The 
question still remains whether, if the deer break bounds-
as may happen in consequence 'of difficult ground, or of failure 
to keep the deer-fences efficient, or of the deer swimming 
across some boundary loch-and damage a holding, the 
occupier of that holding is to be allowed to deal with them 
directly Qr not. Moreover, to give the occupier the right 
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to deal with them directly would be the most effeCtive way of 
inducing the deer-preservers to fence their deer-forests. 

Ordjlattking 1M GrOll1Ul GflIM Acts 
The Ground Game Acts give the occupier an' inaIienable 

right to kill and take the ground game. and make void any 
contract to the contruy.l But landlords can circumvent 
these provisions by asking a higher renf than they otherwise 
would. with a view (which is understood by both parties. 
but forms no' part of the contract) to making a voluntary 
reduction of a corresponding amount when the rent becomes 
dUe, if in fact the tenant has left the ground game to them, 
and by dedining to let the land except at this higher .rent. 
This procedure is facilitated by the favourable treatment that 
the present rating and taxation gives to properties so long 
as they have no occupier in the technical meaning of the 
word, and by the prevalence of yearly tenancies. So long 
as these conditions ~ allowed to continue. the reform of 
the game laws must be to a great extent illusory. Thus, 
even from this point of view, it is important that those who 
hold the land should be rated and taxed on its real market 
value. whether it is technically occupied or not, and that the 

. tenants should have security of tenure. The rating and 
taxation of land-values would ensure the first result directly ; 
and it would conduce to the second, because the liability 
to pay rates and taxes on the land-value continually, even 
,though the land is unused and unlet, would incline landlords 
to continuous tenancies at continuous rents. 

"Sport .. v. AgriaUhITe 
In considering questions relating to II game." we should, 

of cowae, bear in mind that the birds and animals which 
I 10 the aboge-meationed aectioD8 of the AgricuItunil Holdings 

Ada. relating to compeasation for damage by m- and wiDged 
pme. there is • aimiIar provision making _id any agreement to the ' 
coatrary. which can be cin:umftDted in much the same way. 
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are ftguded lIS came are .. praa: ted. - -.t ill 80IIle ases 
I:ftd. ill order thIt the game-praenen -.t their friends. 
or their ~ mar eojoJ the .. sron - of sbooIing 
tbem..1 It is 61nOge that people sbouId Itill find pIeaure 
ill shooting timid aDd dcfaKdcss aealUft:s. lilling some 
aDd. incidentally. ~ -.t maimiog others. But t11e 
preseat point is that dacy &baWd DOt be ~ to pesene 
-.t IRed came b their u.nl .. sport" • the arease of 
other people's ttC!pS. -.t that tha&c 'trboge aopI are being 
damtged by the game sbouJd be aabtW to poteet them 
by deaIiDg wim the game direafy. 

CJ.w....tiws 
A few wuds may be a.iJed .nth Id'amce to dase-times. 

'Tbae is DO d.Jse.«ime ill this CIDIIIDlIJ b dcu. the perio.i 
b ~ beiDc left to the o.-oc:rs of the ~ 
Nor is there anL d.Jse.«ime b hares -.t nbbits; though 
by the Hares Presthatioo Act. l~ it is anlawf-.d to st:U 
or ~ b sale ill Crat BritaiD any hire (c::ECq.'( impontd 
romp hares) btt1Iu:ra Marda -.t July. bot!a mombs in
~ The ript of the occupew to l:ia aDd tale PJUDd 
came OIl mood.mds (as distitlpisbtd from ~ anh1e 
1m.Js) UDder the CrouDd Game AdS is Uo limited m poiDl 
of time.. The cIase-cima b nDous biNs that are rq:anW 
lIS - game - are fimt by nrious sbtUteso mainly ill "t11e 
iIlla'esIS of- sport. - U it is desinble to lane stIbI10rJ dose-
1ima b game birds. these birds. n-e Tarious 0Ihtr 1riJd 
bUds. shoW.i be ~ withia the WM BiMs Prc:'ll'tCticlG 
AdS. UDder whida daeHimcs are prori.W .nth • new to 
the CLGSU,atiooa of ~ ba-riDc proper rq;ri to the 
iDcaesI:s of ~ ApDst..adl pro\isioas tbere is 
DO ~; -.t ~ a\occ these IiDcs is weIoame 
to all bus of birJ.Iife. 

• 'ne .. MM·;' ~ _ ~ ....... 1-. -..ailed .. die..,.., .. Up ................. .-y ........ _ 
~.."..a_-
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Ft»Uumting 

The preservation of foxes and the passing of the hunt over 
land interfere with the extension of poultry-fanning and 
thorough c:u1tivation. The voluntary compensations, more
ovcr, seldom cover the damage actually done; and take no 
account whatevet of the general hindrance to economic 
developmenL In law, of course, foxes are vermin. and the 
occupier of land can kill foxes on it and can prevent trespass 
by the hunt; but in practice most of the occupiers have the 
land on short teJ:IDs, and if they were to exercise these rights 
they would soon get notice to quit. Land-value policy would 
do much to better the position by promoting security of 
tenure, by encouraging improvements, and by rating and taxing 
each property on the fee-simple value of the land instead of 
merely on its occupation -value under hunting conditions. 
It should also be remembered that the hunting of any animal 
preserved for that purpose involves a certain amount -of 
cruelty; whilst there are many manly sports which are tree 
from this taint. 

NOTE M.-COMPULSORY ACQUISITION OF LAND 

TM Quution of Priu 

Where land is acquired by public authorities under com
pulsory powers, its capital land-value, as ascertained and 
agreed for purposes of taxation, should be the basis of the 
purchase price, the compensation for any improvements 
(see p. 91) being settled by agreement or, failing agreement, 
by arbitration. There is seldom any real diflic:u1ty about the 
improvements. The substantial question always is as to 
the price that should- be paid for the land.. Compulsory 
purchase under statutory powers ought to be regarded as a 
matter for fair compensation rather than as an opportunity 
for profiteering. . 
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Parliamentary Recommendations 

The House of Commons Committee on Public Accounts 
(Report, 1917, H.C. Paper, 123, p. 10.) have drawn attention 
to the payment of exorbitant claims and to the way in which 
Government ,Departments suffer at the hands of local arbi
trators. The Royal Commission on Housing in Scotland 
(Report, 1917, Cd. 8731, p. 26s}have recommended that, in 
arbitrations as to the amount that should be paid by local 
authorities for land taken' compulsorily, "valuations made 
under the Finance (1909-10) Act, 1910, be held as prima 
facie evideBce of the value, but that it should be open to 
either party to adduce proof of their inaccUIaCY or of a change 
of circumstances since the date of valuation." The Committee 
on the Acquisition and Valuation of Land for Public Purposes 
(Report, 1918, Cd. 8998) have recognised the way-m which 
the public authorities are exploited and have made various 
recommendations for improving the machinery in such cases. . , . 

Need of Reform . 

The Land Clauses Acts have proved to be a mechanism 
for preposterous claims, and the appointment of standing 
official arbitrators at a combined salary of about 1.5000 a 
year under the Acquisition of Land (Assessment of Com
pensation) Act, 1919, fails to touch the real point. There is 
no general valuation of land-values to guide the arbitrators ; 
every facility is given for the holding-up of land at high 
prices, however low it may be valued for rating and taxation; 
and the arbitrators have to fix arbitrarily on something between 
what the proprietor has asked and what the purchasing 
authority has offered. The first step to reform is to have a 
general valuation of land-values for the purposes of rating 
and taxation, and the second is to treat that valuation as the 
basis of the price in the event of acquisition under com
pulsory powers. Incidentally, also, this policy would operate 
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as an automatic· check on attempts to reduce the valuations 
unduly. 

Import4n&e oj Land-'Dalue Policy 

The taxation and rating of land-values ought to precede 
any further land-purchase with public money, partly in order 
to break down the withholding of land from use which keeps 
the prices artificially high, and partly because, as already 
said, the valuations for taxation and rating ought also to 
be the valuations for purchase. Moreover, the purchase of 
land by the public should be limited to those cases where 
it is wanted for the direct use of the public as a whole, or of _ 
the public authorities~ So far as land for small holdings and 
other purposes is concerned, if has already been 'shown 
that the proposed reform of land taxation would lead to a 
reformed system of land-tenure, which would be in every 
way superior to State-aided land-purchase (see Chapter V). 

NOTE N..-LAW OF PROPERTY ACT, 1922, S. I 

(The Law of Property Act, 1922, which comes into 
operation at the beginning of 1925. will dO,much to simplify 
the English law of landed property. Section I, which is set 
out here, classifies the various rights into .. legal estates" and 
.. equitable interests," and the distinction between these two 
cIasses.is a fundamental feature of the Act. This .new 
system will facilitate land-value legislation in England and 
Wales; as-except in certain well-defined cases-it will be 
sufficient to take account only of the persons entitled to 
.. legal estates," the persons entitled to .. equitable interests " 
being in much the same position as the beneficiaries under 
trust settlements.) , 

.. Legal Estatel," .. Equitable ,nterests," etc. 

1.-( I) The only estates, interests or charges in or over 
land which, after the commencement of this Act, shall be 
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capable of subsisting or of being conveyed or created at law 
shall consist of-

(a) An estate in fee simple absolute in possession: 
(6) A term of years absolute : 
(e) An easement, right, or privilege in or over land for 

an interest equivalent to a like estate or term :' 
(d) A like estate or term in mines and minerals, apart 

from the surface, or in the surface aparr from the 
mines and minerals : 

(e) A rentcharge in possession issuing out of or charged 
on land being either perpetual or for a term of years 
absolute : 

(f) Land tax, tithe rentcharge, and any other similar 
charge on land which is not created by an instru
ment: 

(g) Rights of entry exerciseable over or in respect of a 
legal term of years absolute, or annexed, for any 
purpose, to a legal rentcharge. 

And all other estates, interests, and charges in or over 
land (mcluding fees determinable whether by limitation or 
condition) which at or after the commencement of this Act 
were, or but for this section would have been, legal estates, 
interests or c:harges. or capable of _taking effect as such are 
hereby converted into or shall takee1fect as equitable 
interests. 

(a) The estates, interests, and charges, which under this 
section are authorised to subsist or to be conveyed or created 
at law are (when subsisting or conveyed or created at law) 
in this Act referred to as II legal estates." and the owner of 
a legal estate is referred to as·" an estate owner II and his 
legal estate is referred to as his estate. 

(3) A legal estate may subsist concurrently with or subject 
to any other legal estate in the same land in like manner as 
it could have done if this Act had not been paSKd. 

( ... ) A legal estate shall not be capable of subsisting or of 
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better title." 1 This proposition was stated by Lord Chief 
Justice Cockburn in these words : 

" I take it to be established by authority that possession 
is good against all the world except the person who can 
show a better title than the one in possession." 8 

Thus in the case of land, as in the case of Ii chattel,s the 
law protects the possessor against all except those who. Can 
show a better title, and the person who seeks to displace the 
possessor must found his claim, not on the weakness of the 
possessor's title, but on the strength of his own. 

Time-limit to Claims 

The same considerations that have .lcrd to the placing of 
time:'limits to variou!l other legal processes, have led to the 
placing of a time-limit (though in this case it is longer) on 
the recovery of land. Thus, again to quote the same text
book.- besides giving a title which is good against all except 
those who can show a prior and better title, the possession 

\ of land 
" continually tends to bar the rights ,of all who have such 
prior title. For if those who. are rightfully entitled to 
.land take no steps to assert their pghts within the period 
prescribed by statute, their remedies will be barred and 
their title extinguished. So that possession of land for 
the prescribed period will give a good title thereto as 
agaip.st all the world." , 

These fundamental propositions were summarised' thus 
by Lord Macnaghten in delivering a judgment of the Privy 
Council : 

co It cannot be disputed that a person in possession 
of land in the assumed character of owner and exercising 

~ Williams on Real Property, ~3rd ed., 19~0, p. 637. 
• Asher v. Whitelock, 1865, 35 L.J., Q.B. 17, at p. ~O. 
• Armory v. Delamirie, 17U, 1 Str. 504. 
• Williams on Real Property, ~3rd ed., J9~0, p. 638. 
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peaceably the ordinary rights of ownership has a perfectly 
good title against all the world but the rightful owner; 
And if the rightful owner does not come forward and 

'assert his title by process of -law within the period pr:e~ 
scribed by the provisions of the Statute of Limitations 
applicable to the case, his right is for ever extinguished, 
and the possessory owner acquires an absolll:te title." 1 

The Limitat;cm Period 
The English S~tute applicable to the case is the Real 

Property Limitation Act, 1874, which prescribes the period 
for cases of land and rent at twelve years normally, with 
extensions where the entitled person is under disability 
resulting from coverture, infancy, or unsoundness of mind; 
but fixes a maximum period of thirty years. The disability 
from coverture-the special status of a married woman-was 
virtually abolished by the'Married Wgmen's Property Act, 
1882,1 and the other disabilities will in practice be. removed 
by the provisions of the Law of Property Act, 1922 (s. 13 
and Schedule 6), that in such cases the legal estate shall be 
vested in ,orne competent person as trustee. In .these cir
cumstances the twelve-year tim~limit might, with advantage, 
be made applicable to all cases as from the commencement of 
the Act of 1922. 

Registration of Title 
Title to land must not, or course. be confounded with 

title-deeds, which are the usual evidence of it. A good title 
can be acquired without any title-deeds under the Act of 
1874 already mentioned; and, in fact, some of the strongest 
titles rest on the continuity of what is conventionally called 
ownership for far longer than the statutory period. The 
great defect of the English system is that-outside London, 
Middlesex, Yorkshire, and the Bedford Level district-there 
is no general system for the public registration of title to 

1 Perry v. ClinoId, 1907, A.C. 73. at p. 79. 
• See also 18. 74. 75 of the Law of Property Act. 1932. 
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land, so that it .is often difficult and costly to ascertain who 
are the persons from whom a valid title can be obtained; 
and there are not a few instances in which the best obtainable 
title is not satisfactory. The provisions of the Land Transfer 
Acts as to registration were open to several objections. The 
Law of Property Act, 1922, amends them in various respects 
and prepares the way for a general system of registration, 
which may be introduced some ten or twelve years after the 
commencement of that Act and which will probably provide 
for the registration of titles to what that Act classifies as .. legal 
estates." Such a system, coupled with a twelve-year limita
tion period for all cases, would do much to simplify title to 
land. 

PrioritieJ 
Any difficulties as to compulsory registration might be 

avoided by applying the simple rul~which is the foundation 
of registration in Scotland I-that, in case of competition 
between them, titles should have priority according to the 
dates of their respective registrations. At first, this rule 
should apply only to titles dating from after the commence
ment of registration; but, after the lapse of the twelve-year 
limitation period, it should apply to all titles, whether dating 
from before or after that commencement. Under these 
conditions, people would register their titles in their own 
interests, and, after registration had been in force for twelve 
years" there would be no danger from unregistered titles. 
The registered titles to each property would be arranged 
in the order of their priority, the estate in fee-simpl~r any 
other legal estate that is charged upon it-coming first, and 
the other legal estates being arranged in descending order. 

TtU-COlkction from Crocon-tetUUlt 

When this stage of registration has been reached, it will 
be possible to reverse the process of collection described in 

I As regard. England andWale., Bee •• as of the Land Transfer 
Act, 1875, and •• 14 of the Yorkshire Regiatrie. Act, 1884. 
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Oapcu XIII. aDd to adopt the mare logical aDd mrm::nieot 
plan of collectjag the Lmd-nlue To: _ • ft:Dt payable to 

the Cnnm directly fnlm the penon who bas the highest title 
10 the Imd. aDd may therefore be regmJed _ holding it of 
the Cnnm. If he is in occupation of the Imd. 01' if he baa 
Ieaaed it to eomeooe else at m umual ft:Dt equal to 01' greatl% 
thm the Iand-nIue. the incidence of the tax would n:maia 
GO him; if he bas leased it to 80IDftlDC else at m annnal 
rmt Ie&a than the Iaod-n1ue. he sbould be entided. OIl the 
priDcipIes of proportional comribuIion (see ~ XIV). 
to rc:cmer fnlm his 1I:DaDt _ additicmaI n:ot • proponioo. of 
the us cmre:spoudiog to the proportion of the annual land
nIue that is DOt am:n:d by the annual ft:Dt; and SO_OIl in 
deacrndiag orda'. the process beiDg carried _ far _ n:qujRd 
-eod it would aeIdam haft to be arried YfZJ br.1 

PIlY'" l1li4 Defllllllen 

If the boJdao of the highest n:gistcn:d title to the land &iIs 
to pay the tu 1rithio • catain time. his title sbould be deleted 
&om the Register. aDd the appIiatioa for payment sbouJd be 
made to the ae:d highest i aDd 80 oa, until either paymeol 
is made or all the holden of ngistaed tides fail to make 
payment. in which case all their tides should be deleted 
&om the Register. and the Cnnm &bouId aedi:t itself with 
making paymad, aecejfWg tbereopon the same rights _ 
my other paJU'. The righIs of the paJU' sbould be these: 
be should be entitled to hold the land _ against my higher _ 
01' adftne title (whether unregista:ed 01' deleted &om the 
Register) which had DOt met the obligations. and DO auch 
tide &bould be permitted to be eel up against him in any 
way. until af"'a the holder of it had applied fOl' n;gisttatiun 
01' ~atioo. and had aa:ompaoied that application by 
payment into the Registry of m amount equal to all the 
payments that had been made by the paJU'. with intaat 

• I..aDd-wIue ntea might be tIimilady coIJected. wiIh • UNiEiipBMI.
iag __ of the ecIIcme of adjustmtal eugg eel _ Po 1.0. 
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thereon at 5 per cent. per annum, compound interest, ap
portionable for less periods..at the rate of Id. for every £I 
or fraction of [,1 for each month, or fraction of a month; . 
such payment, of course, to be registered, and to be passed on 
by way of repaymen't to the person who has been paying the 
tax. H the holder of any title is in default for more than 
twelve years, his right to apply for registration or re-regis
tration should expire, and his title should be deemed to be 
extinguished. 

The Generai Linking-up 
When the progress of registration makes it practicable, 

this system would link together tax-payments, tenure,and 
title to land. It would secure the direct payment of the 
Land-value Tax (or Crown rent) ofi:ach portion of land from 
the person who is in the position of holding it from the 
Crown. It would lead to the general registration of title, 
and would use the payer's payments to fortify his title against 
those who have failed to meet their obligations. It would 
also cause payments of the ~ to be made promptly and by 
the right persons, and would enable the state of both titles 
and tax-payments in respect of any property to be ascertained 
with simplicity and certainty from the Register. 

Title to Land in Scotkmd 

In Scotland, where also the land laws have developed 
from the feudal system, there is alieady a satisfactory system 
of registration. It was set on foot as regards .. sasines "
corresponding to "seisinS" in English Law-by the Scots 
Act of 1693, c. 22, which laid down the rule that real rights 
"shall in all competitions be preferable and preferred 

. according to the date and priority of the registrations of the 
sasines." This principle was also applied in the Registration 
of Leases (Scotland) Act, 1857, and to the registration of real 
burdens. on land, by the Conveyancing (Scotland) Act, 1874, 
s. 30. As a result, the Land-value Tax might, in. Scotland, 
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be collected directly, eve~ now, from the subject-superior or 
other person who is in the position of holding the land of the 
Crown. The system, moreover, would be improved by 
the use of the payer's payments to fortify his title, and it 
would be further improved if the periods for positive and 
negative prescription were shortened and unified. 

NOTE P.-LAND-VALUES OF. VARIOUS PLACES. 

The following table shows the population, the capital 
land-value, and the capital land-value per head, in various 
places where the land-value standard has been adopted. 

P1ace. Population. Land-value. Land-value 
per Head. 

[., [. 
New Zealand (including 1,248.216 1 30 9.5z3.8:U Z48 

these foUl' cities) : 
Wellington • 91.581 15.0 37.137 163 
Auckland • 84.874 1604ZZ.Z8Z 193 
Christchurch 74.6z1 8.545.9OZ 114 
Dunedin 59.061 5 .... 5z.568 9Z , 
New South Wales (in- %.076.918 ZZ9.858.000 110 

cluding Sydney and ita 
suburbs) 

Sydney and ita 8uburbs • 1,ooo.38:rr 89.67z,ooo ·89 

Queensland Cmcluding 763,7.77 68040Z.343 89 
Brisbane) 

Brisbane · · · 44.151 7.8z6.loz 177 

Johannesburg 154,7.13 14.679.577 94 

S S S 
Ottawa 116,zo5 55.673,7.85 479 
Toronto /. ··5Z9.083 339.Z43.869 641 
Hamilton 130,7.35 46.787 .... 60 389 
Winnipeg · · 183.378 144.184.640 788 
Vancouver · · 117,000 13Z .... 51.815 II3Z 

New York City 6.141.145 4.930.050,000 807 
Boston · · · 800.000 758.944.900 946 
Pittsburgh 6Z5.000 479.850.740 770 

1 N~t including Maoris. who number about 5%.750. 
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What is here called .. capital- land-value It is called in 
different places by different names, such as-" site value.-" 
and .. unimproved land-value." There are also considerable 
variations both in the definitions and in the practice of 
valuers in different places. This table is based on the latest 
available figures (January 1924), and in compiling it I have 
received valuable assistance from the Land-values Infol'9lation 
Bureau of the United Committee for the Taxation of Land-
Values (II Tothill Street, London). Mr A. W. Madsen, 
B.Sc., tabulated earlier statistics of somewhat similar character 
in Appendix I of his Land-value Rating (1920). 

NOTE Q.-PROBABLE LAND-VALUE OF GREAT 
BRITAIN 

Withholding of In.lormatiotl 
In the absence of direct statistics, any estimate of .the 

probable land-value of Great Britain is largely a matter of 
.inference. The" full site values" as defined by s. 2S of the 
Finance (1909-10) Act, 1910, correspond nearly with capital 
land-values, except that they do not include minerals. These 
full site values have been ascertained at public expense i 
but Mr Bonar Law, when Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
repeatedly declined to have their aggregate ascertained and 
stated, on the ground that it would cost too much (101 H.C. 
Debates, 2094 i 108 H.C. Debates l 14(;3; 133 H.C. Debates, 
229). He also declined to accede to the requests from the 
municipal authorities of Glasgow, Manchester, and several 
other places to furnish them with the aggregates of the full 
site values in their respective areas, on, the ground that it would 
make too great demands on the time and labour of the land 
valuation officers (136 H.C. Debates, 2114. 23rd December 
1920). -

Surface Values 
From time to time, however, the .. aggregate total value 

of land included in the provisional valuations" has been 
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given in the annual reports of the Commissioners of Inland 
Revenue, and in their report for the year ended 31st March 
1920 (Cd. 1083, at p. 93), which notes the repeal of the' 
Duties for which these valuations were made,.this aggregate 
is given 88 lS.26';,9I1,36a. "Total value," however. is a 
highly technical expression» it is defined in s. as (3) of the 
Act i and it represents what is called the "gross value" 
-which includes improvements-after deduction from it of 
the value of tithe-rentcharges, rentcharges, and other -fixed 
charges, 88 well 88 of the values covered by certain restrictive. 
covenants, etc. The II total values," like the other values 
defined in B. as. do not include mineral values. These 
II total value" figures, therefore, relate only to the Burface
land of Great Britain i and they suggest that the II full site 
values" of that Burface-Iand would probably be found to 
aggregate more than l3.ooo,ooo,ooo. 

Mineral Valua 

To estimate the value of the mineral rights is no less 
difficult. The annual rental value of the rights to work 
minerals and of mineral wayleaves. 88 defined in B. 20 of the 
Fmance (1909-10) Act, 1910, now chargeable to Mineral 
Rights Duty in Great Britain is about l4.ooo,ooo,1 which, if 
capitalised on an average of fifteen years' purchase, represents 
a capital value of more than l60,ooo,ooo. But it should be 
remembered that these figures do not include the rental 
value of minerals which are not being leased or worked. 
and that they do not include in any case common clay, common 
brick earth, sandstone, chalk, limestone, or gravel. These 
figures, however, are almost the only figures that we can.have. 
The aggregate of what is called the II total value of minerals .. 
does not help us, because of the very limitCd interpretation of 

• On which the Mineral Rightll Duty for that year. at II. in the f., 
ia about f.aoo,ooo j 161 ~. C. DeIHI_. Ja94. 13th March Igz3; 
163 H. C. D«Hltes. 1397, znd May Igz3. 
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this expression in ss. 22, 23 of the Act. Nor are the statistics 
- in the First Census of Productj.on (Cd. 6320, 1912-13) of 

much assistance for this purpose, because they give the value 
of the minerals when obtained, and do not give the value 
of the rights to obtain .them. 

General Considerations 

On the whole, there is good reason to think that the capital 
land-value of Great Britain, including mineral rights, will 
be found" to aggregate considerably more dlan £3,100,000,000; 
which, for a population of nearly 43,000,000 people, works 
out at rather more than £70 a head.1 This figure is lower 
than any of those mentioned in the preceding Note, and" is 
probably somewhat under-estimated. It takes time to get 
any new system of valuation to work with smoothness and 
accuracy. At the outset, the desire to avoid over-valuation is 
apt to produce under-valuation; while increased practice; 
checked by the data of transactions, gradually leads to greater 
accuracy in the valuations. 

Inclusion of Minerals with Surface 

The general exclusion of mineral rights from the i, gross 
values," the .. full site values," and the other values defined 
in s. 25 of the Finance (190<}-IO) Act, 1910, was one o{ the 
resultS of the complicated character of the land taxes impoeed 
by that Act. Under the system here proposed the valuations, 
whether of capital land-value or of annual land-value, would 
include the right to the minerals and all the other rights that 
attach to the fee-simple, exce.l(t where and in so far as these 
rights have been severed from the fee-simple, in which case 
they would be valued and taxed as separate subjects, but on 
the same general principles as the fee-simple. 

1 These figures, as will be seen, relate only to so much of the land
value as is in private hands. and do not include the portion absorbed 
by the rates and taxes (see pp. 87-89). 
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NOTE R.-PRACTICAL ASPECT OF POLITICAL 
ECONOMY 

Political Economy has to do with the well-being of the 
community. and should serve the cause of practical reform. 
We ought not to regard it as merely abstract and academic. 
or to adopt the attitude that seems to have been taken by the 
chairman at tlle opening session of a recent summer school. 
who is reported to have said that II -the, aims of the school 
were to stimulate the discussion of principles. not to find 
solutions to current problems." 1 It recalls the story told 
of • certain Savilian Professor of Geometry in bygone days. 
who took an anti-utilitarian view of mathematics, and once 
proposed the toast ••• Pure mathematics. may it never be of 
any use to anyone loti Nothing is more fatal to progress than 
the divorcement of thought from action. of theory from 
practice., Lord Kelvin struck a true note when he said: 
.. There cannot be a greater mistake than that of looking -
superciliously upon practical applications of science. The 
life and soul of science is its practical application." a These ... 
worda are as true of political economy as of any other 
science. 

I See the Doily N_" 3rd August 1923. 
• Professor Cajori's History of Mathem4tiu, 2nd ed., 1919, pp. 

441-442 • 

• PoprJor lAc"". and AdJrGl., 1891 ed., vol. i. p. 86. Similarly 
aIao, in the words of Sir J. R. Seeley ... History fades into mere 
literature when it loses sight of its relation to practical politics" 
(Th.! &pansiorI of Englatul, 1883. p. 166). 



APPENDIX 

NOTABLE SAYINGS 

Our Birthright 

.. The Earth hath He given to the children of men." 
PSALM cxv, 16. 

Profit of the Earth for All 

.. The. profit of the Earth is for all: the king himself is 
served by the field." 

EcCLl!SIASTES, V, 9. 

The Mother-Earth 

.. The Land is Mother of us all; nourishes, shelters, 
gladdens, lovingly enriches us all; in how many ways, from 
our first wakening to our last sleep on her blessed mother
bosom, does she, as with blessed mother-arms, enfold us all I 
• •• rroperly speaking, the Land belongs to these two : to 
the Almighty God; and to all his Children of Men. • •• It 
is not the property of any generation, we say, but that of all 
the past generations that have worked on it, and of all the 
future ones that shall work on it." 

THOMAS CARLYLE, Past and Present, iii, ·8. 
173 
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Nature's Full Blessings 

.. If r:very just man that now pines with want 
Had but a moderate and beseeming share 
Of that which lewdly-pampered Luxury 
Now heaps upon some few with vast excess, 
Nature's full blessings would be well dispensed 
In unsuperfluOUl even proportion, . 
And she no whit encumbered with her store." 

173 

Mu.TON, Comus, 768-774. 

The Bottom Question 

.. This land question is the bottom question. Man is a 
land-animal." 

lIENay GEORGE. The Crime of Pooerty. 

The Herd of Cows 

.. Certain persons have driven a herd of cows, on whose 
milk they live, into an enclosure. The cows have eaten and 
trampled the forage, they have chewed each others' tails, arid 
they low and moan, seeking to get emt. But the very men 
who live on the milk of these cows have set around the enclosure 
plantations of mint, they have cultivated flowers, laid out- a 
race-course, a park, and a .lawn-tennis ground, and they do 
not let out the cows lest they should spoil these arrangements. 
• •• The cows get thin. Then the men think that the cows 
may cease to yield milk, and they invent VariOUl means for 
improving the condition of the cows. They build sheds over 
them, they gild their horns, they alter the hour of milking, 
they concern themselves with the treatment of old and invalid 
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cows • • • but they will not do the one thing needful, which 
is to remove the barrier and let the co\vs Mve access to the 
pasture." 

LEo TOLSTOY, A GrNlI"iquity. 

The l\Iythic Earth-tree 
It Man is an animal; but he is an animal plus something 

else. He is the mythic Earth-tree, whose roots are in the 
ground, but whose topmost branches may blossom in the 
heavens I" 

Two Blades of Grass 

.. He gave it for his opinion, • That whoever could make 
two ears of com, or two blades of grass, to grow upon a spot 
of ground where only one grew before, would deserve better 
of mankind, and do more essential service to his country, than 
the whole race of politicians put together.' .. 

SWIfT, Gl4lliwr'$ TrQWIs, ii, 7. 

For Whose Benefit? 
.. Supposing • • • that for every blade of grass that now 

gro\VS two should spring up, and the seed that now increases 
fiftyfold should increase a hundredfold I Would poverty 
be abated or want relieved? Manifestly no I Whatever 
benefit would accrue would be but temporary. The new 
powers streaming through the material universe could only 
be utilised through land. And, land being private property, 
the classes that now monopolise the bounty of the Creator 
would monopolise all the new bounty. Landowners would 
alone be benefited. Rents would increase, but wages would 
still tend to the starvation point I " 

HINRT GBORGai Proo~ _4 Powrty, X, S. 
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Disheriting their Brethren 
"Oh, what a blessed world-were this I" she cried, 
" But that the great and honourable men 

Have seized the earth, and of the heritage 
Which God, the Sire of all, to all bad given, 
Disherited their brethren I " 
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ROBERT SOUTHEY, Joan of Arc, i, 168-172. 

A Landless Nation 
"We hear it said, the soil of England, or of any country, 

is properly worth nothing, • except the labour bestowed on it.' 
This, speaking even in the languag~ of Eastcheap, is Dot 
correct. The rudest space of country equal -in extent to 
England--could a whole English nation, with all their habi
tudes, arrangements, skills, with whatsoever they do carry 
within the skins of them and cannot be stript of, sllddenly 
take wing and alight on it-would be worth a very considerable 
thing I • • . On the other hand, fancy what an English nation, 
once • on the wing,' could have done with itself, had there 
been simply no soil, not even an inarable one, to alight on? 
Vain all its talents for ploughing, hammering, and whatever 
else ; there is no Earth-room for this nation with its talents. • . . 
Soil, with or without. ploughing, is the gift or God. The 
soil of all countries belongs evermore, in a very considerable 
degree, to the Almighty Maker I The last stroke of labour, 
bestowed on it is not the making of its value, but only the 
increasing thereof." 

THOMAS CARLYLE, Past and Present, iii, 8. 

Appropriations 
.. • This dog is mine, said these poor children; there is my

place in the sunshine.' Behold the beginning and the likeness 
of the usurpation of all the earth." __ 

BLAISE PASCAL (d. 1662), Thoughts, v, 295. 
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--- Beginning of Land Monopoly 

-

" The first person who enclosed a piece of land and be
thought himself to say, • This is 'mine,' and found people 
foolish enough to believe him, was the real founder of our 
soCial system. What crimes, wars, murders, what miseries and 

- horrors would have been spared to mankind, if somebody 
hall _ torn down the stakes or filled up the ditch, and had 
warned his fellows, • Beware of listening to this impostor; 
you are lost if you forget that the produce is for all, and the 
earth for no oQe.' " 

JEAN JACQUES ROUSSEAU, 

On the Causes of JnequaIiil amongst Men, 17SS. 

How to .:Recover the Inheritance 
.. The earth, in its natural state... is capable of . 

supporting but a small number of inhabitants, compared with 
what it is capable of doing in a cultivated state. And as it is 
impossible to separate the improvement made by cultivation 
from the earth itself upon which that improvement is made, 
th~ idea of landed property arose from that inseparable con
nection ; but it is nevertheless true that it is the value of the 
-improvement only, and not the earth itself, that is individual 
property. Every proprietor, therefore, of cultivated land 
owes' to the community a ground-rent, for I know no better 
term to express the idea by, for- the land which he holds. 
• .• Cultivation is one of the greatest natural improvements 
ever made. • •• But the landed monopoly that- began with 
it has dispossessed more than half the inhabitants of every 
nation of their natural inheritance." 

THOMAS PAINE, Agrarian Justice, 1797. 

Improvements on the Land 
.. You have turned over the soil to a few inches in depth 

with a spade or a plough j you have scattered over this pre-
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pared surface a few seeds; and you have gathered the fruits 
which the IUD, rain, and air helped the soil to produce. Just 
tell me, if you please. hy what magic have these acts made 
you sole 0WDer of that vast mass of matter. having for its base 
the surface of your estate, and for its apex the centre of the 
globe 1 • •• You say truly. when you say that • whilst they 
were unreclaimed these lands belonged to aU men.... And it 
is my duty to tell you that they belong to aU men still; and 
that your • improvements' as you call them, cannot vitiate 
the claim of aU men. You may plough and harrow, and 
aow and reap; you may turn over the soil as often as you 
like; but aU your manipulations will fail to make that soil 
yours. which was not yours to begin with. • .. This· extra 
worth which your labour has imparted to it is fairly yours 
• • • but admitting this, is quite a different thing from 
recognising your right to the land itself." 

HmmERT SPENCERo Sociol Stiltics, 1851• is. 4. 

Security of Improvements 
II What is necessary for the use of land is not its private 

ownership, hut the -security of improvements. It is not
necessary to say to a man. • This land is yours: in order to 
induce him to c:u1tivate or improve it. It is only necessary to 
aay to him. • Whatever your labour or capital produces on 
this land shall be yours.' Give a man security that he may 
reap. and he will sow; assure him of the possession of the 
house he wanta to build. and he will build it. These are the 
natural rewards of 1abour. It is for the sake of the reaping 
that men lOW; it is for the sake of possessing houses that 
men build. The ownership of land ~ nothing to do with it." 

liENRy GEORGE. Progrm mul Pooerty. viii, I. 

The Work of their Hands 
.. They shall build houses. and inhabit them; and they 

shall plant vineyards. and eat the fruit of them. -They shall 
12 
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not build, and another inhabit; they shall not plant, and 
another eat: for as the days of a tree are the days of my 
people, and mine elect shall long enjoy the work of, their 
hands." -, ' 

IsAIAH, lxv, 21, 22. 

Nature of Land-value 

" The rent of anyone portion of soil does not depend on the 
labour or capital that has been expended on that portion. • • • 
For instance, if, in the heart of London, a space of twenty acres 
had been enclosed by a high wall at the time of the Norman 
Conquest, and if no man had ever touched that portion of soil, 
or even seen it from that time to this, it would, if let by auction, 
produce an enormously high rent." 

P. E. DOVE,Elements of Political Science, 18S • ., p. 283. 

The Well-provisioned Ship 

" It is a well-provisioned ship, this on which we sail through 
space~ If the bread and beef above decks seem to grow 
scarce, we but open a hatch and there is a new supply, of 
which before we never dreamed. And very great command 
over the services of others comes to those who as the hatches 
are opened are permitted to say, • This is mine I'" 

HENRY GEORGE, Progress and Poverty, iv, 2. 

All from the Earth 

" Suppose you want to build a house; can you· build it 
without a place to put it? What is it built of? Stone, or 
mortar, or. wood, or iron-":'they all come from the earth. 
Think of any article of wealth you choose, any of those things 
which men struggle for, where do they come from? From 
the land. It is the bottom question. The land question is 
simply the labo~r question; and when some men own that 
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element from which all wealth must be drawn, and upon 
which all must live, then they have the -power of living with
out work, and, therefore, those who do work get less of the 
products of work." _ ., 

" HENRy GEORGB, The Crime of PO'Oerty. 

To see how Things are shared 

.. It's hardly in a body's pow'r 
To keep, at times, frae being sour, 
To see how things are shar'd!' 

BURNS, Epfstk toDam. 

Land and Labour 

.. Political economists have insisted much on the small 
matters that affect the value of labour. By far the- most 
important .is the mode in which the land is distributed. 
Wherever there is a free soil, labour maintains its value. 
Wherever the soil is in the hands of Ii few proprietors, or 
tied up by entails, labour necessarily undergoes depreciation. 
In fact, it is the disposition of the land that determines the 
value of labour. If men could get the land to labour on, 
they would manufacture only for a remuneration that afforded 
more profit than God has attached to the cultivation of the 
earth. Where they cannot get the land to labour on, they 
are starved into working for a bare subsistence." 

P. E. DoVE, Theory of Human Progression, 18S0, p. 406 n. 

The Island 
.. Place one hundred men on an island from which there is 

no escape, and whether you make one of these men the absOlute 
owner of the other ninety-nine, or the absolute owner of the 
soil of the island, will make no difference either to him or to 
them. In the one case, as the other. the one will be the 
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absolute master of the ninety-Dine-his power extending even 
to life and death, for simply to refuse them permission to live 
upon the island would be to force them into the sea." 

HENRy GEORGE, ProgrtS$ tmd POfJtI'ty, vii, 2. 

Upon a Larger Scale 
II Upon a larger scale, and through more complex relations, 

the same cause must operate in the same way and to the same 
end-the ultimate result, the enslavement of labourers, be
coming apparent just as the pressure increases which compels 
them to live on and from the land which is treated as the 
exclusive property of others. Take a country in which the 
soil is divided among a number of proprietors, instead of 
being in the hands of one, and in which, as in modern produc
tion, the capitalist has been specialised from the laboUf!:!', and 
-manufactures and exchange, in all their many branches, have 
been separated from agriculture. Though less direct and 
obvious, the relations between the owners of the soil and the 
labourers will, with increase of population and the improve
ment of the arts, tend to the same absolute mastery on the 
one band and the same abject helplessness on the other, as in 
the case of the island we have supposed. • •• Just as ri:moval 
to cheaper land becomes difficult or impossible, labourers, no 
matter what they produce, will be reduced to a bare living, and 
the free competition among them, where land is monopolised, 
will force them to a ,condition which, though they may be 
mocked with the titles and insignia of freedom. will be virtually 
that of slavery.t' 

HENRy GEORGE, Progrm tmd POfJtI'ty, vii, 2. 

Wealth and the Source of Wealth 
II It is not in the relations of capital and labour; it is not 

in the pressure of population against subsistence, that an 
explanation of the unequal development of our civilisation is 
to be found. The great cause of inequality in the distribution 
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of wealth is inequality in the ownership of land. The ownership ... 
of land is the great fundamental fact which ultimately deter
mines the aocial. the political. and consequend'y the intellectual 
and moral condition of a people. And it must be so. For 
land is the habitation of man. the storehouse upon which he 
must draw for all his needs. the material to which his labour 
must be applied for the supply of all his desires; for even the 
products of the sea cannot be taken. the light of the sun 
enjoyed. 01' any of the forces of Nature utilised. without the 
use of land or its products. On the land we are born. &om 
it we live. to it we return again-dilldren of the soil as truly 
IS is the blade of grass or the flower of the field. Take away 
from man all that belongs to land. and he is but a disembodied 
8pirit. Material progress cannot rid us of our dependence 
upon land; it can but add to the power of producing wealth 
&om land ; and hence. when land is monopolised. it might go 
on to infinity without inaeasing wages or improving the 
condition of those who have but their labour. it can but add 
to the value of land and the power which its possession gives. 
Everywhere. in all times. among all peoples. the possession of 
land is the base of aristocracy. the 'foundation of great fortunes. 
the aourte of power." _ 

lIlooly GBOK«?Eo Prognu fDUl Paoerty. v. 2. 

The Land it is the Landlords· 
N The land it is the landlords' 

The traders' is the sea ; 
The ore the userer's coffer fills

But what remains for me ? 

.. The Coming hope. the future day 
When wrong to right shall bow. 

And hearts that have the courage. man. 
To make that future _ ... 

EaNEsT JONES. SOPIl of 1M FfIdory Slaoe (1856). 
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Why Wages are low 

.. Why is it that men have to work for such low wages ? 
Because if they were to demand higher wages,. there are plenty 
of unemployed men ready to step into their places. It is 
this mass of unemployed men who compel that fierce competi
tion that driveS wages down to the point of bare subsistence. 

~ 'Why is it that there are men who cannot get employment? 
Did you ever think what a strange thing it is that men cannot 
find emp!oyment? Adam had_ no difficulty· in· finding 
employment i neither had Robinson Crusoe ithe finding of 
employment was the last thing that troubled them. If men 
cannot find an employer, why cannot they employ them
selves? Simply' because they are shut out from the element 
on which human labour can alone be exerted. Men are 
compelled to compete with each other for the wages of an 
employer, because they have been robbed of the natural 
opportunities of employing themselves; because they cannot 
find a piece of ~d's world on which to work without paying 
some other human creature for the·privilege." 

lIENRy GEORGB, The Crime 0/ POfJeI"ty. 

Treasure-house for Nation 

.. We desire to develop our undeveloped estates in this 
country-to colonise our own country-to give the farmer 
greater freedom and -greater security in the exercise of his 
business-to secure a home and a career for the labourer, who 
is now in many cases cut off from the soil •. We wish to make 
the land less of a pleasure-ground for the rich and more of a 
treasure-house for the nation." 

SIR HENRY CAMPBELL-BANNERMAN, at the Albert Hall, 
21St December 1905. 
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Politics of the Home 

.. Ye friends to truth, ye statesmen who survey 
The rich man's joys increase, the poor's decay, 
'Tis yours to judge, how wide the limits stand 
Between a splendid and a happy land.'" 

GOLDSMITH, The Deserted Village. 

~ 

Twin Principles 

.. Here are two simple principles, both of which are self~ 
evident: . 

.. I.-That all men have equal· rights to the use and 
enjoyment of the elements provided by Nature . 

.. 11.-That each man has an exclusive right to the use 
and enjoyment of what is produced by his own labo~ • 

.. There is no conflict between these principles. On the 
contrary they are correlative. To secure fully the individual 
right of property in the produce of labour, we must treat the 
elements of Nature as common property." 

HENRy GEORGE, Protection or FTee TTade~ch. 26. 

A Declaration of Policy 

.. We would simply take for the community what bel~ngs 
to the community, the value that attaches to the land by the 
growth of the community j leave sacred to the individual all 
that belongs to the individual j and, treating. necessary 
monopolies as functions of the State, abolish all restrictions 
and prohibitions save those required for public health, safety, 
morals, and convenience." 

HENRY GEORGE, Condition of Labour, iii: 
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Cumulative Effects 

.. To abolish the taxation which, acting and reacting, now 
hampers every wheel of exchange and presses upon every 
form of industry; would be like-removing an immense weight 
from a powerful spring. . •• And to shift the burden of 
taxation from production and exchange to the value or rent 
of land would be not merely to give new stimulus to the 
production of wealth; it would be to open up new oppor
tunities. For under this system no one would care to hold 
land unless to use it, and land now withheld from use would 
everywhere be throWn open to improvement." 

HENRy GEORGE, Progress and POfJerty, ix, I. 

Preparing the Ground 

II Knowing this, that never yet 
Share of Truth was vainly set 

In the world's wide fallow;· 
Mter hands shall sow the seed, 
Mter hands from hill and mead 

Reap the harvests yellow." 

J. G. WHITl'IER, Barclay of Ury. 

Most Just and Practicable 

.. The only indubitable means of improving the position 
of the workers, which is at the same time in conformity with 
the will of God, consists in the liberation of the land from 
its usurpation by the landlords. • •. The most just and 
practicable scheme, in my opinion, is. that of Henry George, 
known as the single-tax system." 

LEO ToLSTO¥, To the Working Peopls, xiii. 
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The Injustice and the Remedy 
.. The injustice of the seizure of.the land as property has 

long ago been recognised by thinking people, but only since 
the teaching of Henry George has it become dear by what 
means this injustice can be abolished." 

LEO TOLSTOY, Letter to Single-Tax Leagues oj Australia • 

. Henry Geor~e 's Merit 
.. It is Henry George's merit that. he not only exploded all 

the sophism whereby religion and science justify landed 
property and pressed the question to the farthest proof, which 
forced all those who had not stopped their ears to acknowledge 
the unlawfulness of ownerships in land, but also that he was 
the first to indicate a possibility of solution for the question •. 
He was the first to give a simple, straightforward answer t~ 
the usual excuses made by the enemies of all progress, who 
affirm that the demands of progress are illusions, impracticabl~ 
inapplicable. The method of Henry George destroys these 
excuses by so putting the question that by to-monow com
mittees might be appointed to examine and deliberate on his· 
scheme and its transformation into law." 

LEO TOLSTOY, Letter to a German Reformer. 

Our Present Land Laws 
.. Our present land laws cause a greater drag upon bide,. 

and are a greater peril to the standard of living, than all the 
tariffs of Germani and America." 

SIR HENRy CAMPBELL-BANNERMAN, at Bolton, 
16th October 1903. . 

Land-value Valuations 
.. Let the value of the land be assessed independently of 

the buildings upon it, and upon such valuation let contribution 
be made to those public services which create the value. 
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This is not to disturb the balance of equity. but io redress it. 
There is no unfairness in it. The unfairness is in the present 
state of things. Why should one man reap what another 
man SOWl? We would give to the landowner all that is his. 
but we would prevent him taking something which belongs to 
other people." 

SIR lIENRy CAMPBELL-BANNERMAN. at lAeu. 
19th March ~go3. 

The Hostile Tariff 
II Our present rating system opentea as a hostile tariff on 

our industries. it goes in restraint of trade. it falla with severity 
on the shoulders of the poorer classes in the very worst shape. 
in the shape of a tax upon house-room. • •• So long as this 
system is left unamended. we are consenting-you and I. by 
allowing it to remain unamended-to the aggravation of these 
appalling evils of over-crowding. which are a disgrace to our 
humanity and a blot upon our -record as a capable self-
governing community." . 

SIR HENRY CAMPBELL-BANNERMAN. at Dunfermline • 
. 22nd October 1907. 

Rights of the Community 
II The value of land rises as population groWl and national 

neceaaities incre8$l. not in proportion to the application of 
capital and labour. but through the development of the com· 
munity itself. You have a form of value. therefore. which is 
conveniently called • site val\le,' entirely independent of build
ings and improvements and of other things which non-owners 
and occupiers have done to increase its value-tl source of 
value created by the community. which the community is 
entitled to appropriate to itself. • • • In almost every aspect 
of our social and industrial problem you are brought back 
sooner or later to that fundamental fact." 

MR H. H. AsQUITH, at Paisley, 7th I"'" 1923. 
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Potent Promoters of Industry 
II We hold, as we always hve held, tha~ so far as practicable, 

local and national taxes which are necessary for public purposes 
should fall on the publicly~ value !lither than on that 
which is the product of individual enterprise and industry. 
That does not involve a new or additional burden on taxation, 
but it would produce these two consequen~t of all. that 
we should cease to be imposing a burden upon successful 
enterprise and industry i and next, that the land would come 
more readily and cheaply into the best use for which it is fitted. 
These two things would be two potent promoters of industry 
and progress." 

Ma H. H. AsQUITH. III Bralml. IStJwre 1923. 

The Greatest Grievance 
II The great criticism against rating is not merely that it 

lads uniformity and is unfair between the parties. but that 
it is unfair to the class of property that you tax and rate. This 
is the greatest grievance of alI-that it taxes improvements. 
The more a landlord improves his property the higher he is 
rated i the more he neglects his property the less he is rated. 
• •• U he allows his cottages to fall into decay and become 
empty. his rates are less i but if he is a good, sound landlord, 
who repairs ruinous cottages and builds new ones. up go his 
rates. The man who trusts to obsolete machinery in his 
businesa can keep his rates low i but the man who puts in 
new machinery and improves his buildings has to pay a 
higher contribution to the rates." 

Ma LLoYD GEORGi!.;" 1M HOlM oj Corrurums. 
28th April 1913. 

Tackle Land-values. First 
"You cannot build houses without land; you cannot lay 

down trams for the purpose of spreading the population over , 
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a wider area without land. As long as the landlords are . 
allowed to charge prohibitive prices for a bit of land, even waste 
land, without contributing anything -to local resources, so 
long will this terrible congestion remain in our towns. That 
is the first great trust to deal with, and for another reason-the 
resources of local taxation are almost exhausted. It is essential 
that you s!lould 'get some new resources for this puryose . 

. What better resources can you get than this wealth created, 
by the community, and how better can it be used than for the 
benefit of the community? • •• It is all very well to produce 
Housing of the Working Classes Bills. They will never be 
effective until you tackle the ~on of land-values." 

MR LLoYD GEORGB, at NeflJcastle, 4th March 1903. 

Who ordained • • .? 

.. Who ordained that a few should have the land of Britain 
as a perquisite i who made 10,000 people owners of the soil 
and the rest of us trespassers in the land of our birth i who 
is it 1 Who is responsible for the scheme of things whereby' 
one man is engaged through life in grinding labour, to win 
a bare and precarious subsistence for himself • • • and 
another man who does not toil receives every hour of the day, 
every hour of the night whilst he slumbers, more than his 
poor neighbour receives in a whole year of toil? Where did 
the table of the law come from? Whose finger inscribed it ? " 

MR LLoYD GEORGB, at NeflJcastie, 30th September 1909. 

Let's Burst It ! 

.. Search out every problem, look into these questions 
thoroughly, and the more thoroughly you look into them you 
will find that the land is at the root of most of them. Housing, 
wag~, food, health, the development of a virile, independent, 
manly, Imperial race-you must have a free land system as an. 

\-
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essential condition of these. To use a gardening phrase~ our 
social and economic condition is root-bound- by the feudal 
system. It has no room to develop, but its roots are breaking' 
through. WeD,let's burst it I" 

MR LLOYD GEORGE, at Aberdeen, 29th November 1912. 

Entering the Inheritance 

II We want to do something to bring the land within the 
grasp of the people. We want to put an end to the system 
whereby the land of this country is retailed by the ounce, so 
that there should not be an extra. grain of breathing spaces._ 
• • • . The resources of the land are frozen by the old feudal
system. I am looking forward to the spring-time, when the 
thaw will set in, and when the people and the children of the 
people shall enter into the Jnheritance that has been given..., 
them from on high." ... 

MR LL~YD GEORGE, at Liverpool, 21St December 1909. 

Thought and Action 
.. Still, through our paltry stir and strife, 

Glows down the wished Ideal, . 
And Longing moulds in clay what Life 

Carves in the marble Real." 

JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL, Longing. 

The Land Reformer's Case 
II Our moral thoughts are usually cast ultimately into a 

theological form, and so the land reformer's case is generally 
opened by a statement like' the land is God's common gift 
to all.' Cast in its severely economic form, however, the 
point is equally effeCtive. Rent is a toll, not a payment for 
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aervice. By it social values are transferred from social poola 
into private pockets, and it becomes the means of vast economic: 
exploitation. • •• Rent is obviously a commOll resource. 
Differences of fertility and value of aite must be equalised by 
rent, and it ought to go to common funds and be apent in the 
common interest." 

MR J. RAMsAy MAcDONALD, 
Socia/ism, Critieal tmd COIISlnlctiw, p. 164. 

It is Fundamental 

II Our old Socialist argument that economic: rent must be 
taken by the State, because it is created by circum$tances of 
which the whole community is entitled to take advantage, 
hu been enormously increased by the results and the 
experiences of the war. And it is fundamental." 

Ma J. RAMsAy MAcDONALD, Socialism after 1M War, p. 53. 

One Point of Socialism 

II To tako only one point of our case: Socialism declares 
it to be wrong that the land which is necessary for the life and 
maintenance of all men should be held in private ownership 
by a ftfll) men: it declares it to be wrong that a landowner 
who contributes nothing in skill or labour to the land should 
get anything out of the land: it declares it to be wrong that 
a landowner who certainly did not bury the metals and minerals 
in the earth-ed who does nothing to win them out-6hould 
get greater remuneration than those who do win them at the 
expense of heavy toil, and life and limb. If you have an 
answer to these claims, we shall be glad to give it space." 

II FORWARD" NtfII)rpaptr, GlasgOfD, 16tA D«nnbtr 19U. 
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The People's Anthem 
.. When wilt Thou save-the people? 

o God of Mercy, when? 
The people, Lord I the people I 
. Not thrones and crowns; but men I 
God save the people I ThiDe they are ; 
Thy children, as Thy angels fair: 
Save them from bondage and despair I 

God save the people I .. 
.' EBENEZER ELLIOTT, Corn-Law Rhymes (1831). 

Breaking Land Monopoly 

.. The Labour Party sare that if the great landowners of 
this country desire to put fenceil round the most productive 
soil in the world . • • they· must pay for the pleasure of 
doing so. Accordingly, it is proposed to have the land valued, 
and to ask the owner to pay a tax on that valuation. I think 
that by the pressure of the taxation and rating of land-values 
the owners would soon find that the land held out of use was 
not so necessary to their pleasure as they thought. I venture 
to suggest that they would quickly commence to seek buyers or 
tenants. The plentiful supply of land that would come on 
the market would enable farmers to obtain their holdings at a 
reasonable price or rent instead of having to enter into posses
sion on the inflated values with which you are acquainted. I 
assert, without fear of contradiction, that nothing would give 
a greater stimulus to the agricultural industry than the freeing
of the land. More farms would be opened up; more 
opportunities of employment would offer for the agricultural 
worker; the countryside would become a hiv~ of industry 
instead of a grave of disappointed hopes. The root of the 
rural problem is where all roots are to be found-in the Land," 

MR .AlrnruR HENDERSON, at Cromer, 17th March 1922. 
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Suicidal to Penalise Improvements 

cC' The taxation of land-yalues would not impose any further 
burden upon the agricultural industry. • •• The landowner 
would have to pay it. He could not pass it on to the farmer, 
and he could not make the agricultural worker pay it by 
means of a reduction. in his standard of life. I challenge 
anyone to say that a tax on economic rent is paid by anyone 
else tha~ the receiver . of the rent. But the Labour Party 
would go further than that. The present syste~ of assessment 
and rating produces an inequality of burdens which are 
injurious to agriculture. Improvements are positively dis
couraged. The burden of rates is often heaviest where it 
can least well be borne. A farmer who improves his land 
or erects an additional building for the housing oLhis live 
stock finds immediately that his assessment is raised. The 
Labour Party holds that it is suicidal for the nation to penalise 
by increased taxation occupiers of land who effect improve
ments which add to its value. We propose a drastic revision 
of the entire system of assessment and rating in order that the 
taxation of land may be used to unrate the improvements 
made by the occupier." 

MR ARTHUR HENDERSON, at Cr~, 17th March 19zz. 

Undesirable Taxation 

_ cC Under our present system improvements are penalised. 
If a shopkeeper extends his premises, or a farmer increases 
the value of his farm by erecting improved buildings or 
draining the land, the rates are immediately increased. That 
is a tax on private enterprise with which I do not agree. 
Private enterprise of a character not subversive of the pu.blic 
good I would encourage. It' little becomes the wealthy 
landlords who oppose the shifting of the burden of the rates 
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&om houses. factories, shops, and machinery on to the value 
of the land, to criticise the speech I made at Newport. Why? 
I recently attacLed my name to a Bill for the taking of rates 
off machinery. Is that an attack on private enterprise? .. 

Ma Almroa HmmERSON, at NftlJC4Stle By-el«titm, ',.,.ary 1923. 

A Vital Need 

.. The principle and policy of the United Committee have 
no more sincere supporter than myseIf. The taxation of 
land-values has been a vital need ever since the private owner
ship of land formed an integral part of the social system, 
but the aftermath of a great war has brought us problema 
which have dragged its urgent necessity more into the light 
and indicated the essential truths of the doctrine taught by 
Henry George." 

Ma Almroa HmmERSON, 
Lett. to 1M llllenulliotud COftfermu Oft 1M TtlJUlIimI of Lmul

fHlhm III O:rfortl, A.1lf:'UI 1923. 

Unlocking Nature '8 Storehouse 

.. The taxation of land-values with, of course, the exemption 
of improvements, does not receive my support merely as a plan 
for raising additional revenue. It is designed to achieve far 
greater results. It seeks to open the way to the natural 
raoun:es &om which all wealth springs. The labour is 
here. and with it the will to work, but the land still lies locked 
in the grip of a tenacious and unrelenting monopoly, .. bile 
unemployment and poverty haunt us with a terrifying 
persistence." 

Ma .AlmruR HmmERSON, W. 
13 
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The Victory that Counts 
.. We want no flag, no flaunting rag, 

For Liberty to fight; 
We want no blaze of murderous guns, 

To struggle for the right. 
Our spears and swords are printed words, 

The mind our battle-plain: 
We've won such victories before, 

And so we shall again." 
CHARLES MACKAY, British Freedom (1848). 

Concentrate upon Land Reform 
.. Until they had abolished landlordism root arid branch, 

every other attempt at reform was building upon the sands. 
Every reform not based on common ownership of the land 
was simplysubsidising landlordism. Every social reform 
increased the economic rent of land. Therefore, unless they 
were going to continue to waste their efforts by tinkering 
with social questions as in the past, they must concentrate 
upon this fundamental question, to secure the laild for the 
people." 

MR PHILIP SNOWDEN, at Memorial Hall, 
London, 24th May 1919. (Land Nationaliser, June 1919.) , 

Economic Value of Land 
"We hold the position that the whole economic value of 

land belongs to the community and that no individual has 
the right to appropriate and enjoy what l>elongs to the com
munityas a whole. "Let there be no mistake about it. When 
the Labour Government does sit upon those benches it will 
riot deserve to have a second term of office unless in the 
most determined manner it tries to secure social wealth for" 
social purposes." 

MR PHILIP SNOWDEN, House of Commons, 
4th July 1923 (on Third Reading of Finance Bill). 
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Backbone of Capitalism 

II Why is it that, in spite of their great numbers and large 
organisations, the workers have not yet succeeded in gaining 
their freedom? The reason is simple: they do not under
stand the capitalist system. "I:bey always imagine that if they 
cali gain higher wages and shorter hours, all will be well. But 
they fail to realise the great strength of the capitalists, which 
strength lies in their possession of the land and all the raw 
material from which wealth is produced. So long as they 
are allowed to retain ,possession of these things the workers 
are helpless." 

.. FREEDOM" NefJJspaper, London, October 1920. 

Labour's Land PoUcy-

.. This policy is based on the following principles : 
.. The land which Nature provided as the physical basis 

of life ought to be treated as common property . 
.. When land is in private hands those who hold it should 

be called upon to pay to the people a rent or tax: for it. 
II That this tax or rent should be based on the true 

market value of the land apart from the value of any 
improvements which may be in or upon it. 

II The tax should be made payable whether the land is 
being used or not." - -

LABoUR SPEAKER'S HANDBOOK, 1922. 

Land and Social Problems 
II Late in life I have realised, what I failed to see in the 

early days, that the-root of all our social problems lies in the 
land question. So long as land is withheld from free access 
to men, anxious and willing to utilise Nature's bounty, just 
80 long' will you have a crowd of men at the factory gate 
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waiting for jobs. The key to the anomalies we are all en
deavouring to solve is the land problem. . •• If the atmos
phere could have been parcelled out and bottled up so that 
every child that comes into the world would only be allowed 
to breathe on the payment of air-rent, you can picture a 
state of affairs as deplorable, but no less unjust and ridiculous, 
as _that obtaining. at thel present time with your private 
ownership and monopoly of the land." 

MIt ROBERT SMILLIE, at NefJJCastk-under-Lyme, 
October 1921. 

Dictates of Equity 

.. It may by-and-by be perceived that Equity utters dictates 
to which we have not yet listened; and men may then learn 
that to deprive others of their rights to the use of the earth, 
is to commit a crime inferior only in wickedness to the crime 
of taking away their lives or personal liberties." 

HmmERT SPENCER, Social Statics, ISSI, ix, 9. 

The Coming Brotherhood 

.. Then let us pray that come it may 
(As come it will for a' that) 

That Sense and Worth o'er a' the earth, 
Shall bear the gree an' a' that I 

For a' that, an' a' that, 
It's comin' yet for a'. that, 

That Man to Man the world o'er 
Shall brithers be for a' that." 

BURNS, Is there for /zonest pOfJeTt)1. 
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